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ABSTRACT

THE TECH CAFÉ, A SOCIAL ACTION MAKERSPACE:
MIDDLE SCHOOL STUDENTS AS CHANGE AGENTS

Lewis Isaac Lahana

Makerspaces are fertile grounds for students to develop innovative products
infused with STEAM principles and cross disciplinary content knowledge; build
technological fluency; and support positive developmental growth. Yet, rarely do
Makerspaces prioritize these outcomes. Rather, they tend to revolve around the
creation of novel objects using cutting-edge technology; craftwork unhinged from
their historical, social, political, or academically-relevant underpinnings; and/or the
hacking of so-called “black boxes”.
What happens when an educator designs and implements a research-based
and content-driven in-school Makerspace? Drawing on field observations,
interviews, artifact analysis, and the Developmental Assets Profile (DAP) survey,
this mixed methods study explored the experiences of students from two urban
middle school classes (n=51) who participated in a social action themed Makerspace
called the “Tech Café.” Working from a transformative research perspective, the
Tech Café also sought to address the “participation divide”— a term suggesting that
higher socioeconomic status students have more opportunity to produce media
creatively than students of low socioeconomic status.
Qualitative results indicated that students reported increased agency in their
ability to effect positive change in their world. They engaged in powerful
collaborations with diverse members of the school’s learning community as they

worked toward solutions using low- and high-technology tools. Their products
included a cigarette smoke detecting shirt, an edible insect bug stand, and a
stationary making kit utilizing recycled paper. Student profiles incorporated their
chosen social issue; steps and challenges in product creation; and outcomes
pertaining to technological fluency and sense of agency to affect change. Findings
showed that students may have benefited from scaffolding to deepen their
understanding of important social issues through research.
Quantitative results of the DAP were statistically analyzed according to
measures of Positive Identity, Positive Values, Commitment to Learning,
Empowerment, and Social Competencies and indicated that no statistically
significant differences existed in the pretest-posttest survey scores of participants
(n=30). However, a descriptive analysis of score improvement showed that
students who successfully created products in the Tech Café moved to higher DAP
score ranges more often than those who did not create products. The study
concludes with recommendations pertaining to the implementation of Makerspaces
in schools.
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION

Background and Context
Digital Inequity: The Participation Divide
For many designers and theorists of Information, Communication, and
Technology in Education (ICTE), its biggest promise has been the potential for
creating more equity among students. With rapidly declining costs, anytime
anywhere access to quality content and production tools, and the plasticity of digital
identity, students, no matter their socioeconomic status (SES), would now be
exposed to worlds heretofore unavailable to them. Within those worlds, creativity
and civic engagement would flourish, allowing the disenfranchised to contribute
knowledge and products to the global conversation. What has emerged tells a
different story. Rather than shrink the “digital divide,” the proliferation of
technology both in and out of schools has widened it (Dimaggio, Hargittai, Celeste, &
Shafer, 2001; Van Dijk, 2005; Warschauer, 2003).
Innovative learning environments that use technology as a means for students
to problem solve and develop original work disproportionately occur in high-SES
schools (Becker, 1999; Dimaggio et al., 2001; Wenglinsky, 1998). Indeed, numerous
studies indicate that students in low-SES schools use technology for repetitive tasks
and simple memorization, whereas their high-SES counterparts use information and
communication technologies in education (ICTE) for simulations and deep research
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(Barron et al., 2010; Gomez, 2014; Resnick & Rusk, 1996; Wenglinsky, 1998). Other
studies describe the disparity in opportunities for the creative production of media
by low- and high-SES students as a “participation divide.” Within this divide, male
students of high-SES are statistically more active in the creation and posting of
digital content than low-SES students (Hargittai & Walejko, 2008; Warschauer &
Matuchniak, 2010).
The gap only widens outside of the classroom. Using a learning ecology
framework in which life spaces are viewed as a continuum of home, school, and
community, Barron (2010) found that low-SES students had a dearth of resources
supporting creative computing. In contrast, high-SES students were surrounded by
“cultures of participation,” where friends, family, and community members engaged
with them in collaborative problem solving through multiple forms of expression.
This support, in turn, enabled students full participation in the so-called Information
Age (Jenkins et al., 2006).
Combined, the lack of innovative learning environments within school and the
scarcity of learning resources outside of school lead to student bodies with widely
disparate opportunities to use technology to generate powerful digital media, open
source hardware designs, and craftwork to help solve real-world problems (Barron
et al., 2010; Blikstein, 2013). The value of creating what Disalvo & Lukens (2009)
label “creative expressions of issues of concern” cannot be underestimated. As the
social, political, and cultural worlds are increasingly being expressed and consumed
online, it is the content creators who set the agenda (Hargittai & Walejko, 2008;
Schradie, 2011). Hargittai (2008) warns that this two-tier system of privileged-class
content creators and under-privileged consumers will only lead to increased
marginalization of the disadvantaged.
Bridging the participation divide between low- and high-SES students
requires schools that serve low-income communities to be populated by critical
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pedagogues that enact social justice through developing what Resnick (2007) calls
“technological fluency” in their students (Blikstein, 2008). Such “future-building
schools” (Facer, 2011) are well-positioned to foster positive youth development
(Lerner, Lerner, & Benson, 2011a) by creating constructionist (Papert & Harel,
1991) learning environments that inspire youth to improve their worlds through
technology-enabled social action.
Critical Pedagogues
Critical pedagogy seeks to create a more just world by exploring with
underprivileged students the ways in which dominant cultures oppress others
socially, politically, and economically (Blikstein, 2008; Dover, 2009; DuncanAndrade & Morrell, 2008; Freire, 1970; Kincheloe, 2004; Smyth, 2011). Throughout
this work, a conscious effort was made to avoid assertions such as the Tech Café
“empowered” or “gave voice” to students. Such phrases imply that students did not
already come into this Makerspace as powerful agents with an awareness and an
ongoing dialogue with others pertaining to the oppressions that existed in their
daily lives. In the words of Bell Hooks (1989), “Certainly for Black women our
struggle has not been to emerge from silence to speech but to change the nature and
direction of our speech. To make a speech that compels listeners, one that is heard”
(p. 6).
Ellsworth (1989) labels assumptions of student voicelessness by educators as
betraying a “deep and unacceptable gender, race, and class bias” (p. 312). Rather, in
this work, critical pedagogy will inform the use of technology as a means of
“amplifying” student voice by encouraging a deeper exploration of the root causes
and statistics surrounding their issues of concern and by helping students construct
a compelling expression of their evolving understanding.
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To do this, critical pedagogues need to remove the false premise that curricula
should be ideologically neutral. Rather, through co-investigation, teachers and
students discover the cultural, environmental, political, and technological factors
leading to oppression. For example, how are the poor, people of color, and other
minorities negatively portrayed in the media? How does such a portrayal serve to
implant students with a negative self-image and influence their perception of
others? Armed with this consciousness, students can harness the resources
provided to them through innovative learning environments and engage in social
action against these injustices (Steinberg & Kincheloe, 2007).
Critical pedagogues themselves should be aware of their own social, political,
and educational identities and be willing to challenge them (Dover, 2013).
Otherwise, they run the risk of reinforcing the hegemonic practices seen inside
schools and in greater society (Duncan-Andrade & Morrell, 2008; Freire, 1970).
Furthermore, critical pedagogues must practice democracy within their own
classrooms. This can be done by working with students to recognize the hidden
power dynamics in student-teacher interactions within traditional classrooms and
modeling approaches to rectify this imbalance. This approach can serve to empower
students emotionally and intellectually (Dover, 2013; Smyth, 2011). This is not to
say that a critical pedagogue’s classroom lacks rules, but rather the democratic rules
set in place require less enforcement as students take ownership of their activism
(Dover, 2009). To this end, technology can be used to develop their passions and
amplify their voice, rather than to elicit a set of pre-determined instructional
outcomes aligned to standards. By offering innovative tools, limitless access to
knowledge, and wide-ranging audiences, technology can bring about extraordinary
forms of activism by students (Facer, 2011).
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Technological Fluency
Through the lens of critical pedagogy, imparting technological fluency
amplifies the voice of those increasingly marginalized by the evolving technological
landscape. Unlike the detached and apolitical stance taken by the majority of current
public schools in the United States, classrooms combining critical pedagogy with
technological fluency are driven by student passions and provide them with the
tools to critique the current socioeconomic, political, and environmental conditions
(Blikstein, 2008; Facer, 2011). With this understanding, students act as true
partners with their teachers, often switching roles, in order to envision a better
future together. In tandem with their increased awareness and access to technology,
students learn the linguistic, scientific, technological, engineering, mathematical,
and artistic principles that are interconnected and necessary for meaningful social
action (Blikstein & Krannich, 2013; Brennan & Resnick, 2012; Chan & Blikstein,
2013; Marcelo & Paulo, 2012; Miller, Rosenbaum, & Blikstein, 2012; Resnick, 2006).
Facer (2011) calls schools practicing critical pedagogy in concert with the
development of technological fluency in students’ “future-building.”
In future-building schools, rich technological tools enable students to create
and share products that articulate what the world looks like now and in alternative
futures. Such schools help students practice democracy through partnerships with
teachers that promote open communication and readily allow for role-reversals.
Leveraging the democratizing power of the Internet to amplify the voice of those
traditionally lacking access to large audiences, students in future-building schools
will be equipped to deal with the increasingly dire problems affecting our lives, such
as local/global inequity, energy scarcity, and environmental destruction (p. 87). As
Korten (2010) explains, “Every great social movement begins with a set of ideas
validated, internalized, and then shared and amplified through media, grassroots
organizations, and thousands, even millions, of conversations” (p. 253). Indeed,
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critical pedagogues that create technology-enabled constructionist learning
environments potentially provide an ideal platform for the generation and
dissemination of student products that promote social change.
Constructivist and Constructionist Learning Environments
In a future-building school, technology is used as a tool for enabling social
action (Gomez et al., 2012). To this end, students need to construct a vision for an
alternative future. This future is based on their schema (current understanding) of a
societal problem and the possible solutions needed to bring about positive change.
Constructivist learning environments allow for real-world experiences and
problems to serve as the foundation from which new ideas emerge (von Glasersfeld,
1990).
According to this perspective, students are challenged to modify their
understanding of a problem as first- and second-hand experiences present faults in
their schemas. Their modified schemas will be aided by both continued
experimentation and “just–in–time” explanations from learning resources such as
teachers, experts in the field, and educational media (Kafai & Resnick, 1996). This is
opposed to the traditional “just in case” educational model in which planned
curriculum is taught in the hopes that it will prove useful at a later time (Lang,
2013). In this way, technology-enabled constructivist learning environments can
encourage students to test out and improve upon their schemas for alternative
futures by inspiring them to create digital media, open source hardware designs,
and digital fabrications to better their world. These products may serve to raise
awareness, change perspectives, and offer innovative solutions to societal problems.
An important learning theory based on the constructivist perspective is
Seymour Papert’s constructionism (Papert & Harel, 1991). It holds that a
particularly “felicitous” way for powerful learning experiences to occur is during the
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act of creating tangible objects. Creating these objects offers a means of constructing
and reflecting on one’s own mental models – referred to as “knowledge structures”
in constructivism. Technology in particular can emancipate students from
traditional education by providing them with powerful construction materials to
build and share these knowledge structures (Blikstein, 2008). Such materials have
become increasingly available and affordable since the early 2000s, when digital
media creation software, open source hardware, and prototyping equipment such as
3D printers reached the consumer level.
As with all knowledge structures built in the post-Internet age, the digital
media, open source hardware designs, and digital fabrications created in these
environments are often shared with individuals and groups around the world to be
consumed, remixed, and fabricated in ever-changing iterations. Participating in a
learning environment wherein individuals are empowered to contribute to this
maker milieu reflects the 21st century workplace and involves what Scardamelia
and Bereiter (2006) call the knowledge building pedagogy. Under this pedagogy,
individual achievement and private understanding are less valued than shared
knowledge. It is the advancement of knowledge as a community and the collective
building of “epistemic artifacts” (abstract or concrete models) that are most prized
(p. 99). In this way, students do not simply emulate the acts of knowledge building
occurring outside the classroom, but genuinely add to the growing base of epistemic
artifacts produced by academics, designers, STEM professionals, and tinkerers from
around the world.
Toward this end, a new conception has emerged that describes the
constructionist learning environments taking place in and outside of schools that
utilize technology to invent and prototype novel solutions to problems. Called
“Makerspaces,” they offer an exciting vision for how youth can learn-through-doing
and collaborate with like-minded students around meaningful explorations.
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Physically, Kurti, Kurti, and Fleming (2014) describe Makerspaces as vibrant
spaces filled with the “carcasses of broken things lying around” (p. 10). Combined
with these broken and discarded parts, Makerspaces are frequently equipped with
digital fabrication devices such as 3D printers, CNC carving machines, and laser
cutters. Additionally, they often combine open-source hardware such as the Arduino
and Raspberry Pi microcontrollers with off the shelf electrical components to build
custom electronics and robots (Gershenfeld, 2012). Finally, as with traditional
technology labs, Makerspaces typically contain multimedia creation hardware and
software that serve to help students to research, document, and share their
creations.
Educational Makerspaces offer an alternative environment to those typically
found in middle and high school. Gershenfeld (2012) explains them as a safe space
not to follow directions and to question assumptions – essential qualities of
innovators. Unlike the discrete topics covered in a typical 50-minute middle school
class period, Educational Makerspaces allow for multiple iterations of a project over
multiple class periods. They provide what Gee (2004) calls an “affinity space,” where
common interests and skills transcend age, class, and ethnicity, often leading to
peer-to-peer teaching. Martinez and Stager (2013) note that unlike the “drill and
skill” usage of computers commonly seen in elementary and secondary classrooms,
computers in Makerspaces are used as “material” with which students can ponder,
experiment, take risks, and satisfy their curiosity. Along with computers, students
can “tinker” with a variety of high and low tech materials that may appear “wildly
mismatched,” yet end up working in harmony (Banzi, 2011) to create meaningful
STEM-infused products.
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Positive Youth Development
If the goal of constructionist learning environments within future-building
schools is to inspire students to be change agents through the synthesis of critical
pedagogy, technological fluency, and social action, what will serve as evidence?
Positive Youth Development (PYD) posits that if proper resources are provided to
youth within their individual contexts (i.e., social and learning ecologies), a set of
developmental assets will emerge. These assets are operationalized along six
characteristics (The Six C’s): Competence, Confidence, Character, Connection,
Caring, and Contribution. Broadly referred to in the PYD literature as “thriving,”
adolescents possessing strengths in these areas positively contribute to their
contexts, setting up a mutually beneficial relationship (Lerner, Lerner, & Benson,
2011b).
Rather than working from a deficit model in which preventive or
interventionist methodologies are used to combat negative outcomes, PYD seeks to
capitalize on youths’ individual strengths in order to promote thriving. As a result,
adolescents will have a lower probability of risky or problematic behavior
(Napolitano, Bowers, Gestsdóttir, & Chase, 2011). Policymakers and practitioners in
a number of fields, including education, social work, and medicine, use the PYD
perspective.
A central tenet of PYD is that both people and the context in which they live
are constantly changing. To be sure, adolescents undergo enormous physiological
and identity-related changes simultaneous to the temporal, familial, and community
changes occurring around them. The PYD literature symbolizes the dynamic
relationship between individuals and their context as individual ↔ context. Positive
individual ↔ context dynamics are called “adaptive developmental regulations”
(Lerner et al., 2011a). Under optimal adaptive developmental relations, adolescents
seek to enhance their world, resulting in the six C’s.
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Measuring PYD: The Developmental Assets Profile
One measure of PYD is called the Development Assets Profile (DAP). The DAP
is widely used to organize and measure youth programming. This instrument is
survey-based and measures the relative presence of “developmental nutrients”
demonstrated in PYD research to enhance thriving, prevent risky behavior, and are
obtainable through individual ↔ context relations (Benson, Scales, & Syvertsen,
2011). The assets surveyed are categorized as external or internal. Internal assets
include the competencies and values of the individual, while external assets include
the presence of resources that provide boundaries, promote positive values, and
encourage learning. Assets are additive, increasing youth’s academic, social, and
internal sense of well being as they accumulate. The DAP reliably captures change
over time and cuts across a diverse range of demographics (Scales, 2005). The
Search Institute, developers of the DAP, distilled four youth profiles from responses
to their survey: Supported – Competent – Confident, Supported Social Marginal,
Unsupported Engaged, and the Unsupported – Unengaged – Unconfident. Data
suggest that high-SES youth are more likely to fall into the Supported – Competent –
Confident category than their low-SES counterparts (Benson et al., 2011).
Connecting PYD with Technology Use
Bers (2010) directly applies the principles of PYD to the use of technology,
calling it the Positive Technological Developmental (PTD) framework. The primary
goal of PTD is technology use for psychosocial development, civic engagement, and
ethical responsibility (p. 3). This is accomplished by mentoring youth in how to
leverage technology for world betterment.
Bers (2010) maps the six C’s of Positive Youth Development onto her PTD
framework. The result is a series of behavioral outcomes attained from the positive
use of technology: communication, collaboration, community building, content
creation, creativity, and choices of conduct (Bers, 2010). Using this framework with
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kindergartners and robotics, researchers found that students consistently engaged
in STEM activities that resulted in positive and developmentally appropriate social
interactions (Bers, 2005; Lee, Sullivan, & Bers, 2013). Researchers also used PTD as
a lens to view civic engagement through the playing of video games (Bers, 2010b).
Bers’s PTD framework offers an intriguing lens by which technology-enabled
social action can be linked to positive youth development. While her research was
limited to children ages 5-7 who utilized specific software and hardware packages,
it nonetheless helps to bridge the gap between technology use and positive impacts.
Using this language, we can expand upon her framework to include the wide variety
of technologies, issues, and affinity groups formed in the constructionist learning
environment examined in this research.

Problem Statement
Makerspaces are fertile grounds for students to develop innovative products
infused with STEAM principles and cross-disciplinary content knowledge; the
development of technological fluency; and positive developmental growth such as
positive identity and school connectedness. Yet, rarely do Makerspaces prioritize
these outcomes. Rather, their design and the activities tend to revolve around the
creation of novel objects using cutting-edge technology; craftwork unhinged from
their historical, social, political, or academically-relevant underpinnings, and the
hacking of so-called “black boxes” (technologies that do not offer access to their
internal workings).
What happens when an educator designs and implements a research-based
and content-driven in-school Makerspace? In this case, the study sought to explore
what happened when urban middle school students had the opportunity to create
social action products within a Makerspace. How might participation in such a
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learning environment have influenced students’ technological fluency, knowledge of
social issues, and their sense of agency to affect social change? Answering these
questions held particular relevance to the “participation divide” and other issues of
digital inequity.

Purpose and Research Questions
The purpose of this research was to explore with ten urban middle school
students their experiences in constructing a variety of products within a Social
Action Makerspace. To carry out this purpose, the following research questions
were explored:
(1) What digital media, craftwork, electronics, robotics, and/or digital
fabrications were produced to engage in social action as described by
participants?
(2) What challenges did students encounter while constructing these
products?
(3) Do student report changes in their awareness of social issues, as
reflected in interview responses and rubric scores and if so, how?
(4) Do students report changes in their sense of agency to affect social
change as reflected in interview responses and if so, how?

Approach
This was a mixed methods study designed to explore the experiences of ten
urban middle school students from two middle school classes at the Island School in
New York City. Data was gathered through periodic observations, informal
interviews, a product assessment rubric, and through ten in-depth student
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interviews at its conclusion. Additionally, the Developmental Assets Profile (DAP)
survey instrument was used to obtain data measuring positive youth development.
For three consecutive months, two middle school classes (n=51) were exposed
to the technology-enabled social action intervention administered by the researcher
who was also the class teacher. Prior to the intervention, participating students
were given a DAP pretest. Throughout the three-month technology-enabled social
action intervention, participant observers conducted periodic classroom
observations using a protocol developed for this intervention. In addition, during
the intervention, as the principal researcher, I conducted informal interviews with
students during their class time in the Tech Café.
Directly following the intervention the DAP posttest was administered to
students. Next, three teachers from within the school used a rubric to evaluate
resultant student products. The rubric was based on Bers’s (2008) Positive
Technology Development (PTD) Framework and sought to measure the content and
quality of students’ social action products. The five lowest and five highest scoring
students were selected for in-depth interviews by an outside researcher. During
those interviews, students presented their technological artifacts and were asked a
series of reflective questions pertaining to them. Lastly, the results from the DAP
survey were analyzed using descriptive and inferential statistics. The primary
Positive Youth Developmental assets examined for the 30 students who completed
both the pretest and posttest included: their sense of empowerment, positive
identity, positive values, commitment to learning, and social competencies. Of
particular interest was whether or not there would be a difference in the DAP scores
between students who completed a product and those who did not.
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Assumptions
A key assumption embedded embedded in this work was that students of low
socioeconomic status receive less in-school and out-of-school support for the
creative production of technology-based products compared to their high
socioeconomic counterparts.
A second assumption was that pedagogical practices involving constructivist
work yield more meaningful learning experiences for students than traditional
teaching approaches (Brooks & Brooks, 1999).
A third assumption was that pedagogical practices involving constructivist
work with students yield a greater depth of learning than traditional teaching
approaches (ibid.).
A fourth assumption was that teaching for social justice can lead to students’
civic participation.
A fifth assumption was that technology is a tool to be used in the service of
exploring and promoting important ideas.

Rationale and Significance
There was a dearth of literature pertaining to the in-school use of Educational
Makerspaces. This was particularly true of studies that sought, in part, to use such
spaces as a means of bridging the so-called participation divide (Warschauer, 2010).
By blending high- and low tech tools to invent novel solutions to real-world
problems, Makerspaces hold the potential of invigorating STEAM education and
additional content areas (Blikstein, 2013; Facer, 2011; Kurti, Kurti, & Fleming,
2014). Therefore, by exploring with students the implementation of an in-school
Makerspace, this study endeavored to benefit educators, administrators, and
researchers interested in contemporary classroom learning environments.
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Likewise, by situating this Makerspace within the context of low
socioeconomic student use, this study sought to add to the literature surrounding
the participation divide. The research explored what outcomes occurred when
urban students were given the resources to create technology-enabled products that
met or exceeded the resources often afforded to high socioeconomic students
(Barron, 2009). Further, the research explored whether or not the inclusion of a
social action theme in the Makerspace evidenced a change in student’s sense of
agency to affect social change. Exploring a school-based intervention that addressed
these questions might prove beneficial to educators, researchers, and policy makers
concerned with digital inequality, critical pedagogy, and/or democratic schools.

The Researcher
As a child, I attended University Elementary School (UES) located on the UCLA
campus in Los Angeles. The school centered around cooperative learning and had no
grades or report cards. Situated among redwood and eucalyptus trees, there was a
gully that ran through the grounds. We traveled down to the gully to do science
experiments. We used sharp(!) saws to do woodwork and once spent the night on a
boat to study the ocean and humpback whales. Students kept journals and our
teachers responded to each entry with kind-hearted advice and non-judgmental
understanding.
Middle and high school were the opposite. Filled with concrete, workbooks,
and devoid of warmth in the hallways and classrooms, I was in a changed world and
I had to change to stay afloat. My teenage self was built on strength and street
smarts and the friends that shared those values. I used poetry and freestyle rapping
to make sense of this new life. At seventeen, I pulled things together academically
and was accepted into UC Santa Cruz. Built on a hilltop in a redwood forest
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overlooking the ocean, the campus was a return back to the physical and emotional
environment that had provided me with a love of learning. I created a hip-hop
group, studied psychobiology, and deep dove into Freudian theories.
After graduating in 1998, I joined Teach for America and was randomly placed
in a neglected library in a South Bronx elementary school. I asked the principal,
“Why are there all these brand new unopened boxes of books in the storeroom? She
replied, “The old librarian didn’t want the kids messing them up.” I opened those
boxes. I brought in puppets to help tell stories. I worked with students to film and
edit documentary shorts. In 2001, I left the school and created a library from
scratch at PS/MS 188, The Island School. I received my Masters in Library and
Information Sciences from Pratt Institute. Several years later, the Tech Café was
built and I began to develop the pedagogical approach discussed in these pages.
In many ways, The Tech Café was a return back to my elementary and college
experiences. However, this time,, it was my job to construct a learning environment
like those that served to enliven my curiosity, sense of adventure and school
connectedness. As a doctoral student at Teachers College, Columbia University, my
work revolved around the creation of technology-enabled learning environments in
which students make things that hold personal significance as well as the power to
affect positive social change.

Definitions
Technologies for teaching and learning come and go. From mimeographs and
Smart boards to Logo and iPad apps, the landscape continues to change at a rapid
pace. Yet the pedagogical approaches, learning environments, and the desired
student outcomes surrounding the latest technologies often borrow from or build
upon time-tested educational frameworks. Therefore, in the definitions below, little
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attention was given to specific technologies, as it is likely that most will not exist in
their current form should readers be interested in this work a decade from now.
Rather, the following definitions focus on the underlying theories and approaches
that helped establish this Social Action Makerspace:
Computational Thinking: To recognize how the natural world and artificial
systems around us manifest aspects of computation.
Constructionism: Using concrete objects as a means of constructing and reflecting
on one’s own mental models.
Craftwork: The creation of useful and/or decorative objects by hand or through the
use of simple tools.
Developmental Assets Profile: A survey instrument that measures the relative
presence of “developmental nutrients.” Nutrients include: support, selfefficacy, boundaries and expectations, constructive use of time, commitment
to learning, positive values, social competencies, and positive identity.
Digital Fabrication: Creating physical objects through programming. Within the
Tech Café this included 3D Printing: An additive process where layers of
materials are set down to create physical objects from digital models. It also
included a programmable cutting machine for light materials called a Cricut.
Although not present in the Tech Café, many Makerspaces use Computerdriven carving tools (CNC) which operate through a subtractive process using
hard materials such as wood and aluminum.
Digital Fluency: Often used interchangeably with technological fluency, it is the
ability to use combinations of digital tools to achieve reliable and compelling
content. The term centers on digital media, rather than electronics, robotics,
and digital fabrications.
Digital Inequality: Unequal social support, skills, equipment, and purpose of usage.
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Educational Makerspace (EM): A STEAM-infused student-centered learning
environment founded on the principles of constructionism. EMs seek to
promote the use of low- and high-tech tools for knowledge creation and
product development.
Participation Divide: Low socioeconomic youth are given less opportunity to
produce creative digital media than their high socioeconomic counterparts.
Positive Technology Development: A framework created by Bers (2008) that is
based on the Positive Youth Development approach. The framework involves
technology interventions that support communication, collaboration,
community building, content creation, creativity, and choices of conduct
(p. 17).
Positive Youth Development: Youth given the proper resources will thrive, gaining
Competence, Confidence, Character, Connection, and Caring.
STEM: An acronym for science, technology, engineering, and math. Skills and
knowledge in these interconnected disciplines is believed by many educators
and policymakers to be essential for student success in the 21st century and
in providing real-world contexts for engaging learning environments.
STEAM: A purposeful modification of STEM. It is an acronym for science,
technology, engineering, art, and math. The arts or “A” element in STEAM is a
more recent addition, signaling the importance of design and creativity in the
planning and implementation of STEM work.
Tech Café: The locale for the study included in these pages. Often used as shorthand
for “technology-enabled social action learning environment.”
Technological Fluency: To think and express oneself using computational ideas
(Cavallo, 2000). Technologically fluent students explore, adapt, and create
digital media, electronics, robotics, and digital fabrications (Bernstein, 2010).
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Chapter II
LITERATURE REVIEW

Overview
In this work, the use of a transformative research framework signified that the
aim of the study was not to dispassionately analyze the impact of an apolitical
intervention (Sweetman, Badiee, & Creswell, 2010). Rather, it was to purposefully
interact with students to cultivate their understanding of social issues pertaining to
human rights, health and wellness, environmental degradation, and
corporate/governmental malevolence. As their understanding of these injustices
grew more sophicasted, the goal was to empower students to offer solutions to
better their worlds. In this way, the study explored the potentially transformative
power of technology-enabled social action on positive urban youth development.
Providing an opportunity for students from low socio-economic backgrounds
to engage in the meaningful production of creative media might serve as a way to
address the participation divide. Targeting this divide is critical, as social and
political agendas are increasingly communicated through digital media and other
forms of creative computing (Schradie, 2011). Indeed, those with a developed
perspective on social issues and in possession of the technological fluency to
communicate these views will be heard. Those that do not, will not.
Correspondingly, those educators and researchers who position themselves as
change agents in this participation divide will have the potential to be
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transformative forces in the lives of underserved youth. To be sure, those youths
instilled with the skills to investigate social issues, the passion for social action, and
who are empowered with the technological know-how to manifest it, will be most
equipped in the information age to positively transform their lives.
To build student understanding of what social activism means and how
technology can further enable it, the pedagogical intervention introduced students
to a variety of social issues including homelessness, bullying, smoking, homophobia,
and factory farming. They investigated these social issues in order to understand
the root causes, core facts, and statistics pertaining to them. Simultaneously,
students were exposed to a variety of high- and low-technology tools that could be
used to facilitate social action.
Armed with this knowledge and these skills, students created products that
described the social issues and, in many cases, offered solutions. Throughout the
process, field notes, formal observations, and informal interviews were conducted.
To further explore the impact of this intervention, a subgroup of ten students was
selected based on rubric scores of their social action products. These high- and lowscoring students participated in interviews wherein they shared their media
products and reflected on the knowledge and personal growth that may have
resulted from the intervention.
In addition to the aforementioned qualitative data sources, the study chose to
use a quantitative instrument called the Developmental Assets Profile (DAP) survey.
The purpose of this instrument was two-fold. First, it was a way for this study to be
in conversation with a broader landscape of what the DAP assesses. Second, unlike
the field notes or interviews, it was used to gather students’ self-reported
information in a way that minimized the participant-researcher’s influence or
perspective.
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The DAP in particular was well-positioned to compliment the qualitative data
gathered and analyzed. The DAP’s theoretical underpinning are based on the theory
of Positive Youth Development. Positive Youth Development holds that if youth are
given the proper resources, a set of developmental assets will emerge (Lerner et al.,
2011). These assets are operationalized along six characteristics (The Six C’s)1:
Competence, Confidence, Character, Connection, Caring, and Contribution. Youth
possessing these strengths are likely to engage in a reciprocal process of positively
contributing to their family, community, and world at large, which in turn provides
various forms of positive reinforcement. By seeking to uncover and help target the
strengths of those youth it assesses, the DAP aligned with the overarching
transformative research framework enlisted in this study.
The DAP was administered prior to the intervention and again prior to the
interviews. The data collected from the DAP survey were statistically analyzed and
used as means of reflecting on the findings from the rubric, observations, and
interviews. Put together, the qualitative and quantitative results were used to
inform a set of conclusions and recommendations for educators, educational
researchers, and policymakers pertaining to students’ practices of technologyenabled social action.
Below, several concepts are clarified and connected in order to form a
cohesive lens with which to analyze this pedagogical intervention. This conceptual
framework includes the following: The Participation Divide, technological fluency,
critical pedagogy, and Positive Youth Development.

1The Five C’s were changed to Six C’s after Lerner (2007) added a sixth characteristic:

Caring.
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The Participation Divide
According to Bandura (2001), to be an “agent” is to intentionally influence
events in order to promote self-development, self-renewal, or adaptation (p. 2).
Viewed through the transformative research paradigm, the development of student
agency is informed by several other definitions. Vaughan (2014) views agency as the
“strategic remaking” of one’s identity, resources, activities, and history within the
context of power dynamics. Holland, Skinner, Lachicotte, and Cain (1998) see
agency as the human capability for “self-objectification” that holds the possibility of
liberating them from oppressive forces (p. 5). Similarly, Freire (1970) saw agentic
learners as those using their full potential to change their world. Jones and Healing
(2010) describe agency as the opposite of “structure.” While societal structure seeks
to shape what is done by its members, agency is concerned with how members
actively shape their society (pp. 345-346).
Thus, learning environments that promote student agency operate at an
interesting juxtaposition. On the one hand, they are seeking to develop student
understanding of societal oppression and instill the creativity, divergent thinking,
and subversive strategies needed to combat it (Blikstein, 2008; Freire, 1970). On the
other, teachers providing this learning environment are doing so within school
structures that often seek to minimize student voice—sometimes consciously,
sometimes unconsciously—with respect to curricular design, forms of knowledge
representation, and how they interact with others within the school community
(Biddulph, 2011; Lanas & Corbett, 2011; Richardson, 2012; Zhao, 2009). Students
developing their agency are more likely to take charge of their learning, going
beyond the narrow learning tasks assigned and actively pursuing their own related
interests (Bandura, 1982, Basu, 2001; Holland et al., 1998). Conversely, research
suggests that restricting agency has been connected with student disengagement,
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depression, misconduct, and low academic performance (Bandura, Barbaranelli,
Caprara, & Pastorelli, 2001; Eccles et al., 1993; Rockoff & Lockwood, 2010; Wang,
Brinkworth, & Eccles, 2012).
In the 21st century, technological fluency is emerging as an important means
by which students can assert their agency. Yet, the school and community supports
necessary for gaining technological fluency are being disproportionally given to high
socio-economic status students (Barron et al., 2010). In this way, low socioeconomic students are left to be consumers of others’ technological productions
(presumably produced by technologically fluent, high-socioeconomic individuals)
rather than create their own. This disparity presents a new digital divide labeled
“the participation divide” (Hargittai, 2008).
Much has been written about the so-called “digital divide” (Johanson, 2011;
Leigh & Atkinson, 2001; Leo, 1999; Richtel, 2012; Van Dijk, 2006; Van Dijk & Hacker,
2003; Warschauer, 2003). Originating in the mid-1990s, it was a term meant to
communicate the difference between those who do and do not have physical access
to computers and the Internet (Dimaggio et al., 2001). But as information and
communications technology (ICT) has steadily reached saturation levels in the rich
and developed countries, many theorists have reconceptualized the digital divide.
These new definitions go beyond relative access to equipment and include the skill
level and purpose for its use by its digital citizenry (Dimaggio et al., 2001; Marien,
Vleugels, Stijn, & Audenhove, 2010).
To this end, Dimaggio et al. (2001) outline five dimensions of digital
inequality: equipment, autonomy of use, skill, social support, and the purpose of its
use. Similarly, Mossberger et al. (2006) describe the digital divide as a matter of not
only differential access and skill, but of democratic participation and economic
opportunities. To be sure, in a society where personal, cultural, political, and
economic capital (Bourdieu, 1986) are increasingly intertwined with the Internet,
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those members with the ability to creatively produce its media will be of great value
(Schradie, 2011). As with Moses and Cobb’s (2001) assertion that math and science
literacy are a fundamental civil right, so too Vakil (2014) considers technological
fluency a civil rights issue. He argues that the right to technological fluency is
fundamental to urban youths’ access to higher education, employment
opportunities, and becoming “active and informed participants in our society”
(p. 32).
Still, Van Dijk (2006) asks, “What is exactly new about the inequality of access
to and use of information and communication technology as compared to other
scarce material and immaterial resources in society?” (p. 223). Specifically, how do
the digital divides that exist now differ from those that occurred in the past when
communications technology such as books, radio, motion pictures, the telephone,
and television afforded those with the means the ability to gather information and
connect with others as never before (Boyd, 2014; Wu, 2010)?
One might assert that a primary difference between older technologies and
those found in the digital age is the sheer volume of information that is easily
accessible (Negroponte, 1995)As the old adage (often attributed to Sir Francis
Bacon) proclaims: information is power. Nevertheless, as Van Dijk (2006) astutely
points out, if information is the sole condition for power, those who collect, process,
and distribute it in great volumes, such as teachers, scientists, and librarians, would
be the most powerful members of our society (p. 145). Clearly, this is not the case.
Others describe the difference between older technologies and ICT as the ease
and scale by which we can be networked with others. Never before can we
communicate with thousands and often millions of “friends” and “followers”
(Barabá si, 2003; Castells, 2007; Ellison & Boyd, 2007; White, 2002). However,
Schradie (2011) asserts that communication, whether one-to-one or one-to-many,
constitutes participation, but not necessarily production. It is in the creative
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production of media that social, cultural, and financial capital is gained (Hargittai &
Walejko, 2008; Schradie, 2011).
Thus, it is of great concern to critical pedagogues that opportunities to utilize
“technological tools for empowered and generative uses” are disproportionally
provided to high socioeconomic status (SES) students (Barron, 2009). In contrast,
students of low SES have been found to use technology in school for repetitive drill
and skill applications and for non-educational leisure activities when outside of
school (Barron et al., 2010; Gee, 2004; Hargittai & Walejko, 2008; Jenkins, 2006).
Using the Internet for leisure activities is unlikely to instill what Resnick (1998)
calls “technological fluency” 1—the ability to construct things of significance with
technological tools. Schradie (2011) notes that unlike most forms of communication
or participation, digital content production requires a high level of persistence,
resources (including time), and the ability to work without prompting or feedback
(p. 151).
The underlying accessibility, skills, and pedagogical approaches to foster
creative production in students (especially those leading to social action) are often
lacking in schools residing in underserved communities and will be discussed in the
next section. However, of equal import is the lack of resources available in low SES
homes. Economically disadvantaged families form what Robinson (2009) calls an
“information habitus” consisting mostly of “transactional” usage of Internet
technologies due to monetary, spatial, and temporal constraints (p. 492). In
contrast, high SES members use the Internet to explore and build social, political,
and economic capital (Dimaggio et al., 2001; Hargittai, 2008; Zillien & Hargittai,
2009). Such disparities are both symptoms of and accelerants to larger societal

1Often used interchangeably with the term “digital fluency.”
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inequalities and are conspiring to create what Jenkins (2006) describes as a “new
cultural elite” and a “cultural underclass” (p. 61).
Rather than determining what makes the inequality connected to the digital
age more damaging than that occurring during other technological revolutions,
perhaps a more fruitful perspective is to look at the converse. Does this digital
revolution present the opportunity to shrink societal inequality better than others?
As with the digital age, Wu (2010) notes that older technologies such as the
telephone and television began with periods of small-scale invention and content
generated by individuals, small businesses, and grassroots organizations. These
periods were then followed by aggressive consolidation and lobbying efforts by
corporations in order to wrest control from these smaller entities.
Wu (2011) posits that at this critical stage in the digital age, our society can act
to short-circuit the cycle of individual, grassroots, organizational, and small business
contributions being co-opted through corporate consolidation enabled by greed and
government collusion (pp. 225-226). The digital age differs from other technological
ages because the Internet connects citizen content creators, open source
software/hardware enthusiasts, makers, and hackers on a scale heretofore
impossible. Together, these interconnected groups can circulate ideas and
inventions well beyond the control of governments and corporations that often seed
and/or maintain the underlying technologies (Mackinnon, 2012). Leveraging this
large-scale interconnected citizen body, individuals have the potential to critique
and expose the greed, oppression, and environmental destruction often perpetrated
by corporations and governments. In providing such a platform, the digital age
presents unique opportunities for positive societal transformations (Conover et al.,
2013; Garrett, 2014; Myers, 1994; Wray, 1999).
The enemy of this innovative and activist citizenry is the use of technology for
what Livingstone and Helsper (2007) deem “simple” activities such as emailing and
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web browsing and even more “advanced” transactional activities like buying and
banking online. While consumption of others’ powerful ideas and use of their
inventions are essential components for the distribution of grassroots and smallscale innovation, consumption alone by individuals can fail to truly empower them.
Rather, in addition to consumption, individuals must generate ideas and inventions
that put forth their creative expressions, experiences, and perspectives. Without
such agency, those who simply consume will be vulnerable to what Artz (2003)
refers to as “media hegemony” (p. 16-17). That is, they will be subject to
manipulation, misinformation, and perspectives that do not reflect their core beliefs
(Hargittai & Walejko, 2008). As Freire (1970) asserts: “More and more, the
oppressors are using science and technology as unquestionably powerful
instruments for their purpose: the maintenance of the oppressive order through
manipulation and repression” (p. 60).
Such is often the case with low-SES students, who, proportional to their highSES counterparts, have been shown to consume rather than create digital media
(Barron et al., 2010; Hargittai & Walejko, 2008; Schradie, 2011; Van Dijk, 2005;
Warschauer, 2003). In doing so, they unwittingly exacerbate the disparities in firstworld social structures, which provide academic and career opportunities for those
with established digital skill sets (Jenkins et al., 2006). As evidence, Hargittai (2008)
found that students who had at least one parent with a graduate degree were
significantly more likely to create online content. To be sure, those high-SES
students living in households surrounded by a wealth of digital resources, who have
parents likely utilizing ICT in their workplace, and who have the means to attend
out-of-school-time technology-related enrichment will be more apt to use ICT for
generative purposes than their low-SES counterparts (Barron et al., 2010).
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Participation Divide: The Role of School
An underlying theme of this research is the centrality of technology in schools
as an enabler of social action. Yet, social action is but one manifestation of the
powerful role technology can play within the classroom. To contextualize the use of
technology in this study, it is important to look at the broader landscape of
technology in schools, particularly its use in the disciplines of science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics (STEM). It is in this area that the digital divide
presents its starkest form. For example, in 2003, only 7% of bachelor degrees in
STEM areas were awarded to students of color (Anderson & Kim, 2006). In 2009,
only 12% of STEM workers were Hispanic or Black, non-Hispanic (Beede et al.,
2011). This, despite findings such as those from Riegle-Crumb, Moore, and RamosWada (2011) showing equality of interest in STEM from both Hispanic and Black
students compared to their White counterparts in the 8th grade. Students in high
poverty schools are less likely to engage in hands-on STEM activities and have
access to the technology, teaching practices, and labs that enable these proven
methods for STEM achievement to take place (Berube, 2014).
Research suggests that a key to fostering engagement in STEM is targeting the
middle school grades, where many students, particularly those of low SES, either fall
through the cracks or place themselves on STEM-related trajectories (Bandura et al.,
2001; Blackwell, Trzesniewski, & Dweck, 2007; Riegle-Crumb et al., 2011). To get
students excited about STEM and computer science in particular, Brennan and
Resnick (2012) assert that students must be given access to innovative classrooms
that utilize constructivist methodologies such as Computational Thinking.
Computational Thinking (CT) was first presented by Papert (1996) as a means
to improve mathematics education through computer-aided visualization. Wing
(2011) expanded the definition to include the formulation of any problem so that its
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solutions can be represented by “information processing agents.” Her definition
does not require the actual use of technology to problem solve, but rather offers a
set of techniques or strategies based on those most often found in the computer
sciences. Taking an even broader approach, Grover and Pea (2013) explain that
Computational Thinking serves to recognize how the natural world and artificial
systems around us manifest aspects of computation.
The major components of CT include abstraction, modularization, symbol
systems, conditional logic, efficiency, debugging, and algorithmic, parallel, and
iterative thinking (Grover & Pea, 2013). Among these components, abstraction is
considered by many to be the keystone of CT (p. 39). The essence of this ability is to
find patterns among complex sets of information. Once identified, these patterns can
be processed using a variety of cognitive strategies, logical reasoning, and scientific,
technological, engineering, and mathematical (STEM) principles. The challenge for
Computational Thinking educators is to create curricula that transfer to a broad
range of computational tools and can be applied to specific content areas within
classrooms.
One well-known programming environment that promotes Computational
Thinking is Scratch. Scratch is a free drag-and-drop programming language
developed by MIT. It allows users to develop media-rich animations, games, and
stories to be shared on Scratch’s website. Over 2 million projects have been shared
since Scratch was launched in 2007. Users are encouraged to comment and remix
others’ projects in order to deconstruct and/or build upon their work. A primary
goal of Scratch is for youth to engage in personally meaningful constructionoriented work (Brennan, Monroy-Hernández, & Resnick, 2010), as opposed to the
role of digital consumers so often manifested by today’s urban youth (Gomez et al.,
2012).
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Beyond the remixing of members’ projects, the process of developing digital
products in Scratch often involves a team effort or “collabs” (Kafai, Fields, Roque,
Burke, & Monroy-Hernández, 2012), a practice that mirrors the 21st century
workplace. Kafai et al. describe the development of “collaborative agency” as
occurring when a community creates and shares projects based on collective
knowledge construction. Research indicates that successful collabs form a joint
problem space (Barron, 2003) wherein a high level of group communication occurs
relating directly to the project. Successful groups also create fluid work
distributions that depend on the stage of the project. Work distributions include the
exchange of previous projects, in-person collective participation, and the splitting
up of project elements (Kafai et al., 2012).
Brennan and Resnick (2012) define the key dimensions in which Scratch
addresses CT as: computational concepts, computational practices, and
computational perspectives (p. 3). Computational concepts are principles such as the
ability to store and retrieve data, that one event can trigger another, the notion of
parallel sequences, that decisions can be made based on certain conditions, and that
operators allow programmers to perform mathematical operations. Computational
practices are strategies utilized by programmers to develop and troubleshoot their
projects. These include debugging, remixing, incremental stages of development and
testing, abstracting, and modularizing. Finally, computational perspectives refer to
how programmers view themselves and the world through their internalization of
Computational Thinking. This can include a sense that computation is a means of
creation and self-expression, and that the world itself contains a multitude of
computational representations (Brennan & Resnick, 2012). Still, Denning (2009)
notes that the algorithms inherent in CT may not include other fundamental
concepts belonging to computer science, including design and communication.
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Either way, in their broadest sense, such practices can be seen as learning with
technology. This is opposed to learning from technologies through what Murphy,
Penuel, Means, Korbak, and Whaley (2001) describe as discrete educational
software (DES) programs. By and large, technology use in underserved community
schools is limited to DES as opposed to the constructivist use of technology, such as
seen in Scratch (Barron et al., 2010). Such DES includes integrated learning systems
(ILS), computer-assisted instruction (CAI), and computer-based instruction (CBI)—
applications that have been widely utilized in schools for over 30 years (Becker,
Ravitz, & Wong, 1999). DES tends to offer a limited, recipe-like set of acceptable
answers and frequently utilizes behaviorist techniques such as instant negative
feedback to guide decision making (Dede, 2008). The DES approach lends itself to
the learning of invariable skills and facts, but it has shown mixed results with
higher-order thinking skills (Dynarski et al., 2007; Wenglinsky, 1998). More
importantly, the extrinsic rewards offered by DES software (e.g., chimes, simple
games, and animations) do not inspire the type of enrichment and motivation
necessary for deeper STEM explorations nor to maintain STEM career trajectories
(Dede, 2008). In contrast, constructivist approaches like those represented in
Computational Thinking are showing great promise in generating the passion for
STEM necessary for building a strong and diverse 21st century workforce.
Given the short supply of teachers using technology innovatively (Means,
2010), the limited nature of technology professional development (Penuel, Fishman,
Yamaguchi, & Gallagher, 2007), and the pressures arising from state test
accountability (Smith, 1991), many teachers are likely to find difficulty in
implementing CT in the context of their core curricula. To create learning
environments conducive to this type of deep learning and knowledge, new
approaches to technology-integrated instruction must be instilled. Teachers need to
learn how practices such as computational thinking can be applied in the context of
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their own content areas with multiple forms of scaffolding, including mentorships
by technology and content experts within the classroom (Borko, 2004; Fullan, 2001;
Means, 2010; Meier, 2005; Penuel et al., 2007).
Numerous studies indicate that an iterative process should occur when
integrating technology into the classroom. Such a process involves teachers
continually returning to workshops after implementing new approaches, bringing
with them questions, concerns, and successes to share (Meier, 2005; Zhao & Bryant,
2003). Research has also proven the effectiveness of creating learning communities
where teachers bring in samples of student work or videos of their classroom
practices in order to process their technology integration approaches with peers
(Borko, 2004; Fullan, 2011; Means, 2010). Teachers reviewing videos of classroom
practices that differ from their own, in particular, can lead to “reflexive adaptation”
(Lin, 2001), wherein intense reflection can lead to a change in classroom structure.
Yet, current educational technology professional development tends to differ
greatly from this model. Workshops rarely explore deep issues pertaining to
curriculum and are non-cumulative (Fullan, 2011). Personal learning networks are
not fostered by facilitators or school administration in order to process insights,
work through difficulties, and extend learning. Rather, teachers are often left to
struggle alone with half-baked technologies that inadequately address the daily
pressures to conform to standards and raise achievement on state tests. It is no
surprise, then, that the majority of teachers revert back to past teaching practices
rather than implement new methods (Means, 2010).
To create lasting substantive changes in teachers’ use of ICTs, schools must
work with teachers to adopt new instructional models conducive to the affordances
that ICT offers. Numerous instructional models have successfully illustrated the
transformative training, dynamic classroom environments, and powerful learning
outcomes that technology can catalyze.
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Example: The Center for Technology and School Change
One such model is implemented by the Center for Technology and School
Change (CTSC) (Meier, 2005). CTSC’s professional development model is based on
an iterative process that calls for teachers, technology facilitators, and content
experts to engage in continuous cycles of idea generation and refinement. After
identifying core understandings necessary for their respective disciplines
(Anderson, Reder, & Simon, 2014), the technology facilitators then work with
teachers in the classroom context to design and implement technology-integrated
projects over time (p. 397). Working in situ allows technology facilitators a
“situational perspective” (Burleson, 2010), that is, a true understanding of the
complexity or “messiness” inherent within the teaching and learning dynamics of a
classroom (Sandoval & Bell, 2004). Additionally, by working directly with the
teacher in his/her classroom, a level of trust is established uncommon in isolated
professional development workshops. In successive design and implementation
cycles, the technology experts gradually remove scaffolds so that teachers take
control of the process and gain mastery. This developmental perspective recognizes
that the rate of technology adoption differs among teachers and can proceed in fits
and starts, even with those who commit to the process (Rogers & Everett, 1983).

Technological Fluency
While Computational Thinking represents an important component of the
constructivist use of technology in the classroom, it is part of a larger goal of
fostering the creative production of powerful digital media, electronics, robotics,
and digital fabrications by students. Here, the ultimate goal is one of “technological
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fluency,” also referred to as “digital fluency.”1 Cavallo (2000) describes
technological fluency as thinking and expressing oneself using computational ideas
(p. 110). More concretely, Bernstein (2010) defines technological fluency as “the
ability to explore, apply, adapt, or create technology” (p. 4).
From a metacognitive perspective, Briggs and Makice (2011) explain digital
fluency as knowing when and why a given set of tools will reliably achieve a desired
outcome (p. 63). This is opposed to digital literacy, which can be defined as knowing
what technology tools exist and how to use them. Resnick and Rusk (1996) see
digital fluency as analogous to learning a foreign language. Simply knowing the
vocabulary and grammar of a language does not make you fluent in it. Rather,
fluency in a foreign language is achieved when one is able to communicate complex
ideas and “tell an engaging story” (Resnick & Rusk, 1996). Likewise, someone
technologically fluent should have the capacity to progress from a powerful seed
idea to a finished product of significance.
In accordance with Resnick and Rusk’s vision, if schools are to develop
technological fluency in those students who cannot gain it from outside resources,
then a classroom needs to be equipped with a broad range of tools, content
resources, and an accompanying pedagogy that fosters independence and
stimulates powerful ideas. Broadly speaking, such an approach aligns most closely
with that of constructionism. Constructionism is a learning theory based on the
constructivism theory of knowledge. Often attributed to Jean Piaget, constructivism
holds that knowledge is constructed within the individual, rather than being gained
through the reception of an objective reality (Ackermann, 2001; Schwartz, 2006;
von Glasersfeld, 1990). The process of constructing this knowledge is based on how

1“Digital fluency” centers on digital media, rather than tangible forms of computing,

such as electronics, robotics, and digital fabrications—categories included in “technological
fluency.”
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well it fits into the subject’s current understanding of an experience (what Piaget
calls a “scheme”). If a given experience leads to an expected result, then it is said to
fit the subject’s scheme and be “assimilated” into it. Alternatively, if an unexpected
result occurs, then a subject must adapt her scheme so that it may now fit
(von Glasersfeld, 1990). Piaget labels this process “accommodation” and believes
that it is here where knowledge is built.
While Piaget’s constructivism presents a radical theory of knowledge, it is not
a prescriptive theory of instruction. According to constructivism, all knowledge is
constructed, whether derived from first- or second-hand experiences. Thus, a
student may benefit equally from a hands-on activity as she would from passively
listening to a lecture (Schwartz, 2006). In its assertion that powerful learning
experiences occur most felicitously through creating tangible objects, Seymour
Papert’s constructionism is an approach to constructivism deeply grounded in
differentiated hands-on exploration (Papert & Harel, 1991).
The constructionism learning theory holds that creating “objects to think
with” offers a means of constructing and reflecting on one’s own mental models—
referred to as “knowledge structures” in constructivism (Ioannidou, Repenning,
Lewis, Cherry, & Rader, 2003). Technology, in particular, can emancipate students
from traditional education by providing them with powerful construction materials
to build and share these knowledge structures (Ackermann, 2001; Martinez &
Stager, 2013; Papert & Harel, 1991). This is particularly the case with low-SES and
at-risk youth whose in- and out-of-school experiences—what Barron et al. (2010)
label “learning ecology”—may not include learning resources capable of instilling
higher order thinking skills and the creative production of media (Becker & Riel,
2000; Van Dijk, 2005; Warschauer, 2003).
For example, Papert, Cavallo, and Stager created a Constructionist Learning
Laboratory inside a Maine youth detention facility (Stager, 2013). For three years,
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students utilized a resource-rich Makerspace to design, construct, and collaborate
on a variety of “high-tech” and “low-tech” projects, including the building of a
classical guitar, Lego robots, video games, and radio documentaries. In the process,
they engaged in complex STEM and literacy practices, such as one student graphing
temperature fluctuations, another creating a sophisticated “gopher cam” to explore
beneath the earth, and one who wrote a 13,000-word autobiography (p. 490)—this
with inmates who had, in most cases, been deemed unteachable and severely
learning disabled.
Other examples include Resnick and Rusk’s afterschool Computer Clubhouse
Network that focused on instilling technological fluency in low-SES communities
(Resnick & Rusk, 1996; Rusk, Resnick, & Cooke, 2009). Members engaged in STEM
activities such as game design, robotics, and electronics production. Results
indicated an increase in both positive socio-emotional and academic growth
(Gallagher, Pinkerton, Dominguez, Michalchik, & Llorente, 2013). Blikstein (2008)
combined principles of constructionism and Freirean liberation pedagogy to work
with impoverished Brazilian youth to create a variety of youth-generated STEM
projects. These included a trash-recycling robot, the repurposing of discarded
electronics to create a temperature controlled fan, and a documentary film about
illegal energy connections (p. 24). Collaborating teachers reported that these youth
exhibited uncharacteristic passion, ingenuity, and academic engagement. Finally,
Gomez et al. (2014) created the Digital Youth Network (DYN) to instill technological
fluency and re-enforce traditional literacy skills in middle-school students from
Chicago’s inner city. DYN’s model relies heavily on the use of youth mentors from
the community to both facilitate work with students and build their own
technological fluency. Students generate products reflecting current personal and
social issues during exposure cycles to a variety of digital tools. Their model seeks to
create critical consumers and producers of digital media who advocate for “better
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futures” (p. 17). Students produce films, robots, digital music, podcasts, and
websites. These artifacts are then shared within the school and the greater
community through a custom-built social networking website. Despite DYN
students’ inferior access to out-of-school digital tools and technology-related
community support, results indicated increased experience in digital media
production compared to a neighboring high-SES middle school (p. 231). DYN
students also showed increases in positive dispositions, identities, and community
involvement.

Educational Makerspaces
Increasingly, constructionist learning environments like those described
above are being deemed “Educational Makerspaces” (Blikstein, 2013; Facer, 2011;
Kurti, Kurti, & Fleming, 2014). If building students' technological fluency is a
primary goal for critical pedagogues using technology to enable social action in
students, then Educational Makerspaces are often the settings for these talents to
develop.
Physically, Kurti et al. (2014) describe Makerspaces as vibrant spaces filled
with the “carcasses of broken things lying around” (p. 10). Combined with these
broken and discarded parts, Makerspaces are frequently equipped with digital
fabrication devices such as 3D printers, CNC carving machines, and laser cutters.
Additionally, they often combine open-source hardware such as the Arduino and
Raspberry Pi microcontrollers with off-the-shelf electrical components to build
custom electronics and robots (Gershenfeld, 2012). Makerspaces often provide the
tools and raw materials for low-tech craftwork such as jewelry making, pyrography,
welding, leather craft, and sewing. Finally, as with traditional technology labs,
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Makerspaces also contain multimedia creation hardware and software that serve to
help students research, document, and share their creations.
Researchers have shown that early adolescents often exhibit a normative
decline in self-esteem, academic achievement, and school engagement during the
middle school years (Blackwell et al., 2007; Rockoff & Lockwood, 2010). According
to Blackwell et al. (2007), several factors account for this decline. First, middle
school environments disrupt the social networks formed during elementary school.
Second, middle schools are more controlling than elementary schools at a time
when adolescents’ need for control is at its greatest. Third, in the context of a
decrease in student self-esteem, middle schools commonly place a focus on
competition and ability self-assessment (pp. 246-247).
Educational Makerspaces offer an alternative environment to those typically
found in middle and high school. Gershenfeld (2012) describes them as a safe space
not to follow directions and to question assumptions—essential qualities of
innovators. In contrast to the discrete topics covered in a typical 50-minute middle
school class period, Educational Makerspaces allow for multiple iterations of a
project over multiple class periods. Makerspaces provide what Gee (2004) calls an
“affinity space,” where common interests and skills transcend age, class, and
ethnicity, often leading to peer-to-peer teaching. Martinez and Stager (2013) note
that unlike the “drill and skill” usage of computers commonly seen in elementary
and secondary classrooms, computers in Makerspaces are used as “material” with
which students can ponder, experiment, take risks, and satisfy their curiosity. Along
with computers, students can “tinker” with a variety of high- and low-tech materials
that may appear “wildly mismatched,” yet end up working in harmony (Banzi, 2011)
to create meaningful STEM-infused products.
The design model used in Makerspaces is often referred to as “rapid
prototyping” (Lang, 2013; Martinez & Stager, 2013; Resnick et al., 2009). Using this
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iterative process, students quickly build prototypes and begin debugging, refining,
and/or reimagining their products based on the practical workings of their products
and through constructive feedback from others. In this way, design and construction
are guided by real-world dynamics, including serendipitous discoveries, real-time
feedback, and risk-taking. Several studies have shown the academic and
motivational benefits of authentic learning environments fueled by “design
problems” preceding formal STEM explanations. In such studies, student design of
complex systems led to increased conceptual understanding over students receiving
direct instruction (Hmelo, Holton, & Kolodner, 2014; Kolodner, 2002; Mehauk &
Schuun, 2008).

Challenges for Makerspace Implementation
One glaring obstacle to implementation consists of the resources needed to
equip an Educational Makerspace. With the cost of computers and multimedia
equipment in the hundreds of dollars, and most 3D printers and robotics sets in the
thousands of dollars, the majority of schools implementing these Makerspaces are in
high-SES neighborhood public and private schools. Students from low-SES
neighborhoods, who rely more heavily on the school ecosystem to instill
technological fluency than their high-SES counterparts are left without such
resources (Barron et al., 2010b).
Still, many of the resources in an Educational Makerspace can be obtained
simply through a computer with an Internet connection. Game design programs
such as Scratch, graphic design software such as Gimp, and three-dimensional
architectural design applications like SketchUp offer opportunities for students to
create digital artifacts that manifest constructivist learning principles. Moreover,
Blikstein (2008) demonstrated how simple resourcefulness could trump expensive
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resources. Working with impoverished students in Brazil, they used discarded
electronics parts to create a variety of electronics and robotics projects within their
constructionist classroom.
Beyond physical resources, teachers must be prepared to “adopt a relaxed
sense of control” (Eisenberg & Buechley, 2008) and be comfortable with the
unpredictability that arises in Educational Makerspaces (Resnick, Bruckman, &
Martin, 1996). Indeed, it is essential that teachers create spaces absent of teachercentered curriculum, yet rich with resources to enable productive and impactful
work. To achieve this, Educational Makerspaces should contain clear pathways for
connecting novice students with more experienced practitioners (Jenkins, 2006).
This connection can include scheduled visits by STEM professionals or local
artisans, online tutorials, videoconferencing, and asynchronous communication (i.e.,
email, support pages, social media posts, etc.) with experts. Of equal importance,
informal mentorships between novice and experienced students help to foster the
independence and creative energy associated with Educational Makerspaces. In this
way, students, acting as practicing professionals, can turn to these manifold
resources when authentic and sometimes time sensitive questions arise. This is
opposed to inundating a teacher with questions that she may not have the time nor
the expertise to answer, yet are often essential for significant progression in a given
project.
That said, teachers occupying Educational Makerspaces will benefit from a
basic understanding of the design principles, physical properties of materials, and
workflow strategies that are necessary for successful implementation (Martinez &
Stager, 2013). Of equal importance, teachers must learn the facilitation techniques
necessary for the integration of academic and sociocultural themes into digital
media creation, craftwork, electronics, robotics, and digital fabrication. Without
learning such an approach, Educational Makerspaces run the risk of being outposts
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for simple media products, crafts, and digital fabrications devoid of meaningful
STEM applications or deep personal significance (Blikstein, 2013).
Another critical component for promoting meaningful work in Educational
Makerspaces is the ability to implement formative and summative assessments of
the work produced. Forming rubrics that assess for learning outcomes that
demonstrate technological fluency (dynamic use of technologies to yield powerful
products), computational thinking (seeing the computer science principles imbued
within their work), and STEM integration is an essential part of this process
(Brennan & Resnick, 2012; Briggs & Makice, 2011; Wing, 2008). Brennan and
Resnick (2012), in particular, have demonstrated the effectiveness of assessments
for understanding when a rubric is applied to students when presenting their digital
artifacts.
Finally, an essential feature of Educational Makerspaces is that they can
engender the type of ownership that leads to maximum engagement. In his book,
Pedagogy of the Oppressed, Freire (1970) discusses the notion of “generative
themes.” According to this approach, teachers must dialogue with students about
the issues that are (often negatively) affecting their lives and work to truly
understand their perspectives—not simply impose their own (p. 81). Once
important themes are generated, teachers help students improve on existing
solutions or generate their own; with teachers careful not to introduce content and
questions he/she already knows the answers to (Blikstein, 2008). In this way, both
students and teachers grow in their quest to gather and form new knowledge. Such
an approach aligns very well with the technology-enabled products created in
Makerspaces, where ideas for positive change can be translated into a practical
vision that is then streamlined into a functional product.
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Critical Pedagogy
Transformative research and evaluation is designed to bring the voices of the
oppressed into the world of research (Mertens, 2009). Through co-exploration,
participants and researchers can work together to identify and enact solutions that
promote social justice for those marginalized in our society (p. 3). To do this,
Transformative Design is well served by critical pedagogues who can empower
students by connecting their experiences out of school with the academic rigors and
cultural competencies expected of them within the school context (Dover, 2013).
As part of the critical approach to pedagogy, students uncover the power
dynamics that underlie their submission to the dominant social and academic
discourses within a school (p. 6). Through constructivist approaches that value
student contribution equal to that of the teacher, the establishment of studentenforced democratic rules, and genuine multicultural appreciation, critical
pedagogues can create a learning environment capable of generating authentic
social action targeting the negative aspects of prevailing cultures residing within
and outside of school. Once uncovered, teachers and students can work together to
better their world (Blikstein, 2008; Dover, 2009; Perry & Fraser, 1993).
Many consider Paulo Freire to be the father of critical pedagogy (Blikstein,
2008; Kahn & Kellner, 2007; Kincheloe, 2004; Steinberg & Kincheloe, 2007).
Through his articulation of the power dynamics associated with oppressive
conditions in Brazil (and beyond), and the means by which those of low
socioeconomic status can liberate themselves, Freire (1970) provided a framework
for the implementation of a critical pedagogy. A key element in his pedagogical
approach is for those involved in education to cease using the “banking approach”
within learning environments. This is the notion that students are only to be
deposited with knowledge from external authoritative sources. To remedy this
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“narration sickness,” Freire asserts that students must work in conjunction with
their teachers to generate important themes affecting their lives and together build
solutions to positively transform these conditions (pp. 71-72). Freire refers to such
a process as “dialogical,” because it is based on conversations designed to uncover
the hidden perceptions and realities of the oppressed. Here, the role of the critical
pedagogue is not to insert the thematic content she believes will enlighten and
empower students—an approach Freire labels “cultural invasion” (pp. 180-181).
Rather, teachers and students must take part in “cultural synthesis,” wherein an
exchange of one another’s worldviews takes place in order to form a common
ground for critical analysis. In this way, rather than being alienated by a curriculum,
the content is transformed into a highly relevant, living, and transformative body of
knowledge to be wielded in the pursuit of liberation and self-actualization. DuncanAndrade and Morrell (2007) refer to this as the “additive model” of pedagogy in
which students’ culture and communities are seen as assets rather than liabilities to
be traded in for the “higher” culture (p. 7).
Yet, Sleeter, Barnatt, and Terrell (2007) point out that many find critical
pedagogy and its broader philosophy of teaching for social justice to be problematic.
Several arguments have been popularized that discount the definition,
appropriateness, and efficacy of teaching for social justice in the classroom and
within teacher education programs. These (often overlapping) arguments include
the ambiguity critique, the knowledge critique, the ideology critique, and the free
speech critique (pp. 626-634).
The ambiguity critique asserts that educators, researchers, and theorists extol
the virtues of teaching for social justice without providing a clear definition of its
sociocultural, political, or economic significance (North, 2006). From teacher
education programs with an emphasis on multicultural classrooms and civic
education, to those promoting community involvement and social activism, it is
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difficult to pin down a literary canon, a set of pedagogical practices, or measurable
outcomes associated with the teaching and learning of social justice. With no
common definition, an “anything and everything” mentality has emerged such that it
is difficult to find a teacher education program that does not state “teaching for
social justice” as a core element of its curricula (Zeichner, 2006).
While even advocates of social justice in the classroom admit that a clearer
definition and set of practices is necessary, Dover’s (2009) research delineates
teaching for social justice as encompassing several pre-existing overlapping
pedagogies: democratic education, critical pedagogy, multicultural education, and
culturally responsive education. These pedagogical approaches were derived using
a conceptual framework built from nationwide interviews of social justice teachers
in order to “concretize” the core principles of the practice (pp. 4-6).
Briefly, Dover (2009) defines democratic education as classrooms built
around experiential learning through civic participation within and outside of
school. Critical pedagogy, as described by Dover, takes place in classrooms designed
to teach students to analyze the oppressive elements of their society, including the
socioeconomic and political forces that influence their daily lives. Multicultural
education is the most common form of social justice practiced in schools in the
United States. This pedagogical approach typically consists of add-on curriculum
exposing students to “heroes” and alternative historical narratives from a range of
races, ethnicities, and classes in order to reduce prejudice, promote pride, and
increase achievement. Culturally responsive education places the onus of social
justice on teachers. Through pre-service training, self-analysis, and personal
commitment to educational equity, these teachers use constructivist methods to
bridge students’ experiences outside of school with the academic skills and content
expected within. Thus, by viewing the constellations of guiding philosophies,
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pedagogical approaches, and outcomes surrounding teaching for social justice,
Dover provides us with an excellent framework for resolving the ambiguity critique.
Returning to the arguments against teaching for social justice, the knowledge
critique holds that teacher education programs and classrooms themselves place
too much emphasis on the values and practices promoting social justice at the
expense of traditional content knowledge and basic skills (Donald, 1998; Ravitch,
2001). These therapeutic practices position teachers as activists who, above all,
must ensure that students embrace multiculturalism and foster their selfactualization.
According to Cochran-Smith, Barnatt, Lahann, Shakman, and Terrell (2009),
such a critique imposes a false dichotomy between content knowledge and social
justice curricula. To be sure, teaching for social justice is not antithetical to the
rigorous teaching of academic subject matter (p. 630). Rather, critical literacy
approaches provide a valuable lens for uncovering multiple perspectives and hidden
power dynamics residing in a variety of content areas (Banks, Jail, & Luther, 2003).
These include Language Arts (Bean & Moni, 2003; Behrman, 2006; Cadiero-Kaplan
& Smith, 2002), Mathematics (Best, 2008; Darvin, 2007; Gutstein, 2003), and
Science (Barton, 2001; Tan, Barton, Gutié rrez, & Turner, 2012).
The ideological critique contends that teacher education programs act as
gatekeepers allowing in only those prospective teachers whose ideological beliefs
value social justice in the classroom (Hess, 2005). These institutions are run by
ultra-progressive postmodernist academics who hold that objective facts do not
exist and that all knowledge is subjective and of equal value (Leming, Ellington, &
Porter-Magee, 2003). Espousers of this ideological critique maintain that beholding
prospective teachers to the belief in social justice in the classroom paradoxically
restricts diversity of beliefs, especially those of more conservative students. Such
students may feel alienated by a teacher education school intolerant of those
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believing in American exceptionalism, teacher-centered instruction, and the
primacy of content knowledge (p. iv).
Finally, the free speech critique takes the ideological critiques a step further
and questions the legality of education schools requiring a commitment to social
justice from prospective teachers. Groups including the Foundation for Individual
Rights in Education (FIRE) and the New York Civil Rights Coalition have challenged
educational institutions such as Teachers College, Columbia University and
Washington State University with capriciously enforcing vague notions of social
justice (Cochran-Smith, Barnatt, Lahann, Shakman, & Terrell, 2009) (see ambiguity
critique above). Lukianoff (2007) likens the forced commitment to social justice to
the now outlawed practice of forcing students to recite the Pledge of Allegiance (p.
3). He contends that forcing such a political orthodoxy onto students is antithetical
to the educational institutions’ mandate not to discriminate against those of
differing backgrounds and beliefs.
However, Sleeter et al. (2007) contend that underlying the ideological and free
speech critiques is a hidden political agenda promoting individualism, cultural
hegemony, and privatization (p. 635). Indeed, Giroux (2006) explains that it is
precisely because the United States is a deeply stratified society in which capitalism
is promoted over the greater social good that an argument for the removal of a
social justice commitment in education schools can be seen as apolitical. Further, he
asserts that many of those individual critics and thinktanks rallying for the removal
of social justice pedagogy are funded by ultra-conservative groups seeking to
maintain their corporate interests, such as the Koch brothers, the Coors Foundation,
and the Castle Rock Foundation. This practice of “patriotic correctness” (Giroux,
2006) accuses “left-leaning” universities of engaging in “anti-capitalist” and “antiAmerican” critical pedagogy (Kimball, 2005; Piereson, 2005). In this spirit, the ultra
conservatives position their call for removing education schools’ commitment to
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social justice as a return back to traditional American values—rather than a ploy to
maintain their corporate interests (Giroux, 2004). Not coincidentally, their view of
“traditional American values” aligns with corporate and right-wing governmental
interests. These interests include the consolidation of media outlets at the expense
of independent creators, reduction and privatization of governmental services to
benefit large-scale investors, and decreased environmental regulation in order to
increase profits.
Therefore, if the collective goal of social justice classrooms is to promote
critical pedagogies that allow students to unveil the oppressive forces undermining
their self actualization through democratic, participative, and academically rigorous
collaborations with their teachers, 21st century technology affords even greater
potential for powerful content creation and social action. To be sure, technology can
empower students and teachers to build and share artifacts representing their own
knowledge and experiences well beyond the walls of the classroom (Scardamalia &
Bereiter, 1994, 2006; Schwartz, 2006). This knowledge holds the power to amplify
the voices of the oppressed and challenge the dominant cultural narrative (Santo,
2012; Taylor, 2014).
Yet Freire (1970) cautions, “More and more, the oppressors are using science
and technology as unquestionably powerful instruments for their purpose: the
maintenance of the oppressive order through manipulation and repression” (p. 60).
Indeed, many educational technology advocates assert that the corporations
responsible for social media platforms and consumer technologies are seeking to reinstate the old media paradigm (Rushkoff, 2010; Wu, 2010). Within such a
paradigm, digital media creation, electronics production, and digital fabrication are
centrally controlled and promote only those practices and values aligned to their
corporate interests. These values often include consumerism at the expense of
environmental responsibility (Feenberg, 1999; Orr, 2002), material acquisition and
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social mobility over social justice, and assimilation over individuality. In the old
media paradigm, individuals and small groups producing media and technology
products with alternative perspectives were marginalized (Schradie, 2011). By
opening these closed source or “black box” technologies through tinkering/ hacking,
by creating original products with open source hardware/software, and by using
their voice to create powerful digital media, students can subvert the old media
paradigm and instead promote social and environmental justice (Blikstein, 2013;
Facer, 2011).
To engage in these “subversive” acts, teachers need to foster students’ critical
consciousness in order to move them from current conditions to those representing
a more just society. Ambrose (2003) believes combatting the corporate narrative of
consumption requires teachers and students to analyze their own consumer
behavior and view alternative priorities. Such a process involves raising both
students’ contextual intelligence (knowing how a system works in order to work it
to your advantage, Sternberg, 1985) and their relational altruism (p. 292). That is,
students must realize that the materialistic self-fulfillment and egoistic
individualism sold to them via old and new media primarily benefit corporations
and discourage discourse and mobilization for social and environmental justice.
Seen through the lens of technology, Shume (2013) cautions that our current
notions of technological literacy are steeped in a determinism that blindly assumes
that technology will solve our pressing personal, social, and environmental issues
(p. 95). This is without considering the underlying power structures that curate
which technologies are made available to us and in what manner they are to be
used. To counter this dynamic, the definition of technology literacy must include
students’ recognition of the environmental impact presented by the rapid lifecycle
of technology products, corporate and governmental interests in technology, and
the cultural values represented by the avid pursuit of technological progress
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characterized by Orr (2002) as “fast knowledge” unhinged from “intergenerational
wisdom calibrated for preservation of ecological harmony” (p. 36). Without an
active citizenry to advocate for corporate responsibility, Orr asserts that we face an
unsustainable future.

Positive Youth Development
Researchers often use a deficit perspective when engaging with underserved
communities (Mertens, 2009). Rather than focus on the development of
participants’ strengths and the positive resources available within the community,
the deficit perspective seeks to “solve” problems—often through imposing
researchers’ values. Larsen (2000) notes that there is a large and relatively cohesive
body of research pertaining to the psychopathologies of youth, while only a small
and diffuse body relating to the “pathways whereby children and adolescents
become motivated, directed, socially competent, compassionate, and psychologically
vigorous adults” (p. 170). As Pittman, Irby, Tolman, Yohalem, and Ferber (2003)
point out, “problem-free is not fully prepared and … fully prepared is not fully
engaged” (p. 9).
Positive Youth Development (PYD) challenges the deficit approach by
positioning children and teens as agents capable of affecting positive change in
themselves and their communities. Roth et al. (2003) explain that programs guided
by this philosophy view youth as “resources to be developed, rather than problems
to be managed” (p. 94). PYD does not simply signify any approach that benefits
children or adolescents (Damon, 2004). Rather, it centers on efforts to bring out
their “spark”—the full talents, interests, and sense of purpose held by each
individual youth (Roehlkepartain, Scales, & Benson, 2010). For this to happen,
adolescents must be surrounded by opportunities and resources that allow their
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assets to emerge (Hamilton, Hamilton, & Pittman, 2004). In this way, the plastic
identities of adolescents will be guided toward positive developmental trajectories
(Baber & Rainer, 2011). As a result, not only will adolescents have a lower
probability of risky or problematic behavior (Jelicic, Bobek, Phelps, Lerner, &
Lerner, 2007; Napolitano et al., 2011), but experience increases in positive identity
(Catalano, Berglund, Ryan, Lonczak, & Hawkins, 2004; Gootman & Eccles, 2002),
academic performance (Roehlkepartain, Benson, & Sesma, 2003), and connection to
family and community (Durlak et al., 2007; Taylor et al., 2002).
A central tenet of PYD is that both people and the context in which they live are
constantly changing. To be sure, adolescents undergo enormous physiological and
identity-related changes simultaneous to the temporal, familial, and community
changes occurring around them. The PYD literature symbolizes the dynamic
relationship between individuals and their contexts as Individual ↔ Context. Positive
Individual ↔ Context dynamics are called “adaptive developmental regulations”
(Lerner et al., 2011a). Under optimal adaptive developmental relations, adolescents
seek to enhance their world resulting in six characteristics (the Six C’s): Competence,
Confidence, Character, Connection, Caring, and Contribution (Bowers et al., 2010).
Broadly referred to in the PYD literature as “thriving,” children and
adolescents possessing strengths in these areas positively contribute to their
contexts, setting up a mutually beneficial relationship (Lerner et al., 2011b).
Accordingly, positive youth development pioneer Peter Benson (Benson & Scales,
2004) includes among his 40 PYD assets, “youth as resources” in their community,
“service to others,” and “community values youth” (p. 2). In this way, PYD presents a
holistic approach that considers the whole community and the whole child—not just
individual relationships between youth and their peers, parents, teachers, etc.
(Damon, 2004). Fed by these developmental “nutrients,” youth are positioned to
positively contribute to their communities (Zaff, Malanchuk, & Eccles, 2008).
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Forty research-driven assets have been identified in the PYD construct that
are known correlates with mental/physical health, educational attainment, and
positive interpersonal and civic outcomes (Benson, 2007). Silbereisen (2007) notes
that youth do not differ in terms of which assets they possess, but rather in how well
the resources in their environment meet their needs in order to fully manifest them
(p. 59). Of the 40 assets, youth possess only an average of 16.5-21.4. In New York,
specifically, youth possess just 5% of the optimal number of assets.
The 40 assets are grouped into 20 external assets and 20 internal assets (see
Appendix A). External assets include a supportive family, school, and neighborhood.
They encompass the empowerment derived from being valued by and involved with
the community. External assets are also the healthy boundaries and expectations
created by family, school, and other adult role models. Lastly, they are the
constructive activities done with creative, religious, and/or sports organizations in
lieu of simply “hanging out” with friends.
Internal assets include the connection and motivation associated with school,
including time spent doing homework and reading for pleasure. Internal assets are
the positive values held, such as honesty, responsibility, and social justice. They are
also social competencies, such as informed decision making, empathy, resistance to
peer pressure, peaceful conflict resolution, and respect for cultural diversity. Finally,
internal assets are represented by a positive identity. Assets in this category include
a sense of power, purpose, and optimism for the future.

Measuring PYD: The Developmental Assets Profile
One measure of PYD is called the Development Assets Profile (DAP). The DAP
is widely used to organize and measure youth programming. This instrument is
survey-based and measures the relative presence of “developmental nutrients”
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demonstrated in PYD research to enhance thriving and prevent risky behavior. Such
nutrients are obtained through individual ↔ context relations (Benson et al., 2011).
The assets surveyed are categorized as external or internal. Internal assets include
the competencies and values of the individual, while external assets include the
presence of resources that provide boundaries, positive values, and encourage
learning. Assets are additive, increasing youths’ academic, social, and internal sense
of well-being as they accumulate. The DAP reliably captures change over time and
cuts across a diverse range of demographics. The Search Institute, developers of the
DAP, distilled four youth profiles from responses to their survey: Supported—
Competent—Confident, Supported—Social—Marginal, Unsupported—Engaged, and
the Unsupported—Unengaged—Unconfident. Data suggest that high-SES youth are
more likely to fall into the Supported—Competent—Confident category than their
low-SES counterparts (Benson et al., 2011).

Connecting PYD with Technology Usage
Bers (2010) directly applies the principles of Positive Youth Development
(PYD) to the use of technology, calling it the Positive Technological Developmental
(PTD) framework. As with PYD, PTD avoids the deficit perspective often presented
in studies involving technology and youth (Bers, Doyle-Lynch, & Chau, 2012). Such
deficit perspectives are represented by works such as Cross, Li, and Smith’s (2011)
book on cyberbullying, Grüsser, Thalemann, and Griffiths’s (2007) article on gaming
addiction and aggression, and Palfrey and Gasser’s (2008) book highlighting the
challenges to youth safety and privacy presented by the Internet. In contrast, the
primary goal of PTD is the use of technology for psychosocial development, civic
engagement, and ethical responsibility (p. 3). This is accomplished by mentoring
youth in how to leverage technology for personal growth and world betterment.
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Bers (2010a) uses the 6 C’s of Positive Youth Development to guide desired
behaviors for youth using technology. The outcomes of such behaviors represent the
technological fluency and activistic orientations essential for inventing solutions to
pressing societal problems.
To observe the impact of programs practicing PTD, Bers (2010) defines a
series of behavioral outcomes resulting from the positive use of technology:
communication, collaboration, community building, content creation, creativity, and
choices of conduct (pp. 17-18). Table 1 illustrates how Bers associates the six
positive youth development (PYD) outcomes with positive technological
development (PTD) outcomes and behaviors that signal their presence. Put
together, the outcomes and behaviors supported by PTD programs seek to instill
self-improvement and societal contributions by its youth.
Table 1. Six PYD Outcomes Mapped to PTD Outcomes and Behaviors
PYD Outcomes

PTD Outcomes and Behaviors

Caring

Communication: The ability to connect with others through
synchronous and asynchronous exchanges.

Connection

Collaboration: Students’ capacity for working with others in
technology-rich learning environments.

Contribution

Community Building: Students’ active participation in virtual
spaces that work toward improved learning environments and
societal conditions.

Competence

Content Creation: Students’ technological fluency –that is, their
ability to use technology to create compelling products.

Confidence

Creativity: Students’ facility at using technology to express
themselves and solve complex problems.

Character

Choices of Conduct: The values and behaviors seen in those
students that seek to contribute to society.

Using this framework with kindergarteners and robotics, researchers found
that they could consistently engage in STEM activities that resulted in positive and
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developmentally appropriate social interactions (Bers, 2005; Lee, Sullivan, & Bers,
2013). Researchers also used PTD as a lens to view civic engagement through the
playing of video games (Bers, 2010b).

Conclusion
The theories and studies presented here seek to make evident that a
participation divide exists with respect to the meaningful technological products
being created by low socioeconomic students versus their high socioeconomic
counterparts. In the so-called digital age, such a divide limits the social, political, and
economic capital available to those with low socioeconomic status. This, in turn,
leads to further stratification of our society.
Further, this review puts forth a body of literature supporting the notion that
a future-building school consists of critical pedagogues who provide constructionist
learning environments that are replete with digital tools and resources promoting
social justice, health and wellness, and environmental responsibility. In such
schools, students create powerful social action products that provide the
opportunity to gain both technological fluency and a sense of agency with regard to
their ability to affect positive change in their world. As a result of their participation,
students have the potential to experience positive youth development.
To investigate this premise, this study will explore with low-SES students the
process and personal significance derived from their creation of “powerful” social
action products done while participating in a constructionist learning environment
promoting technological fluency and social action. Through in-depth interviews and
quantitative tools designed to measure positive youth development, the study will
assess if there is a connection between this intervention and the growth of these
skills and dispositions.
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Chapter III
METHODOLOGY

Purpose and Research Questions
The purpose of this research was to explore with ten urban middle school
students their experiences in constructing a variety of products within a Social
Action Makerspace. To carry out this purpose, the following research questions
were explored:
(1) What digital media, craftwork, electronics, robotics, and/or digital
fabrications were produced to engage in social action as described by
participants?
(2) What challenges did students encounter while constructing these
products?
(3) Do student report changes in their awareness of social issues, as
reflected in interview responses and rubric scores and if so, how?
(4) Do students report changes in their sense of agency to affect social
change as reflected in interview responses and if so, how?

Overview
This was a convergent parallel mixed-methods study using the transformative
research paradigm (Creswell, 2011; Mertens, 2010; Sandoval & Bell, 2004;
Sweetman et al., 2010). The use of the transformative research paradigm signified
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that the study itself was change-oriented and political, seeking to amplify the voices
of the oppressed. The oppressed, in this case, were low-socioeconomic youth given
less opportunity to participate in the creative production of media as their highsocioeconomic counterparts.
Convergent parallel mixed-methods indicated that both qualitative and
quantitative data were collected and analyzed at “roughly the same time” (Creswell,
2014). This, as opposed to a sequential design, wherein quantitative data informs
the questions pursued in the qualitative phase or qualitative data later informs the
selection or creation of a quantitative instrument (pp. 225-226).
Once the data collection phase concluded, a separate analysis of quantitative
and qualitative data occurred. Next, a side-by-side comparison of qualitative and
quantitative data took place. Finally, a “data transformation” was performed where
by data from qualitative themes was placed into quantitative variables (p. 223).
Here, the DAP’s developmental assets were used to organize and provide an
alternate lens for interpreting student outcomes. Findings that stemmed from the
study were connected to a larger theoretical framework involving the role of
technology-enabled social action with urban youth.
This chapter is organized according to the following sections: mixed-method
justification, overview of the transformative research paradigm, description of
research sample, overview of type of data to be collected, methods of data collection,
data analysis and synthesis, ethical considerations, issues of trustworthiness,
limitations of the study, and chapter summary.

Mixed Methods Justification
Mixed methods research occurs when data are collected, analyzed, and
brought together from both quantitative and qualitative sources (Sweetman et al.,
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2010). On their own, qualitative and quantitative methods each have strengths and
weaknesses. Quantitative research is based on a positivist perspective and typically
employs the scientific method. This philosophy holds that an objective reality exists
and that it is only knowable through direct observation (Creswell, 2014). For
quantitative researchers, in order to gain knowledge on any given subject, a
reductionist approach must take place in which discrete parts of a phenomenon are
separated and analyzed to determine what, if any, relationships exist between the
data. Theories on these relationships are placed at the beginning of a study to be
proven or disproven.
While a powerful means for gaining accurate and reliable findings, critics
contend that reductionism does not capture the depth and richness underlying
phenomena. Indeed, while the more contemporary form of positivism, postpositivism, notes the limitations of what we can know about “reality,” it still holds
that this objective reality does exist.
In contrast, qualitative methods offer an open-ended discovery of the
subjective reality experienced by those being studied. A leading approach to
qualitative research is constructivism or social constructivism. Constructivism holds
that an objective reality does not exist independent of the individuals within it.
Rather, humans are constantly making meaning of the things they encounter. This
meaning is subjective and is influenced by social, cultural, and historical norms of a
given society (Mertens, 2010). It is the job of qualitative researchers to elucidate the
views of participants through open-ended questions that reveal their diversity and
complexity (Creswell, 2014). Qualitative research allows for theories to evolve
during the study (e.g., grounded theory) or to be placed at the beginning as a
theoretical lens with which to generate questions (e.g., queer theory). It also allows
researchers to fluidly change inquiry strategies, adding additional qualitative or
quantitative approaches to gain further insight. The ultimate goal here is to gain an
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in-depth understanding of specific samples, rather than whole populations. Yet, this
reliance on researchers’ ability to capture the experiences and meaning felt by
participants holds great threats to credibility and dependability.
To be sure, while perhaps better able to capture the richness of phenomena,
qualitative methods hold many limitations. Researchers’ personal biases or their
varying degrees of interpersonal skills can greatly influence the content obtained
from interviews, focus groups, or their direct participation in the study. Data
acquisition can also be impacted by participants’ inability to articulate their
experiences to the researcher, inaccessibility of artifacts, and legal/ethical
limitations regarding permission to interview and report findings from participants.
In response to the limitations of both quantitative and qualitative methods,
many have argued that mixed methods combine the strengths of both approaches
(Creswell, 2010; Mertens, 2010; Sweetman et al., 2010). Through its synthesis of
both quantitative and qualitative data, mixed methods provide a richer and fuller
picture of the program of inquiry (Caracelli & Greene, 2014; Creswell, 2007; Greene,
Caracelli, & Graham, 2014; Ponterotto, Mathew, & Raughley, 2013). Greene (2008)
describes mixed methods as a way to see, hear, and make sense of the world from
multiple perspectives (p. 20). Indeed, mixed methods are particularly well suited for
studies where qualitative data sources can help to fill in gaps in understanding from
quantitative findings or where measurable numeric data can help generalize
exploratory findings to the population at large.
As with quantitative and qualitative methods, mixed methods do not consist of
a singular approach to research. Rather, Creswell (2011) defines four major
characteristics of a mixed-methods approach that will determine which model is
most appropriate. These characteristics include the extent to which qualitative and
quantitative methods are prioritized, how they are ordered, how they interact and
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the procedures by which they are mixed (p. 64). He also notes that the choice of
approach can be fixed at the outset or emerge during the study (p. 54).
Either way, the various combinations have been codified into three primary
mixed-methods research designs: convergent parallel mixed-methods, explanatory
sequential mixed methods, and exploratory sequential mixed-methods. Briefly,
convergent parallel mixed methods occur when quantitative and qualitative data
are collected concurrently in order to find support or incongruities with one
another en route to findings.
In explanatory sequential mixed-methods research, quantitative data is first
collected and analyzed. The results of this analysis drive the exploratory
dimensions during the next of the study. Afterwards, qualitative data is used to
provide a richer explanation of quantitative findings (Creswell, 2014).
Finally, exploratory sequential mixed methods entail the collection and
analysis of qualitative data in order to select, modify, or create a quantitative
instrument for the next phase of the study. Results of the quantitative phase are
then interpreted as to whether the qualitative database can be generalized to a
larger sample (p. 227).
As indicated in the overview, the present research utilized convergent parallel
mixed-methods, where qualitative data was gathered concurrently with quantitative.
The independent data sets were analyzed separately, compared, and then merged in
order to provide a more cogent and complete picture of the outcomes.

The Transformative Research Paradigm
Creswell (2011) asserts that an additional framework can be incorporated
into any of the three designs chosen by the researcher when marginalized groups
are being studied. He labels this “the transformative paradigm” (p. 68). The
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transformative framework links social justice with research methodology and holds
that the researcher-participant relationship has the power to liberate the oppressed.
This liberation occurs by giving voice to the marginalized through qualitative
explorations and connecting discoveries to larger representative populations using
quantitative methods (Sweetman et al., 2010). As a result, both the findings and the
research process itself benefit participants, their community, and the research
community at large (Creswell, 2010).
According to Sweetman et al. (2010), to implement a transformative
framework effectively, several factors must be in place. These include the researcher
explicitly stating and enacting an advocacy stance for the oppressed, conducting
research that genuinely concerns the relevant community, and generating data that
benefits the community through promoting equity and empowerment. In addition,
the researchers themselves must engage in self-reflection in order to recognize their
place as an outsider in that community. How does their position of “power” affect
their ability to bring about deep and honest responses from their participants? What
are the researchers’ hidden biases toward the oppressed? How willing is the
researcher to commit to long-lasting community involvement? Answers to such
questions are likely to impact the findings, positive potential, and generalizability of
the transformative design-based research being implemented (Sweetman et al.,
2010).

Description of Research Site and Sample
Research Site
The purpose of this research was to explore the experience of urban middle
school students in a Social Action Makerspace. Therefore, a middle school needed to
be selected that served students of low socioeconomic status (SES). In addition,
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because this study sought to gather data pertaining to technology-enabled products,
it was important that the site had both the technology infrastructure and scheduling
flexibility to allow the researcher to work with students on their product
development. The Island School (PS/MS 188) satisfied both these requirements.
Located on Manhattan’s Lower East Side, the Island School served
approximately 500 children from pre-kindergarten through 8th grade. Students
were primarily local project residents, with 100% of students eligible for a free
lunch. As of February 2014, the school population was approximately 46% female
and 54% male. Ethnically, the Island School was approximately 64% Hispanic, 2%
Asian, 29% Black, and 4% White. Its students were approximately 15% ELL (English
Language Learners), 76% General Education, and 24% Special Education
(schools.nyc.gov/ SchoolPortals/01/M188, 2014).

Source: schools.nyc.gov
Figure 1. Total Island School Student Population
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According to the stated goals on their website:
Our faculty is committed to helping each of our children reach
her/his full academic potential. We implement a rigorous academic
program within a fully inclusive environment, with the over-arching
goal of closing the achievement gap. Believing in a strength-based and
multiple-intelligences approach, we implement Renzulli’s Schoolwide
Enrichment Model…. Our students engage in a wide-variety of
innovative activities from Lego Robotics and game design to
architectural modeling and 3D Printing. (Island188.org, 2014)
In addition to their regular school day academic offerings, the Island School
provided a “full service community school model” that included an on-site medical
clinic, mental health services, an adult ESL program, and after-school and Saturday
programs.
The Island School’s 2012-2013 learning survey, conducted by the New York
City Department of Education, indicated above average scores on academic
expectations, communication, engagement, and safety/respect compared to all
elementary/middle schools in the city. In 2012-2013, they received an overall
progress report grade of “B” according to the New York City Department of
Education as measured by student progress (received a “B”), student performance
(received a “C”), school environment (received an “A”), and closing the achievement
gap (4.1 out of 15 points max) (schools.nyc.gov/ SchoolPortals/01/M188, 2014).
The Sample
According to Glaser and Strauss (1967), Theoretical Sampling is a form of
purposeful sampling in which subgroups are selected mid-research because they
best help an evolving theory move forward. Because this study sought to explore
what happened when middle school students engaged in technology-enabled social
action, the investigation involved both students who have committed to this process
and those less responsive to the learning environment. Indeed, while much would
be gained from studying students frequently observed to be on-task and who scored
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high on the product rubric, it was also important to discover what prevented lowscoring students from deeply connecting with a social issue and creating compelling
products that reflected this connection.
Theoretical Sampling was conducted in two phases. In the first phase, the
sample consisted of a sixth-grade and a seventh-grade class from the Island School
containing 25 and 26 students respectively. The two grades were selected based on
convenience—being the only middle school classes assigned to the researcher’s
classroom that semester.
In the second phase of sampling, a subset of 10 students was selected from the
original 51. These students were purposefully sampled based on what McMillan
(2011) calls “maximum variation”, a strategy designed to highlight extreme values
in the phenomena being studied. In this case, the variation represented students
with the five highest and five lowest scores on the study-specific rubric. The rubric
was based on the Positive Technology Development framework (Bers, 2010a) which
operationalized the assets set forth by Positive Youth Development into the context
of technology-use by students.
Utilizing a rubric as the basis for purposeful sampling was meant to add an
element of objectivity. The three teachers who evaluated student work had no prior
involvement with the study and therefore had a better opportunity to judge
products irrespective of students’ Developmental Asset Profile Scores. This was
important so as to avoid a confirmation bias on my part. That is, choosing interview
participants based on the way in which their rubric score corresponded to their DAP
score. By keeping these processes separate the relationship between qualitative
and quantitative data could reveal itself without preconceived ideas as to their
correlation.
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Overview of Type of Data Collected
Bloomberg and Volpe (2008) described four types of information typically
gathered during qualitative research: contextual, perceptual, demographic, and
theoretical. All four of these types were collected in this study. In addition to this
qualitative information, data was collected from a quantitative instrument called the
Developmental Assets Profile.
The contextual information gathered about the school included general
historical information, its vision, organizational structure, and support with regard
to technology and its integration into core academic (English language arts,
mathematics, social studies, and science), non-core academic (art, music, and
physical education), and after-school programs. Questions included: to what degree
is technology integrated into core and non-core academic subjects? Is the use of
technology constructivist in nature, or does it simply re-enforce traditional
pedagogical practices?
Also documented was the school’s prior experience with integrating social
justice and social action themes into core and non-core academic subjects.
Questions guiding this background research included: Were other teachers within
the school practicing critical pedagogy? If so, in what way would students’ prior
experience influence researchers’ periodic observations, student interview
responses, DAP scores, and the digital artifacts they created by virtue of this study’s
intervention? Such information helped situate the current study within a larger
school culture and educational approach.
Much of the aforementioned data was obtained through interviews with the
administration and through document analysis from grant submissions. The Island
School’s website (island188.org) and the New York City Department of Education’s
site (schools.nyc.gov) were also rich sources of contextual information, such as the
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school’s progress report, its learning environment survey, budget, class size, and
arts in school report.
Perceptual information relates to the way in which participants see the world.
For this study, in depth interviews were used to identify the key assumptions and
experiences that most informed students’ outlook on social action. Other questions
addressed the digital media product(s) they created to practice social action. For
instance, did any element of their product’s evolution change their understanding of
the world or their sense of agency to effect social change?
The Developmental Assets Profile (DAP) provided another means of gathering
perceptual information. Results of the DAP illustrated participants’ self-reported
levels of positive self-concept along a variety of other indicators, including their
sense of connection to their community.
Demographic data describing the participants was limited to their name, age,
grade, gender, and race/ethnicity. No other identifying information was sought or
obtained. The source of this information was the Developmental Assets Profile,
which prompts participants for this data at the beginning of the survey. School-wide
demographic data pertaining to the percentage of free-lunch, gender, ethnicity,
primary languages, and special needs were collected through the school’s New York
City Department of Education website (schools.nyc.gov/SchoolPortals/01/M188/).
Theoretical information for the study was obtained primarily through
research using digital databases and aligned with the following themes:
constructivist use of technology in the classroom, digital inequality, youth-based
social justice/social action, and positive youth development. In addition, several
scholars referenced throughout the study were in direct contact with the researcher
through email correspondence. These included: Dr. Brigid Barron, a developmental
psychologist at Stanford University who has published several influential articles
pertaining to digital inequity and technology-infused learning environments; Dr.
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Marina Bers, author of the Positive Technology Development theoretical
framework; and Dr. Eszter Hargittai, whose work on the Participation Divide was
critical to the themes of critical theory and social justice tied to this study.

Methods of Data Collection
As noted in the overview, this was a convergent parallel mixed-methods study
informed by the transformative research paradigm. Creswell (2014) described this
design’s process as analyzing two “databases” separately and then bringing them
together for comparison and possible merging (p. 233). Below is a description of the
data collection phases that occurred. Unlike a sequential design, phases of
quantitative and qualitative data collection were interspersed throughout the study.
Phase 1: Developmental Assets Profile Pretest
The classes, purposefully selected based on their age, minimal exposure to the
intervention, and frequency of scheduled visitations, took the Developmental Assets
Profile (DAP) survey in early September. The DAP was administered by an
independent researcher in order to minimize the potential for coercion by their
teacher when responding to the survey. Students spent between 10 and 20 minutes
taking the 58-question survey. In accordance with the DAP user manual, one student
who was unable to read the questions, had the survey administered to him orally
(Search Institute, 2005).
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Table 2. Phases of Research
Phase

Method

Resultant Data

1

Pretest using Quantitative survey
instrument (the DAP) for the sixth- and
seventh-grade class (n=51).

Baseline scores on the DAP

2a

Intervention- Students spent a semester
practicing technology-enabled social
action.

Student products

2b

Field notes, formal observations and
informal interviews

Observational and perceptual data
pertaining to “on task” behavior, student
connection to social issues and progress of
product creation.

3

PTD Rubric was used to evaluate
student products. Top five and bottom
five scoring students were selected as
participants for the interview phase.

Rubric scores

4

Posttest using the DAP

Posttest scores

5

In depth interviews of top five and
bottom five rubric scorers (n=10).
Students were asked interview
questions in the context of presenting
their social action products.

Written and audiovisual documentation of
their products. Interview responses
through video recording. Coded responses
through conceptual framework.

The DAP is a survey instrument that measures the relative presence of
“developmental nutrients” demonstrated in Positive Youth Development research to
enhance thriving and prevent risky behavior (Benson et al., 2011). The assets
surveyed are categorized as external or internal. Internal assets include the
competencies and values of the individual, while external assets include the
presence of resources that provide boundaries and positive values and encourage
learning. Assets are additive, increasing as youth’s academic, social, and internal
sense of well-being accumulates. The DAP reliably captures change over time and
has been validated across a diverse range of demographics (Scales et al., 2000).
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Phase 2a: Intervention
Students participated in a technology-enabled social action curriculum.
Through this curriculum, students learned about a variety of social issues by visiting
my website: www.techbrarian.com. The website contained numerous social issues
and a curated list of links pertaining to each one. The types of media and activities
varied according to the issue, but consisted of one or more of the following: videos,
serious games, infographics, websites and webpages containing text and images,
and music. Following a period of general research ranging from one week to one
month, students selected a specific social issue with which to do in-depth research.
Once thoroughly researched, students planned and executed a project that
utilized high- and low technology tools including: the Scratch programming
environment, jewelry making, leather crafting, Lego robotics, Arduino
microcontrollers along with a variety of electrical components (including sewable
electronics), iMovie, video cameras, GarageBand for music composition, Sketchup
for architectural renderings, and Makerbots for 3D digital fabrication.
Over the remainder of the semester, students engaged in an iterative process
of researching, planning, building, and improving upon their product designs. The
purpose of each product was to raise awareness of a given social issue and, ideally,
create a solution for it. To help accomplish this goal, direct instruction on selected
social issues was combined with small group facilitation and individualized
discussions. In addition, students were guided to digital resources (e.g., video
tutorials and online documentation) pertaining to the use of relevant technology
tools.
Phase 2b: Observations and Informal Interviews
Participant observers conducted periodic observations of the learning
environment during the intervention. These observations were guided by a protocol
custom-designed for monitoring the prevalence of: “on-task” behavior within this
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learning environment, student understanding/connection to a social issue, student
use of technology, and overall progress.
In addition to the observation rubric, shortly after the intervention began
(approximately 1-2 weeks), informal interviews took place. Because of the large
sample size, inherent complexity and “messiness” (Sandoval & Bell, 2004) of
informal assessment in situ (i.e., classroom management, meeting the needs of other
students, potential for disruption of student interviewee’s engagement at critical
junctures, etc.), and time/schedule restraints, not all students were informally
interviewed.
Lastly, daily field notes were taken during and after sessions with the
intervention groups. These notes provided a valuable timeline in terms of students’
product development and they also captured informal observations as to the
obstacles, collaborations, and pedagogical strategies that took place. In conjunction
with these notes, I informally interviewed students as they worked to add further
vividness to these daily accounts.
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Figure 2. Technology-Enabled Social Action (TESA) Observation Protocol
Phase 3: Rubric
Approximately three months after experiencing the technology-enabled social
action intervention, three Island School middle school teachers evaluated student
products. These teachers were selected based on their subject area, with preference
given to English Language Arts, Math, and Social Studies due to their close
connection with desired skills and knowledge represented in the rubric. Teacher
availability was also considered.
The rubric used to evaluate students’ technology-enabled social action
products was based on Bers’s (2010a) Positive Technology Development (see Table
1). Students with multiple projects had each one independently evaluated. Students
with the top five and bottom five scores were selected for participation in the
interviews that took place in Phase 5.
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Table 3. Assessment Rubric for Technology-enabled Social Action Products
Communication

Collaboration

CommunityBuilding

Creativity

4
Clearly
identifies a
complex social
issue and
expresses an
informed
opinion.
Works
productively
with other
students in
order to
generate
his/her project
as evidenced
through various
forms of
participation,
including at
least two of the
following:
interviews,
performing,
sharing of ideas
and coproduction.
The project is
explicitly
designed to
raise awareness
of a social issue
and bring about
positive change
in others.

3
Some important
elements of a
social issue are
presented.
Strong opinions
are expressed.

2
A social issue is
superficially
defined and a
shallow opinion
is given.

1
If present, the
social issue is
ill-defined and
opinions are
stated
superficially.

Works
productively
with other
students in
order to
generate
his/her project
as evidenced
through various
forms of
participation,
including one of
the following:
interviews,
performing,
sharing of ideas
and coproduction.

Some evidence
of collaboration
can be seen in
the content or
production of
the product.

No
collaboration is
evident.

The project is
explicitly
designed to
raise awareness
of a social issue
but does not
offer a means to
bring about
positive change.

The project is
not designed to
raise
awareness or
affect change.

The content and
technological
tools are
presented
originally and
compellingly.

The content and
technological
tools are
presented either
originally or
compellingly.

The projects’
goals are
ambiguous.
Wishes for
positive change
are expressed,
but no clear
pathway to
achieving this is
presented.
Despite
attempts to the
contrary, the
content is
unoriginal and
the presentation
is lackluster.

The content
and
technological
tools show no
effort to create
an original or
compelling
product.
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Table 3 (continued)
Content
Creation

Choices of
Conduct

4
The social issue
is wellresearched and
students
understanding
is clearly
evident through
the product’s
construction.

3
The social issue
is adequately
researched and
students
understanding
is evident
through the
product’s
construction.

The project
shows
sustained
commitment
and focus
through its
scope and
production
quality.

The project
shows adequate
commitment
and focus
necessary for
completion.

2
The social issue
needs to be
further
researched by
the student.
The products
construction
reflects this
tentative
understanding.
The project
appears to be
rushed in its
planning and/or
production.

1
The social issue
is poorly
researched as
evidenced by
its slapdash
construction.

The project
shows little
commitment or
focus from its
creator.

Phase 4: The DAP Posttest
Approximately three months after the intervention began, a posttest of the
Developmental Assets Profile Survey was administered by the same independent
researcher who conducted the pretest. As will be noted in Chapter IV, a significant
number of students had left the school since the pretest and multiple new students
had enrolled in the targeted classes as well. Therefore, students who did not take
the pretest and posttest were not included in the qualitative or quantitative analysis
within this study.
The results from the DAP took the form of pretest-posttest scores in the
following 11 categories: total score, internal assets, external assets, support,
empowerment, boundaries and expectations, constructive use of time, commitment
to learning, positive values, social competencies, and positive identities.
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Phase 5: Interview
The primary means of data collection for this study occurred through
qualitative interviews of ten middle school students chosen on the basis of their
rubric scores. The five highest scoring and five lowest scoring students on the
project rubric were selected. Table 4 presents the interview protocol used with
students and the corresponding intentions for its use.
Table 4. Core Interview Questions and Their Intentions
Question(s)

Intentions

What did you make for your social
action project?

The aim of this question was two-fold. First, it was to
gather a general sense of how students understood
their products. Second, it was to provide a foundation
from which questions pertaining to the product’s
content and its development process could be
addressed.

What kind of problems did you face
while making your project?

These were intended to bring out the challenges arising
from students’ engagement with social issues, their use
of technology, and other constraints within the learning
environment. They were also meant to elicit successful
strategies for overcoming these challenges.

How did you get through them?
Why did you choose this social issue
in the first place?
Now that you have made this
project, do you feel any differently
about the issue? Explain.

The intent of these questions was to get students to
reveal what, if any, connection they had with the social
issue they chose. These questions also held the
potential for drawing out the high- and low-tech skills
they gained as a result of participating in the in the
intervention.

Do you feel your tech or maker skills
have changed because you made this
project?
How would you describe this class to
a friend?

The goal of this question was to determine the
activities, learning outcomes, and personal significance
for students that may have resulted from participating
in this learning environment. The question purposely
avoided asking students directly how they felt about the
class in order to minimize the potential for coercion.

How did working with a partner
change your project?

This question sought to elicit the forms of collaboration
that occurred in the process of product creation.
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Data Analysis and Synthesis
Quantitative Data
Three quantitative analyses were performed on the data collected from the
Developmental Assets Profile (DAP) survey. First, a series Paired-Sample T-tests
were run for each of the 11 categories present in the DAP. This analysis was
ungrouped (n=30) and all pretest and posttest scores were compared for
significance. Second, an Independent-Samples T-test was performed that compared
pretest-posttest scores of students who created products during the intervention
versus those that did not.
A third analysis was descriptive in nature. The DAP is scored according to
four ranges: excellent, good, fair, and low. Using these ranges, the “jumps” and
“drops” in ranges for the Product group and No Product group were examined for
individual and group trends.
Qualitative Data
Formal and informal interview responses and observational data were
transcribed and electronically-coded using a conceptual framework that focused on
pedagogical practices and students’ processes. The codes that emerged for
pedagogical practices consisted of classroom management, STEAM integration, and
[learning] strategies. The codes that emerged for student process codes included
project challenges, outcomes, social issue, and demonstrations of knowledge. These
categories were developed through an iterative process of coding.
First cycle coding consisted of simultaneous code, that is, applying multiple
codes to a single piece of data (Saldaña, 2012). These included descriptive codes
pertaining to the student, the social issue, and the social action product in
development. Second cycle coding looked to distinguish between the teacher lens
and the student lens, that is, my observations versus what was articulated by the
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students. This cycle focused on constraints, strategies, and outcomes. Finally, the
third cycle sought to organize the codes into a coherent set of categories and
subcategories that formed what was originally anticipated as future chapter
headings and subheadings. Using the data analysis software Dedoose, the codes
were analyzed for co-occurrence and weight frequency. The resulting patterns and
accompanying excerpts were used to analyze the collaborations, constraints, and
teacher strategies that occurred within the learning environment.
Synthesizing the Qualitative and Quantitative Data
In this study, the qualitative data attempted to capture the experiences of
students from their own perspective and from those of participant observers. In
contrast, the quantitative element relied entirely on students’ self-reported data.
For reasons to be discussed in chapters four and five, the quantitative data did not
show significant changes in students’ DAP scores pre- and post-intervention. Still,
utilizing this instrument allowed for a different manner of exploration in order to
explore possible growth in this Social Action Makerspace.
Because no significant differences in pre- and posttest DAP scores occurred
despite qualitative evidence supporting students’ positive experiences within the
environment, it was not appropriate to attempt to establish connections between
the qualitative and quantitative data. Yet, looking at the outcomes reported in the
qualitative data and those measured in the DAP, it was not difficult to see
commonalities. Coding patterns in the qualitative data indicated that five DAP
categories shared similar themes: constructive use of time, commitment to learning,
positive values, social competency, and positive identity. Therefore, as one method
of interpreting the qualitative data, an attempt was made to match excerpts from
interviews with the five DAP assets utilized in this study.
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Ethical Considerations
Researchers studying their own students present several ethical
considerations beyond the standard use of children in studies. Under these
circumstances, students have little choice as to whether or not to participate.
Additionally, students in the researcher’s classroom might be deprived of standard
educational material and practices due to the researcher’s pedagogical intervention.
Conversely, it may be considered unethical to deprive students in the control group
of a beneficial pedagogical intervention.
According to the Teachers College Institutional Review Board (2014), to
justify the use of one’s own students, a teacher must satisfy the following criteria:
•

The intervention is appropriate to the teacher’s assigned subject area

•

The entire class receives the intervention

•

The intervention occurs during normal school hours

•

Data are de-identified when reported

•

There is no other “practical way” to carry out the intervention

The study proposed in this dissertation satisfies all of these requirements. Due
to the unique position within the school of this researcher, no other classroom
within the New York City Department of Education offered the ability to undertake
this intervention. At the Island School, my official title was technology teacher.
However, the administration and students referred to me as the “Techbrarian.” As
the former librarian of the Island School, turned Techbrarian, I provided social issue
content and technology resources to enact social change. All middle school grades
attended my class. During that time, they researched and created products
pertaining to self-selected social issues using technology tools ranging from
architectural design and 3D printing to filmmaking and game programming. At the
time of the study, no other program had been found by the researcher to offer
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similar curricula and accompanying technological resources. Therefore, this
research on technology-enabled social action was uniquely suited to the classroom
of the researcher.
Without exception, all students in the Middle School were exposed to the
intervention, with a smaller subset of two classes selected for data collection and
analysis. The research was conducted during school hours, and all student
information was de-identified upon the reporting of findings.

Issues of Trustworthiness
In quantitative research, the standard for trustworthiness is validity and
reliability. Validity refers to whether the research undertaken provides data
reflective of the “real world,” while reliability pertains to whether a study’s findings
can be reproduced given the same basic parameters. To this end, the Developmental
Assets Profile has shown convergent validity with other tests that measure positive
identity, including Harter’s (2012) Global Worth and Rosenberg’s (1968) SelfEsteem scales using a sample of 320 public schools (Developmental Assets Profile
User Manual, 2005). The DAP’s reliability was tested using 6th-12th graders
(n=225) and was held at an acceptable range among its various categories
(r= .79-.87).
In terms of qualitative research, the terms credibility and dependability are
used in place of validity and reliability (respectively) (Bloomberg & Volpe, 2008).
Credibility refers to whether the researcher portrays the participants accurately.
Bloomberg and Volpe note several ways to maximize credibility that were
implemented throughout this study. These include recognizing my own biases as the
researcher throughout the study and subsequent reporting, triangulating data
through multiple sources (rubric, interviews, and DAP), providing evidence of an
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extended commitment to the study’s site and participants, noting discrepant
findings, and allowing participants and colleagues to review data for accuracy.
Dependability refers to the clarity with which the researcher presents his or
her procedures, data, analysis, and findings such that others can review the research
in greater depth and reach similar conclusions. Bloomberg and Volpe (2008)
suggest that one means of increasing dependability is to have colleagues re-code
selected interviews to check for consistency. To this end, using the PTD rubric, each
student product was scored separately by one of three fellow graduate students
from Teachers College at Columbia University’s Instructional Technology and Media
Department. In addition, the researcher asked these same colleagues to re-code
selected interviews for inter-rater reliability. Using graduate school colleagues to
evaluate student products and the coding of interviews rather than fellow teachers
within the school was intended to increase objectivity. That is to say, due to preexisting relationships between teachers and students, product evaluation and
interview coding could manifest biases unrelated to the intervention.
Qualitative research also seeks to maximize transferability, that is, to allow
readers a sense of how the findings might shed light on similar phenomena in their
own communities of interest. In accordance with recommendations from
Bloomberg and Volpe (2008), to facilitate transferability, my research provides
detailed descriptions to allow readers a vicarious experience of the participants,
background, and context of my research.

Limitations
As noted in the Ethical Considerations section, there were inherent limitations
to working with my own students. In this situation, both my students and the
researcher were bound by shared experiences, biases, and power dynamics that
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may have affected data and findings. Additionally, due to a limited number of classes
to choose from within the school, the sample size was restricted.
Also worth noting is that the synthesis of qualitative and quantitative data
held certain limitations. For example, perhaps the intervention simply confirmed
that those students already possessing strong developmental assets were more
likely to create impactful technology-enabled social action products. This is in
contrast to the proposition that students who otherwise might not possess strong
developmental assets were empowered by these projects and thus saw their DAP
scores increase. Still, regardless of this potential limitation, much was learned
through the exploration of technology-enabled social action products with urban
middle school students. In all likelihood, the qualitative interview data alone would
have yielded interesting findings with regard to student empowerment,
technological fluency, and positive youth development.

Chapter Summary
This study sought to explore with ten urban middle school students their
experiences in constructing a variety of technology-enabled social action products.
To do this, a convergent parallel mixed methods study was conducted. For one
semester, a sixth-grade and a seventh-grade class participated in a constructionist
learning environment designed to promote agency through technological fluency
and social activism. Throughout the study, an iterative process took place in which
formative assessments and field notes helped evolve both the theoretical framework
and the practices that occurred within the learning environment.
For the intervention, students self-selected a social issue and, using a set of
technological tools, created products that sought to raise awareness and/or provide
a solution. Using a study-specific rubric, ten of these students were selected to be
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formally interviewed. The interviews asked a series of questions pertaining to the
projects themselves, students’ creation process, and the personal impact that may
have resulted from the intervention.
A pretest and posttest of the Developmental Asset Profile (DAP) survey was
administered at the start and conclusion of the study in order to measure Positive
Youth Development that may have resulted from the intervention. The data was
statistically analyzed to determine if significant pretest posttest differences existed
among all participants and/or if differences resulted when comparing students who
created a product versus those that did not. Additionally, a descriptive analysis of
DAP range trends was conducted.
The results of the DAP statistical analysis were then brought together with
qualitative findings along the following assets: constructive use of time,
commitment to learning, positive values, social competency, and positive identity.
The findings from this comparison were integrated with the transformative
research paradigm. Specifically, connections were made as to how technologyenabled social action can help bridge the participation divide.
The researcher conducted the study ethically by providing the intervention to
all participants during school hours and de-identifying data when reported. In order
to maximize trustworthiness, the researcher described the context, participants, and
data in the richest possible manner by which readers would vicariously experience
the study and connect its relevance to their population of concern.
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Chapter IV
DATA AND FINDINGS

Overview
This chapter is structured into five parts: participant selection, sources of
data, student profiles, common themes in the qualitative data, and DAP results. The
sources of data section will focus on general findings and the practical issues
encountered during administration. The student profile section organizes the
qualitative data collected from the top five and bottom five rubric scoring students
into a series of vignettes. The goal of this section is to distill a clear picture of the
products created in this learning environment, detail their development, and
present the personal and societal significance as reported by the student. In the
common themes section, the student profiles will be organized by the collaborations
that took place, the classroom constraints encountered, student activities and
challenges, and the pedagogical strategies utilized.
Finally, in the DAP survey results section, raw scores will be reported and
analyzed using descriptive and inferential statistics. In addition, the extent to which
students “jumped” or “dropped” in the asset ranges set forth by the DAP will be
examined (e.g., the reporting of a student who jumped from a low to a fair
possession of social competencies).
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Participant Selection
It should be noted that all middle school students at the Island School
participated in the Tech Café’s technology-enabled social action learning
environment. The selection of classes for this study was based on the number of
scheduled visits per week given by the administration at the start of the year. The
logic was that the more time students spent in the Tech Café, the richer the data set
would be for analysis, and thus students with the most number of hours assigned to
the Tech Café were purposefully selected for the study. The variables that went into
the administration’s scheduling decisions were not made available. It is possible
that those classes given more time in the Tech Café represented a bias unknown to
the researcher that skewed the data.
A 10-person sample of the two classes of students (N = 51) was used for
interview purposes. The ten were selected based on the availability of data in two
categories: DAP data and finished product. An additional selection criterion was the
rubric score given to their product. Students who satisfied the first two criteria and
were either in the top five scores or the lowest five scores were selected for in-depth
interviews. This strategy of “maximum variation” purposeful sampling was designed
to highlight the wide range of outcomes present in this learning environment
(McMillan, 2011).
Criterion One: The DAP survey
The first criterion for selection was the availability of pretest-posttest DAP
data. As a mixed-methods study, responses from the DAP survey represented the
quantitative data pertaining to students’ self-concept and perception of their
external supports. Unlike the qualitative sources of data used in the study (e.g., field
notes, interview responses, etc.), the use of this self-report was designed to provide
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a source of data relatively independent of the participant-observer’s influence or
perspective. A total of 30 students completed the DAP survey.
Criterion Two: Product Creation
The second criterion for selection was based on the presence of a student
product. One important goal of the formal interviews was to explore the challenges
and resources in place that led to various outcomes. These outcomes included
internal measures such as student’s sense of agency, and emotional connection to
and knowledge of the social issue. It also included external outcomes such as the
collaborations that occurred and the level of product development. Without the
latter, a fruitful exploration would not likely occur. Of course, an exploration of why
no product was created whatsoever was worthwhile, but was beyond the chosen
scope of this study.
Criterion Three: Teacher Rubric
As part of this study’s methodology, a teacher-evaluated rubric for product
creation was used to identify students for in-depth interviews. Thirteen had
products at varying levels of development. These students had their work evaluated
by three teachers using a study-specific rubric. The five highest and five lowest
rubric scoring students were selected to be interviewed. The inclusion of a lowscoring group was designed to better understand the experiences of the low-scoring
students.
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Table 5. Participant Selection Process
Criteria for Selection

Number of Students Remaining

Number of students in the two classes chosen
for the study

51

Took the pretest

41

Took the posttest

30

Created a tangible product

13

Top five and bottom five scoring students
based on rubric

10

Sources of Data
Developmental Assets Profile
The Developmental Assets Profile (DAP) survey pretest was administered to
one sixth grade and one seventh grade class on two dates: September 17 and
September 18, 2015. An outside researcher was used to administer the DAP in order
to minimize the potential for coercion that might be present when teachers study
their own classrooms.
Several students opted out of taking the DAP due to personal or parental
concerns. Other students failed to bring in the parental consent forms. Still others
failed to show up for the DAP pretest. At the time of the pretest, 55 students were
potential participants in the study. Of the 51, 42 (82%) took the DAP survey. One of
the pretest entries was eliminated due to 10 missing responses. The DAP scoring
manual places the threshold of missing data at six or more blank items (Search
Institute, 2005). Thus, 41 students were included in this study.
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Figure 3. Sample Questions from the Developmental Assets Profile
Table 6. DAP Survey Demographics at a Glance
Number of Students

N=41

Gender

54% Female
46% Male

Grade

22 7th Graders
19 6th Graders

Race

66% Hispanic
10% Black
2% Asian
2% White
12% Other: Puerto Rican, Haitian, and
West Indian/Guyanese
8% Multiracial: Black & Haitian, White & Hispanic, Black &
Hispanic

As a mixed-methods study, the researcher sought to use both qualitative and
quantitative data to understand the changes in students over the course of the
semester as a result of their involvement in the project. For this reason, it was
essential that all students included in this study have Developmental Asset Profile
(DAP) pretest and posttest. Unlike field notes or interviews, the DAP scores are selfreported and thus minimize the influence and perspectives of the participantresearcher. An independent researcher administered the DAP posttest survey to the
seventh grade on December 14, with a makeup available on December 21. The sixth
grade class was given the DAP on December 18, with a makeup on December 21 as
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well. Of the 41 students who took the Developmental Assets Profile pretest survey,
five students had left the school. An additional six students were absent or opted out
of the survey. Accordingly, the pool of qualified participants was 30.
DAP scores are typically interpreted according to the following 11 asset
categories: Total Score, Internal Assets, External Assets, Commitment to Learning,
Positive Values, Social Competencies, Positive Identity, Support, Empowerment,
Boundaries and Expectations, and Constructive Use of Time. Table 7 provides a brief
description of assets (Appendix D for a more thorough set of definitions).
Each asset category has four ranges labeled Excellent, Good, Fair, and Low.
With the exception of Total Score, scores range from 1-30. The DAP categories can
be consolidated into two broader scales defined as External and Internal Assets. The
interpretive ranges and definitions remain the same for both internal and external
assets. Finally, a Total Asset score is simply the sum of External and Internal Asset
scores. Its interpretive range matches those of the eight categories once both scores
are added together. Thus, the Excellent range for Total Score is from 51-60, Good
from 41-50, Fair from 30-40, and Low from 0-29 (Search Institute, 2005).

Table 7. Eleven DAP Assets and Their Definitions
Scale

Assets

Total
(Score ranges from
0 to 60)

Internal + External

Global
(Each asset’s score
ranges from 0 to 30)

Individual Internal
(Each asset’s score
ranges from 0 to 30)

Composite of Internal and External Assets

Internal

Composite of four Internal Assets

External

Composite of Four External Assets

Commitment to
Learning

Has a sense of the lasting importance of learning and a belief in their own
abilities.

Positive Values

Strong guiding values or principles to help them make healthy choices.

Social Competencies

Skills to interact effectively with others, to make decisions, and to cope
with new situations.

Positive Identity
Support
Individual External
(Each asset’s score
ranges from 0 to 30)

Definition
(Source: Benson, P. and Scales, P., 2004.)

Believes in their own self-worth and feels they have control over the things
that happen to them.
Surrounded by people who love, care and appreciate them.

Empowerment

Feels safe, valued, and respected.

Boundaries and
Expectations

Has clear rules, consistent consequences for breaking the rules, and is
encouraged to do their best.

Constructive use of
Time

Opportunities to learn and develop new skills and interests with other
youth and adults.

Adapted from search-institute.org/surveys/survey-scales#
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Table 8. Summary of Interpretive Ranges for DAP
Range of
Scores

Typical Item Responses

Excellent

26-30

2’s and 3’s with mostly 3’s

Abundant assets, most assets
are experienced strongly or
infrequently.

Good

21-25

2’s and 3’s with mostly 2’s

Moderate assets. Most assets
are experienced often, but
there is room for
improvement.

Fair

15-20

1’s and 2’s with mostly 2’s

Borderline assets. Some assets
are experienced, but many are
weak and/or infrequent.
There is considerable room for
strengthening assets in many
areas

Low

0-14

Mixture of 0’s, 1’s, and 2’s

Depleted levels of assets. Few
if any assets are strong or
frequent. Most assets are
experienced infrequently.
Tremendous opportunities for
strengthening assets in most
areas.

Label

Interpretive Guidelines

Source: Developmental Assets Manual, Search Institute, 2005
Formal Observations
In order to create the richest possible description of students’ activities and
assess their understanding and connection to their chosen issue, a formal
observation form was created. The form asked observers to evaluate such factors as
how “on task” a student was, how students described the social issue they chose to
explore, the technology tools they used, and the challenges they faced. The formal
observations were meant to provide a common framework for outside researchers
who were unfamiliar with this learning environment. These observations served to
supplement the field notes and informal interviews that I did throughout the
intervention.
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Two research assistants engaged in formal observations. As part of their
responsibilities, they were asked to perform, at minimum, a weekly observation of
one student using the Technology-enabled Social Action Observation Protocol (see
Figure 2). One researcher attended only sporadically and entered in four student
observations from a single day in October. The second researcher, Marsha Thorne
from Teachers College, Columbia University, was in regular attendance each week
and completed a total of nine observations. Overall, the 13 student observations
provided some insight (as will be discussed in the profiles section), but represented
a relatively small contribution to the pool of data collected in the study.

Figure 4. Sample Entry for Technology-enabled Social Action Observation Form
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Field Notes
Rather than complete a series of lengthy formal classroom observations (a
practice ill-suited for a teacher actively engaging with 51 students), as the primary
researcher I engaged in the reflective practice of taking field notes (Creswell, 2014).
These were brief representations of individual interactions with students, informal
observations of student work, and reflections on my own pedagogical practices. The
notes were taken on a daily basis and made a significant contribution to the data
analyzed. Beyond their subjective insight into what created or prevented an optimal
technology-enabled social action learning environment, these notes offered a
weekly account of individual student activities as they progressed toward product
completion. The timelines were used to verify or further explain the accounts given
by students during informal and formal interviews.

Figure 5. Field Note Excerpt
Informal Interviews
Throughout the study, I conducted brief informal interviews with students
during class time as they engaged in the activities surrounding product creation.
Unlike the in-depth interviews scheduled to take place weeks after product
completion, these interviews sought to capture the richness of data encountered
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when a student was in the midst of their work. The process of responding to the
researchers’ questions provided an opportunity for students to discuss their
challenges. As a teacher-researcher conducting classroom-based research
(Brindley, 2009), their answers helped me to improve my own support for their
endeavors. However, as stated in Chapter III, because of the large sample size,
inherent complexity, “messiness” (Sandoval & Bell, 2004) of informal assessments
in situ (i.e., classroom management, meeting the needs of other students, potential
for disruption of student interviewee’s engagement at critical junctures, etc.), and
time/schedule restraints, not all students were informally interviewed. That is to
say, there was no specific criterion used to select the students who were
interviewed. It was simply convenience sampling in the sense that informal
interviews were conducted when the opportunity presented itself to talk to the
students.
Teacher Rubric
Formally conducting in-depth interviews with 51 students was beyond the
scope of this study. Therefore, the study purposely sampled the five highest and five
lowest-scoring students as determined by the Positive Technology Development
(PTD)-based rubric provided to three teachers. These teachers gathered during a
single hour-long evaluation session. There, they were shown each student product
with a brief description of its social action purpose and the steps involved in the
making of it. Where available, descriptions of the product’s social action purpose
and steps in its making were directly quoted from informal interviews with the
students.
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Figure 6. Screenshot of the PTD-based Rubric
Importantly, not all students created products. Of the 30 students that took
the pretest-posttest DAP, 17 students (57%) did not significantly move past the
ideation phase of product development (i.e., they did not construct anything).
Students lacked a product at a tangible stage of development for a variety of reasons
including: class scheduling problems, chronic absenteeism, unrelenting lack of
motivation, and/or classroom work that did not lend itself to product creation. The
causes of nonparticipation are further discussed in Chapter V as well as the
implications for this study. This left 13 students for rubric analysis (see Table 5).
When grouping the top five and bottom five, one of the methodological
challenges was how to rate individuals who participated in collaborative projects.
During the process of teacher evaluation through the Positive Technology
Development-based rubric, it was often difficult to determine who was responsible
for various elements of a product. For example, in the “bug stand” project, certain
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recipes, signage, community relations, and caretaking of the insects were not
captured in the data collection.
Therefore, some students might have received undue credit or not enough
credit for their contribution to a given project. Through informal interviews, field
notes, and research assistant observations, every attempt was made to delineate
each student’s contribution on a group project. Still, without having students
directly present their products to the three evaluating teachers such determinations
were inevitably based on incomplete information. Developing strategies to provide
a fuller picture of each student’s role in product creation is something to be
considered in future studies. Table 9 presents the results of the rubric evaluation of
the Top Five/Bottom Five students.
The rubric scores awarded by teachers varied considerably, with Mulcahy
giving 7 out of the 10 students the highest individual rubric scores of the three
teachers. Mulcahy awarded a total of 215 points, followed by Filep with 190, and
Dhar with 182.

Figure 7. Total Rubric Point Awarded by Each Teacher per Category
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An ANOVA test (see Appendix B) indicated that the amount of variability
between Dhar and Mulcahy met the 95% level of significance threshold. Mulcahy’s
scores varied 2.49 standard deviations from Dhar’s.
This result raises into question the reliability of the rubric. That is, if three
teachers consistently awarded different rubric scores based on the same student
products, then the rubric may not adequately delineate and/or describe the
outcomes associated with a given score. Alternatively, the participating teacher
might simply have needed training on rubric application to support inter-rater
reliability. In retrospect, the study would have also benefited from an audio
recording of these sessions so as to determine the specific data presented to
teachers and the clarifying questions that they subsequently raised. Absent this
recording, I can only hypothesize the reasoning behind the scores given to each
student’s work.
Below is the average score awarded to the ten students determined to be the
top five and bottom five rubric scorers. Henceforth these students will be referred to
as the “top five” and “bottom five” students. Top five students are indicated with the
color green, and the bottom five are indicated with red. A full breakdown of scores
awarded by category to the top five and bottom five students can be found in
Appendix D.
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Table 9. Top Five and Bottom Five Students’ Rubric Evaluation Scores
Student

Average Score

Clara

3.55

Emil

3.61

Gemma

3.16

Kelly

2.78

Maddie

2.89

Meera

2.89

Sander

3.67

Shalini

2.78

Sid

3.94

Walt

3.56

Formal Interviews
Ten students were chosen to be interviewed based on their rubric scores.
These students were composed of the top five and bottom five scorers (see Table 9).
The interviews took place over a two-week period at the end of the semester
(approximately three months after the intervention began). A single research
assistant conducted the interviews using the interview protocol constructed for this
study (see Figure 4). The interviews took place in a small office attached to the Tech
Café during students’ regularly scheduled class visits. The audio recordings
indicated that the interviews varied widely in length from as short as 5 minutes to
as long as 14 minutes. Upon checking the transcripts, it was clear that the research
assistant often veered from the prescribed questions into unscripted territory. The
possible reasons and potential impact of this variability are addressed in Chapter V.
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Dedoose Coding
Saldaña (2012) notes that “coding is the transitional process between data
collection and more extensive data analysis” (p.5). For this study, Dedoose was used
to create a comprehensive set of codes to be applied to the qualitative data
collected. The software then illuminated certain connections with the quantitative
data input from the DAP. The codes were continuously updated during the coding
process and crystallized into two categories: “pedagogical practices” and “student
processes.”
The “pedagogical practices” category referenced data seen through the
teacher/researcher lens. The data sources included, but were not limited to: field
notes, lesson plans, informal interviews, and observations. The primary purpose of
this category was to enumerate and reflect on the learning strategies, classroom
management, and STEAM (science, technology, engineering, art, and math)
integration present in the learning environment.
The “student processes” category represented the activities and
accompanying steps, the social issues, demonstrations of knowledge, the steps in the
making of their product, outcomes, motivations, challenges, and successes as
articulated by the student. The codes were extensive and utilized multiple subcategories in order to lay the foundation for how the written analysis of qualitative
findings would be organized.

Developmental Assets Profile (DAP) Results
Introduction
This section is organized into three parts. First, the ungrouped results of the
Developmental Assets Profile pretest-posttest scores (n=30) will be reviewed. The
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review will look at both the descriptive and inferential statistics that ultimately led
to no significant mean differences in growth or decline of DAP scores.
Second, the results of a statistical comparison of two distinct groups will be
discussed. These groups were labeled “product” and “no product” and consisted of
those who successfully created a product in the Tech Café during the intervention
(n=13) and those that did not (n=17). As with the ungrouped analysis, a lack of
statistical significance will be revealed.
Importantly, not all asset categories of the DAP survey results were included
in the analysis and discussion contained in this chapter. Three External DAP
categories place more of a focus on the people and activities involved in students’
lives outside of school. These categories include Boundaries and Expectations,
Support, and Constructive Use of Time. Boundaries and Expectations pertain
primarily to the role parents and the community play in setting rules and
consequences for the student and also the degree to which their peers positively
influence students’ lives. The Support category involves the level of involvement,
care, and positive communication provided by family and the community members.
Lastly, Constructive Use of Time relates to students’ participation in formal
afterschool activities as opposed to “hanging out” with friends three or more times
per week.
In contrast, all the Internal Assets correspond to attitudes and behaviors that
may have been influenced by school experiences. While not necessarily connected
to the intervention, the rise and fall of these asset levels can inform many of the
qualitative findings for this study. Table 26 lists the five assets investigated in this
study. For a full description of the 8 assets, the global categories and Total score,
see Appendix E.
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Table 10. Tech Café's Targeted Assets and Their Definitions
Definition

Asset

Commitment
to Learning
(Internal)

Positive
Values
(Internal)

Social
Competencies
(Internal)

Positive
Identity
(Internal)
Empowerment
(External)

(Source: Benson & Scales, 2004)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Achievement motivation
School engagement
Does at least one hour of homework each day
Cares about his/her school
Reading for pleasure
Caring for and helping others
Values equality and social justice
Stands up for what he/she believes in
Takes personal responsibility
Restraint with respect to sex and drugs
Plans ahead when making choices
Has empathy, sensitivity, and friendship skills
Comfortable with people from different
cultural/racial/ethnic backgrounds
Peaceful conflict resolution
Feels in control over “things that happen to me”
High self esteem
Sense of purpose
Positive view of personal future
Community values youth and provides them opportunities
for service
Youth feels safe at home, school and in the neighborhood
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Using these five assets, the third analysis of DAP scores focuses on trends in
the data. Two manners of analysis were used. First, a lowering of the .95 significance
threshold to .90 will be used to show that the Social Competency asset held signs of
growth from the Product Group. Next, another form of DAP analysis will be
introduced: range trends. For each of the five assets the DAP is scored according to
four ranges: excellent, good, fair, and low. While ungrouped and grouped statistical
analysis showed a lack of significance, a product vs. no product pretest-posttest
comparison of range changes revealed interesting trends in who “jumped” and who
“fell.” Principally, the product group jumped ranges ranges (e.g., from low social
competency assets to abundant social competency assets) more often than the “no
product” group. The “Top Five/ Bottom Five” group profiled earlier will be used to
further illustrate range trends and their connection to qualitative findings. Range
trends will continue to inform the findings discussed in Chapter V.
DAP Raw Scores and Statistics
Below is a summary of the ungrouped pretest-posttest (n=30) scores along
the five asset categories. Pretest and posttest scores are separated with a forward
slash mark (/). The green color indicates the “top five” rubric scorers, the red
indicates the “bottom five” rubric scorers, the blue indicates the remaining product
creators, and black indicates the 17 students who did not create products. The
numbers should be interpreted according to the following ranges:
Table 11. DAP Interpretive Ranges
Scales for Five Assets
Range
26-30
21-25
15-20
9-14
0-8

Meaning
Excellent: abundant levels of assets
Good: most assets experienced frequent, but room for improvement
Fair: infrequent assets experienced
Low: low levels of assets at work
Extraordinarily low: cause for concern

Table 12. DAP Scores for All Students in Targeted Assets
NAME

EMPOWERMENT

COMMITMENT TO
LEARNING

POSITIVE VALUES

SOCIAL
COMPETENCIES

POSITIVE
IDENTITY

Aaron

23/23

22/23

22/23

19/24

22/25

Amelie

18/25

27/26

15/25

16/23

20/25

Belinda

15/25

21/24

14/21

9/23

12/18

Castro

25/28

23/27

24/28

20/26

27/28

Clara

27/23

29/23

24/22

26/24

23/18

Emil

25/30

23/29

24/27

14/26

20/28

Erin

27/13

26/13

25/12

28/15

28/10

Farrah

10/18

19/20

11/23

16/21

5/10

Gemma

20/27

20/29

17/15

13/21

17/27

Glen

22/10

26/19

24/15

23/15

23/20

Henry

28/27

23/26

25/26

28/27

27/27

Jade

22/23

23/24

20/24

19/25

23/17

Jake

25/20

24/24

25/25

26/27

23/27

James

26/23

27/21

25/21

25/23

23/22

Jared

30/30

30/30

26/30

23/30

30/30

Kelly

30/30

19/21

25/29

20/28

23/22

Maddie

28/22

29/23

30/26

29/24

28/23

Meera

20/23

23/26

18/24

14/24

20/22
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NAME

EMPOWERMENT

COMMITMENT TO
LEARNING

POSITIVE VALUES

SOCIAL
COMPETENCIES

POSITIVE
IDENTITY

Merrill

25/27

30/26

30/24

29/25

27/22

Pauline

25/28

27/19

21/18

24/16

22/15

Rena

23/17

19/13

24/15

21/14

27/12

Ryan

10/13

13/9

11/16

14/13

12/12

Salvador

22/18

16/7

10/9

11/10

25/25

Sander

30/30

27/30

25/30

24/26

30/30

Sandra

20/25

27/27

25/22

21/24

25/23

Shalini

22/18

21/20

18/18

20/20

20/20

Sid

17/30

26/29

25/29

24/30

18/30

Tamara

28/25

30/20

30/25

29/21

27/18

Walt

22/18

19/16

20/23

13/18

13/28

Yolanda

28/20

29/23

25/21

23/21

25/15

↑=asset growth

↓=asset decline - = no change

[1,2,3]= change of asset range
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Results from the Developmental Assets Profile Survey showed no significant
differences between the pretest and posttest scores of students (n=30) as
determined by a series of Paired-Sample T-tests. These tests were applied to
Empowerment, Commitment to Learning, Positive Values, Social Competencies, and
Positive Identity.
Table 13. DAP Assets—Ungrouped Paired Samples Statistics
Paired Samples Statistics
Mean

N

Std. Deviation

Std. Error
Mean

Pair 1

PRE

23.100

30

5.2611

.9605

22.967

30

5.5179

1.0074

23.933

30

4.4251

.8079

22.233

30

5.9520

1.0867

21.933

30

5.4894

1.0022

22.200

30

5.4037

.9866

20.700

30

5.7903

1.0572

22.133

30

5.0837

.9281

22.167

30

5.8255

1.0636

21.633

30

6.0656

1.1074

EMPOWERMENT
POST
EMPOWERMENT
Pair 2

PRE COMMITMENT
TO LEARNING
PRE COMMITMENT
TO LEARNING

Pair 3

PRE POSITIVE
VALUES
POST POSITIVE
VALUES

Pair 4

PRE SOCIAL
COMPETENCY
POST SOCIAL
COMPETENCY

Pair 5

PRE POSITIVE
IDENTITY
POST POSITIVE
IDENTITY
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Table 14: DAP Assets—Ungrouped Paired Samples Correlations
Paired Samples Correlations
N

Correlation

Sig.

Pair 1

PRE & POST EMPOWERMENT

30

.345

.062

Pair 2

PRE & POST COMMITMENT TO
LEARNING

30

.531

.003

Pair 3

PRE & POST POSITIVE VALUES

30

.452

.012

Pair 4

PRE & POST SOCIAL
COMPETENCIES

30

.266

.155

Pair 5

PRE & POST POSITIVE IDENTITY

30

.247

.189

Table 15. DAP Assets—Ungrouped Paired Samples Test

Mean
Pair 1
Pair 2
Pair 3
Pair 4
Pair 5

Empowerment
Commitment to
Learning
Positive Values
Social
Competency
Positive Identity

Std.
Deviation

Paired Samples Test
Paired Differences
Std. Error
95% Confidence Interval
Mean
of the Difference
Lower
Upper
1.1272
-2.1721
2.4388

t
.118

df
29

Sig. (2-tailed)
.907

.1333

6.1741

1.7000

5.2005

.9495

-.2419

3.6419

1.790

29

.084

-.2667

5.7050

1.0416

-2.3970

1.8636

-.256

29

.800

-1.4333

6.6108

1.2070

-3.9018

1.0352

-1.188

29

.245

.5333

7.3001

1.3328

-2.1926

3.2592

.400

29

.692
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Product vs. No Product Groups
The purpose of this research was to explore with students their experiences in
constructing a variety of technology-enabled products to engage in social action.
Within this environment, some students constructed technology-enabled products,
while others did not. A total of 13 students out of the pool of 30 created social action
products. Thus, in addition to analyzing quantitative results in terms of all
participants’ self-reported assets, I was also interested in seeing if self-reported data
differed with students who created products versus those that did not.
Table 16. DAP Assets—Product vs. No Product Group Statistics
Asset
Empowermen
t
Commitment
to Learning
Positive
Values
Social
Competency
Positive
Identity

Product vs. No Product
Product
No Product
Product
No Product
Product
No Product
Product
No Product
Product
No Product

N
13
17
13
17
13
17
13
17
13
17

Mean
.6923
-.7647
-.2308
-2.8235
1.9231
-1.0000
3.7692
-.3529
1.9231
-1.0000

Std. Deviation
5.43729
6.77799
5.21462
5.05266
3.27774
6.85565
5.26235
7.11461
3.27774
6.85565

Std. Error Mean
1.50803
1.64390
1.44628
1.22545
.90908
1.66274
1.45951
1.72555
.90908
1.66274

Using the same five assets as the Paired-T-Test, an Independent-Samples T-test
compared pretest-posttest results from students who created a product versus those
that did not. No statistically significant difference was found between the product vs.
no product groups.
That said, despite not reaching the crucial 95% confidence level, one trend
was apparent at the 90% confidence level for the Product vs. No Product
comparison groups. The .091 T-test score for Social Competencies between the
Product vs. No Product groups supported the possibility that growth in selfreported Social Competencies might be a fruitful avenue for investigation in future
studies.
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Table 17. DAP Assets: Product vs. No Product Group T-tests
Levene's Test for
Equality of
Variances
F
Empowerm
ent

Equal
variances
assumed

.770

Sig.
.388

Equal
variances not
assumed
Commitment Equal
to Learning variances
assumed

.028

.868

Equal
variances not
assumed
Positive
Values

Equal
variances
assumed

5.758

.023

Equal
variances not
assumed
Social
Equal
Competency variances
assumed

1.219

.279

Equal
variances not
assumed
Positive
Identity

Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances not
assumed

5.758

.023

t-test for Equality of Means
t

df

Sig. (2-tailed)

Mean
Difference

.634

28

.531

1.45701

.653

27.908

.519

1.45701

1.374

28

.180

2.59276

1.368

25.542

.183

2.59276

1.414

28

.168

2.92308

1.542

24.121

.136

2.92308

1.752

28

.091

4.12217

1.824

27.985

.079

4.12217

1.414

28

.168

2.92308

1.542

24.121

.136

2.92308
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DAP Range Trends
As mentioned in the introduction, while statistical significance was not
reached when comparing pretest-posttest scores for whole group and product vs.
no product groups, notable trends in range changes occurred. Below, Table 18
summarizes “range trends.” Justin Roskopf, a research associate at Search Institute
(the makers of DAP), framed DAP range analysis in this way: "The ranges are really
more for interpretation. What we've found is that youth in the same range are
similar to one another in terms of the level of risk behaviors or positive outcomes
they are experiencing." (January 26, 2016).

Table 18. DAP Range Trends: Product Group
Name

Empowerment

Commitment to Learning

Positive Values

Social Competencies

Positive Identity

Clara

↓1

↓1

↓

↓1

↓1

Emil

↑1

↑1

↑1

↑3

↑1

Gemma

↑2

↑2

↓

↑2

↑2

Jared

-

-

↑

↑1

-

Kelly

-

↑1

↑1

↑2

↓

Maddie

↓1

↓1

↓

↓1

↓1

Meera

↑1

↑1

↑1

↑2

↑1

Ryan

↓

↓

↑1

↓1

-

Salvador

↓1

↓2

↓

↓

-

Sander

-

↑

↑1

↑1

-

Shalini

↓1

↓1

-

-

-

Sid

↑2

↑

↑1

↑1

↑2

Walt

↓1

↓

↑1

↑1

↑3

TOTAL

↑1

-

↑7

↑10

↑7

↑=asset growth

↓=asset decline - = no change

[1,2,3]= change of asset range
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In the following section, profiles of each student will be constructed primarily
based on qualitative data including interviews and field notes. Additionally, at the
end of each profile, a description of the student’s DAP range trends will be included.
Students’ range trends cannot be statistically correlated with their rubric scores or
the other forms of qualitative data associated with each profile. Yet, as another
interesting data exploration and analysis surrounding this study, these self-reported
changes in asset development that occurred pre- and post-intervention are
nonetheless of potential interest. Creswell (2014) characterizes mixed-methods as
the use of both qualitative and quantitative data. To this end, following the profiles,
interview excerpts will be matched with DAP assets as one means of integration and
interpretation.

Analysis: “Top Five” and “Bottom Five” Student Profiles
Below are profiles of the top five and bottom five rubric scorers. Each tells a
story of how students arrived at their social issue, the process of product creation,
and the outcomes of their social action. The goal here is to enliven the research
findings so that they capture the spirit of students’ emotional connection to the
issue, the energy that sparked as they discovered and invented, and the sense of
empowerment that was ever-present in a learning space that placed no limits on the
issues and tools made available to students.
Each profile is loosely organized in the following way: project inception,
product development, outcomes, and DAP Range Trends. Project inception includes
both the circumstances behind the student’s choice of social issue and student’s
description of their intended product. Project inception also notes the steps and
timelines foreseen by students. Product development incorporates the tools used, the
collaborations that took place, the challenges, and the successes that occurred
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within the learning environment. Outcomes pertain to the sense of agency that may
have resulted from student’s work in the Tech Café. When evident, this agency was
reflected in certain developmental assets. These included positive values, positive
identity, social competencies, and empowerment. Finally, as noted above, DAP
Range Trends note the self-reported changes in assets by students during the time of
the pre- and post-intervention.
Clara: The Anti-Bullying Script Writer

Figure 8. Screenshot of Amy Rose Screenplay
Project Inception. In preparation for this profile, I attempted to ascertain
when Clara’s “The Story of Amy Rose” script had begun. My field notes did not
contain a reference to her project until October 9th, at which time I wrote, “I need to
check in with Clara … lots of work but not sure what it’s leading to” (Field Notes,
October 9, 2015). On November 10th, she shared the Google Doc containing the

Table 19. Clara at a Glance
Demographic
Information

Social Issue

Product

-Female

-Bullying

-Script

-Caribbean

-Suicide

-Film
production

-7th Grade

Social Action

-Created a film
about an
immigrant
teen struggling
to fit in

High-Tech
Low-Tech
Tools
-Computer
-Scripting
Software
-Graphic
design
software
-Video Camera

DAP SCORES
Rubric Avg.

3.55

Empowerment
27/23
↓1 Excellent to Good
Commitment to Learning 29/23
↓1 Excellent to Good
Positive Values
↓ Good to Good

24/22

Social Competencies
26/24
↓1 Excellent to Good
Positive Identity
↓1 Good to Fair

23/18
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script. Searching through the revisions, I found that the project had begun on April
20th of the prior year. At the time, the script (written in a relatively large font) was
4 pages long. One week later, it was 17 pages and two weeks later it was 23. By June,
it was 31 pages. Google Docs indicated that Clara resumed her script on September
17th, 2015 of the new school year.
The "Story of Amy Rose" is about a girl who arrives from the Dominican
Republic to start a new life in the United States. In her apartment building, she meets
a boy named Christopher. Christopher has a mean sister Britt who, along with friends,
verbally and later physically assaults Amy. Seen directly through Clara’s script:

Figure 9. Screenshot of a Bullying Scene in "The Story of Amy Rose" Screenplay
Christopher and Amy grow to love one another, but through a series of
miscommunications, she questions that love. At its conclusion, Amy commits suicide
because of bullying, and Christopher dies in a car accident after witnessing Amy’s
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descent into death in the hospital. The story ends on a somewhat hopeful note as
illustrated here:

Figure 10. Screenshot of Final Scene in "The Story of Amy Rose" Screenplay
When asked during her formal interview what motivated her to choose the
social issue, Clara explained:
Well, I've been bullied in my past days, and I think this could help
other people who like been going on in schools helping and high school
and college where they're gonna be, where there's gonna be gossip and
stuff like that. And so it's help them understand that no matter what
people like are not supposed to judge you by what your appearance is.
(Formal Interview, December 7, 2015)
Clara summarized her project below:
I made, well I'm starting on a script for my soon-to-be movie Amy
Rose, and this is the script. It's almost done, well it's already done, I'm
just editing. And so my future plans are to shoot the script, get the
actors, do theater exercises. (Formal Interview, December 7, 2015)
Product Development. Clara’s project moved from a lone scriptwriting
activity to a more collaborative enterprise when three other students in search of a
project decided to assist. These girls, Merrill, Pauline, and Maria, played an
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indeterminate role in the editing of the script and rehearsal of the script. My field
notes make little mention of their involvement.
A clearer form of productive collaboration occurred when my research
assistant, Marsha Thorne, began working with Clara mid-November. Thorne is a
masters student at Teachers College, Columbia University who has done extensive
theater work with under-resourced and incarcerated youth. Clara described the role
Thorne (whose nickname is “Marshmallow”) played in the following ways:
Well, working with Marshmallow, it, she helped me because she has
experience in working in movies and it helped, she helped me edit, she
helped me figure out problems, she even helped my other friend, my
other coworkers in filmmaking, taking shots, and helping them like
understand the script. (Formal Interview, December 7, 2015)
A key contribution played by Thorne was her introducing Clara to the screenwriting
software Celtx. Clara explained the features of Celtx:
Clara: …it [Celtx] helped me plot my funding, and schedules, and catalog,
and shot list, and storyboard, to like help me, like let the website
do all the work for me and I can leave the rest.....
Researcher: So what is it like working in Celtx that helps you to change it
into a screenplay?
Clara: Well, when you're working in Celtx when you click on the page it
tells you either you're writing on action or character or dialogue,
and it transitions. So like this part, I write the dialogue, the
character’s name, and then I put a transition which is cut to, and
it goes to the next scene. So that lets the cameraman or woman
know what scene to cut to, or what to take. (Formal Interview,
December 7, 2015)
Semi-complete, the screenplay written in Celtx amounted to over 6,500 words.
The next phase of Clara’s project entailed casting for her movie. She began by
designing and printing a casting call poster (Figure 11). She posted approximately
15 signs throughout the school. Clara traveled with a sign-up sheet to all the middle
school classes. There is no written or verbal account of what transpired in the
classes.
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Figure 11. Casting Call Poster for Clara’s Movie
Clara and I scheduled the casting on Monday, November 16th. A wildly diverse
group of students came to try out. They included both genders from the entire
middle school, English Language Learners, and Special Education students. Clara
provided scripts for students waiting to be called and asked them to choose a
character and practice. I had expected Thorne to facilitate the casting process, but in
her absence, I sat with Clara at the front of the Tech Café. One by one, students
announced the characters they wished to play. Clara underlined the portions she
wanted students to read. At the time, some characters were underdeveloped in the
script and had very few lines. Clara and I decided to ask students to temporarily try
out using lines from other characters. Below, Clara reflects on the casting call:
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Lahana: So, how did it go this first day? Tell me what just went on?
Clara: Well, we were auditioning for parts in the movie Amy Rose. And
it was tiring, it was, but it was surprising how they got the script
and they acted it out and they had they went into it…it was like
they were actually living it, so, it was pretty good.
Lahana: And how did it feel playing … being a casting director
Clara: Tiring, very tiring … skipping my lunch and stuff. More important
it’s about finishing the movie. Finishing what you started.
(Informal Interview, November 16, 2015)
At the conclusion of this study, details continued to be worked out. Clara sent
out an unsolicited Google Doc entitled “Thoughts and Plans for Amy Rose.” With
permission, I shared the Doc with Thorne, and it continued to act as an
organizational aid.

Figure 12. Screenshot of “Thoughts & Plans for Amy Rose”
When asked about the challenges she faced with her project, Clara responded:
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Challenges are, well, making the classes that I had to sacrifice my
classes to finish the script, where I needed, my grades would be lower
because I didn't attend the classes. (Formal Interview, December 7,
2015)
Outcomes. Clara evidenced a growth in agency through her sense that her
product now allowed her to make a difference in the lives of those who may
experience bullying. When asked whether she now felt differently about the issue as
a result of her project, Clara answered:
Well, not really, because this issue is kinda big because when you're in
a position of bullying, it's not an issue that you resolve quickly. So when,
it's an issue that people have been figuring out how to do, and they've
done nothing about it until the story has come up. So for me doing this
issue, it could change a life. (Formal Interview, December 7, 2015)
DAP Range Trends. Clara began the year with abundant levels of
Empowerment, Commitment to Learning, and Social Competencies. She also
showed good levels of Positive Values and Positive Identity. However, in the
posttest following the intervention, all but her Positive Values had dropped in range
levels. Posttest scores now indicated room for improvement in Empowerment,
Commitment to learning and Social Competencies.
Emil: The (Recycled) Paper Maker

Figure 13. Emil Making Paper

Table 20. Emil at a Glance

Demographic
Information

Social Issue

-Male

-Pollution

-Hispanic

-Recycling

-7th Grade

Product

Social Action

DIY Paper
Making Kit
(from recycled
paper)

-Sought to
create “papermaking clubs”
by mailing kits
and providing
tutorials

High-Tech
Low-Tech
Tools
-YouTube
tutorials
-DIY frame +
Screen
-Blender
-Video Camera

DAP SCORES
Rubric Avg.
3.61

Empowerment
25/30

Good to Excellent

↑1

Commitment to Learning
23/29
↑1
Good to Excellent
Positive Values
24/27
↑1 Good to Excellent
Social Competencies
14/26
Low to Excellent
20/28

Positive Identity

↑3

↑2

Fair to Excellent
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Project Inception. The first account relating to Emil’s project occurred in late
September. During an unrelated field trip with his class, we walked side by side, and
I recounted our conversation in my field notes at the end of the day:
While walking to the train with Emil, he mentioned he was
interested in making a recycling bot that could sort and store different
types of recyclable waste. Heard it before and I was trying to make it
more do-able and unique. So I guided him toward the idea of learning
how to create your own paper through recycling. Maybe after that, you
can create a bot that can mobily [sic] perform the paper-making process.
(Field Notes, September 29, 2015)
In past years, many students had attempted to create Lego robots to collect and
recycle waste. These robots worked with varying degrees of success, but what they
held in common was their focus on engineering small scale prototypes that were
unhinged from practical application inside their community. Noting these past
experiences and working toward more powerful outcomes was one motivation for
steering Emil toward paper making.
The Tech Café was founded on principles of critical pedagogy. This approach
seeks to amplify students’ voices by helping them explore the injustices surrounding
them and connecting them with the tools and habits of mind crucial to creating
solutions. Therefore, while creating a recycling Lego robot was potentially rich with
STEAM connections, it was ill-suited to generate the sense of personal agency and
real-world change that a more low-tech approach held the potential to deliver.
By steering Emil to paper making, I saw the potential for targeting a specific
type of waste using a specific recycling technique. Incidentally, I had no idea at the
time how to make paper regardless of its composition. But by planting the seed idea
to independently research the topic, I had shifted the opportunity of learning and
discovery onto him.
Product Development. At this point, Emil and his two classmates, Jared and
Salvador, went onto YouTube and watched tutorials on how to make paper. They
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created a list of materials, including a frame, screen, and a blender. By the next class,
I had bought most of the materials, including the frame, which arrived
unconstructed. For their first step, the boys needed to put together the frame with
the screen integrated inside. They spent most of a period measuring and cutting the
screen and building the frame around it using a hammer, nails, and tacks.
However, as they repeatedly watched the
selected tutorial, they realized that a second,
larger frame was needed. Upon seeing their
enjoyment and skill at crafting, I asked them to
build the frame using plywood already present
in the Tech Café. Emil and his partners agreed
and tried out three forms of cutting wood: a
crosscut saw, a Japanese hand saw, and a rotary
saw. None of the solutions offered a clean and
Figure 14. Emil Constructing a
Frame

efficient enough cut. Therefore, I purchased an
electric jigsaw. After I tutored them on its use (I
had to watch some tutorials prior to showing

them) and made sure they took the proper safety precautions, they began to cut
wood with it. Below is an excerpt from my field notes:
Emil’s paper making group had fun using the jig saw! We needed
both clamps to make it work and had a tough time positioning ourselves
and the wood in order to make a proper cut. We also didn’t know how to
attach the vacuum. It all worked out though. Still waiting on the blender.
(Field Notes, October 8, 2015)
The blender arrived in time for the next session. After constructing the second
frame, the boys were ready to make paper. The following is a transcription from
Emil’s formal interview in which he described the paper making process:
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Well, first the recycle paper, we rip it up into little pieces, and then
we put it in the blender with water and then we blend it. After that, we
pour it here [points to the frame]. It doesn't look like paper when you
blend it and when you touch it, it doesn't feel that good. It doesn't, if you
touch it it's going to feel all watery. But when you take it out it's going to
be like a little bit hard. And after that we need to let it dry for a couple
minutes or hours, and then after that we need to take it out, put it on the
books, and then that's how we make paper. (Formal Interview,
December 12, 2015)
The boys continued to refine their process using different types of paper and drying
techniques. Yet, at some point, I realized their project was not moving forward in
two respects. First, their understanding of what problem their product was seeking
to address was surface. Second, their project, as it stood, held little potential for
social action. During an informal interview, I asked Emil why his project was
important. His response indicated only a surface understanding of the problem (e.g.,
no mention of the environmental benefit of saving trees, issues surrounding landfills
and pollution, overconsumption of natural resources, etc.) and illustrated only a
vague notion of how to manifest social action with his product:
Lahana: So is there … how do you feel like you’re gonna, how do you
feel like you're going to make a difference, like, this is just one
little experiment you guys are doing. How are you going to make
it bigger than this?
Emil: Because maybe if they keep throwing out paper. Paper may be not
be in the world now. So it’s much better make recycled paper so
paper can be going to the world never stop. (Informal Interview,
November 2, 2015)
To address his lack of knowledge on the subject surrounding recycling and
pollution, I asked Emil, Jared, and Salvador to watch a documentary on the issue
contained on my website Techbrarian.com (see Appendix N). As they watched, the
connection to their own project did not immediately occur. However, after several
guided questions, I was able to bridge the two. Below is an excerpt from my field
notes on this exchange:
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Emil and the paper crew watched the trash movie … asked why are
we watching this? What a funny teachable moment. I was like, well, what
did you learn? He and Salvador talked about all the trash that was
created, the pollution from landfills, etc.. and I said, um, that’s why you
watched it, so you can say stuff like that. Now go back and write down 5
or so facts…. (Field Notes, November 9, 2015)
The idea of how to transform their project into a means of social action
occurred as a result of an informal interview with Emil approximately two weeks
later:
Lahana: So how can you make this more than just what’s happening
here in the café?
Emil: Well, we could make this more because we could show it to other
kids that used to throw the paper aways (sic). We could show
them that paper, is … you can recycle it make new ones. So like
for other schools, if they come, I could show them how to make it
and then they could make it by themselves.
Lahana: Do you think you could teach other people how to make this kit
in a way that, like, is more understandable than all the YouTube
videos that you looked at and so you could get a whole movement
throughout schools going or something? (Informal Interview,
November 22, 2015)
This idea seemed to resonate with the group, and they began to create smaller
versions of the frame in earnest. Near the conclusion of the study, their first
prototype had emerged. Emil describes its creation and purpose during his formal
interview:
Researcher: Did you enjoy making the frame more than already having
the frame?
Emil: Well, this was pretty easy, this was a little bit, not that hard but I
enjoyed this one more. I made it by myself.
Researcher: Yeah, you made a really good frame. Do you think even if
you didn't do paper, but because you did such a good job with
making a frame, that you would make more frames like and
continue in a different kind of way?
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Emil: Yeah, but now I’m making kits to send it to other schools, and
those kids can make their own paper. So I'm making more
frames.... (Formal Interview, December 12, 2015)
At the conclusion of the study, no plan had been initiated to pass out the kits.
During his formal interview, Emil reflected back on various elements of the
paper making process, outcomes, and significance. When asked to describe the
importance of recycling paper process to a friend, he stated:
Emil: Well, I will tell them that they shouldn't throw away paper, they
should recycle it. And then you give it to me, and I can turn it
back and give new paper to them.
Researcher: So how would you tell them then, how would you, that was
great, how would you then tell them that by explaining you have
something that, you know can change the way we look at paper.
Emil: Well, I would tell them that paper is useful for a lot of things, so it's
not good to just throw it away and then burn down and make
chemicals. It's much better to recycle it so we can keep, so we
could keep using paper not cut trees down to make paper.
(Formal Interview, December 12, 2015)
When asked what the biggest challenge of his project was, Emil answered with what
ended up being a recurring theme throughout all student interviews: scheduling.
Well, some challenge that I face is getting out of some classes that
I'm supposed to do work, and maybe in those classes I have a test and I
couldn't take it because I was making my project. (Formal Interview,
December 12, 2015)
He also reflected on the role collaborating with other students had on product
development:
Well, if it wasn't for a partner I would not be finished with this,
because I needed some help putting the wood together, and first I
started with one partner then two more came, and they started helping
me out. So the project came faster and faster. So with a partner I could
finish this, or else it would take more. (Formal Interview, December 12,
2015)
Outcome. Finally, when asked whether or not he now thought differently
about the issue of recycling, Emil responded:
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Well, yes, I feel different about this because now people can recycle
paper now and like, don't throw paper on the floor and keep our world
clean, our streets, stuff like that. (Formal Interview, December 12, 2015)
This response indicated that Emil believed his product to be an important resource
for others wishing to recycle. In this way, he saw himself as an agent of change with
respect to keeping the world clean.
DAP Range Trends. Emil’s pretest-posttest asset levels grew substantially.
His pretest showed a fair level of Positive Identity assets, a low level of Social
Competency assets and good levels of assets in Empowerment, Commitment to
Learning, and Positive Values. Posttest, his good level of Positive Values assets
remained the same, but his Empowerment, Commitment to Learning, and Social
Competencies rose to abundant levels. This was particularly notable in Positive
Identity, which went from fair levels of assets to abundant.
Gemma: Quilt Maker for the Homeless

Figure 15. Gemma Sewing

Table 21. Gemma at a Glance
Demographic
Information

Social Issue

-Female

-Homeless

-African
American

-Recycling

-7th Grade

Product

Social Action

-Quilt for the
homeless made
out of scraps
from donated
clothes

-Sought to give
the quilt out to
a homeless
person
-Sought to
create a
documentary

High-Tech
Low-Tech
Tools
-Sewing
Machine
-Video camera
-Computer
with editing
software

DAP SCORES
Rubric Avg.
3.61

Empowerment
20/27
↑2 Fair to Excellent
Commitment to Learning
20/29
↑2 Fair to Excellent
Positive Values
17/15
↓ Fair to Fair
Social Competencies
13/21
↑2 Low to Good
Positive Identity
17/27
↑2 Fair to Excellent
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Project Inception. Mr. Pizarro is the sewing teacher for the after-school
program run by EdAlliance. Aware of the craftwork being done in the Tech Café, the
after-school coordinator offered to compensate Pizarro for working during regular
school hours in the Tech Café twice a week. I eagerly accepted, and he began
working with several students whose products involved sewing. Two of those
students were partners named Alaina and Gemma. Alaina did not complete a
posttest, thus the profile will focus on Gemma.
During her formal interview, Gemma described her quilts for the homeless
project, correlating it with domestic violence:
Gemma: Well, at the beginning of the year me and Alaina in 7B, that was
7B, she changed to 7A, we were making a blanket for the
homeless people because we thought that there was a lot of
homeless people and we should, instead of taking we should give
back to homeless people.
Researcher: What do we take from homeless people?
Gemma: Like, some people take homes, because a lot, there's homeless
mothers and with their children because they're getting abused,
and if they stay they're gonna get abused even more. (Formal
Interview, December 12, 2015)
Gemma went on to describe the steps involved:
Well, this took about three to four weeks to make, and we used a
sewing machine, and a sewing kit so that, and pins so that we could pin
it together. And once we pinned it together, we could start sewing so it
won't be all messed up. Because we wanted to give this by Thanksgiving,
but it took us a very long time to get the hang of how to make a blanket.
(Formal Interview, December 12, 2015)
Product Development. As was the case with Marsha Thorne in Clara’s
Scriptwriting, Pizarro took a very active role in his mentorship of Gemma and
Alaina. Mid-September, Gemma was working on creating wallets for the homeless.
During casual observations, I noticed that little discussion or product development
centered on issues/needs of the homeless. Rather, it was simply making wallets for
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the enjoyment of the craft. As an after-school enrichment activity, this may suffice.
However, in a technology-enabled social action learning environment, it was
important to actively connect making with problem solving to enhance their world. I
remarked in my field notes: “Gemma and Alaina are working with Pizarro, but have
to focus them on social action” (Field notes, October 1, 2015).
I spoke with Pizarro regarding this mandate. Two weeks later, I remarked in
my field notes: “Pizarro’s idea for Gemma and Alaina: recycled clothes turned to
quilts for the homeless … double duty!” (Field notes, October 15, 2015). Because of
the time-consuming nature of sewing, I began keeping Gemma and her partner for
one to two periods after each class with permission from her other teachers.
Still, despite the more focused approach to addressing the needs of homeless, I
felt that Gemma needed to do some straightforward research to see some of the
statistics that highlighted the scale of the problem. I placed her on my website
Techbrarian.com and had her click through some of the sites I had listed there. Soon
after, I did an informal interview:
Lahana: So what kind of facts did you learn, things that surprised you?
Gemma: That most of the homeless people are leaving, like the women
and the children are leaving, because they're mostly, because
there's domestic violence. Like, her husband or her boyfriend is
hurting her, and her children, and they're trying to leave so they
won't get hurt anymore. And then they become homeless because
they have left. And if they would have stayed they would have
kept getting beat.
Lahana: How many people are homeless here in New York City or in the
US, do you know?
Gemma: In New York City it's fifty nine thousand, five hundred sixty
eight.
Lahana: Fifty-nine thousand people are homeless in New York, wow. Did
that surprise you?
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Gemma: Yeah, because I didn't know that there was a lot of homeless
people because most people have houses, and I don't really see a
lot of homeless people around the streets.
Lahana: So where are they?
Gemma: I think some of them are by the train station sleeping
downstairs, and ask some people to give them money, but some
people don't really care about them, and they just walk past like
there's nothing happening.
By the end of the study, Gemma and Alaina had nearly finished the quilt.
Below is a portion of Gemma's formal interview in which she discussed her process,
challenges, and changing attitude toward homeless.
Gemma: We used clothes that people donated but we never got to use, so
we just cut out pieces of the clothes to make a rectangle, and then
we just cut it out and we sewed it together.
Researcher: What kind of challenges did you face while making your
project?
Gemma: A lot because sometimes we messed it up so we would have to
take it out again and do it all over again.
Researcher: How did you get through those challenges? And you just said
it, I think you....
Gemma: We tried and tried it all over again until we got it right.

Figure 16. Gemma’s Quilt
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Outcomes. Reflecting on the personal impact of her work on the quilt, Gemma
had this to say:
Researcher: And now that you have made this project, do you feel any
differently about the issue?
Gemma: No, I feel the same way about it, and I think that we should keep
looking forward to see what else we could accomplish … now I
see what the homeless people go through. At first I never cared
about them, and now I do because there's a lot of them and they
need shelter and care that we have. (Formal Interview,
December 12, 2015)
Despite Gemma’s assertion that she “feel[s] the same way” about homelessness, an
underlying change in agency seemed to have occurred. Indeed, not only did Gemma
indicate that she now had a deeper sense of what homeless people go through, but
she implied that further accomplishments in this area were underfoot.
DAP Range Trends. Like Emil, Gemma rose in multiple categories of assets
from pretest to posttest. However, this growth was more dramatic in Gemma’s case.
Gemma’s Empowerment, Commitment to Learning, Positive Values, and Positive
identity showed only fair levels of assets at work. In the case of Social
Competencies, her assets were at low levels. Yet, in the posttest her scores had
radically risen to abundant levels in Empowerment, Commitment to Learning, and
Positive Identity. Posttest, Gemma’s levels of Social Competencies had rose to good
levels. Only in her Positive Values assets, did Gemma see a decline from within the
fair range.
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Kelly: Ring Making Against Domestic Violence

Figure 17. Kelly’s Ring on Etsy
Project Inception. Toward the end of last school year, I introduced jewelry
making as a low-tech tool for social action in the Tech Café (see Appendix O). There
was wide student interest across genders and grades. At the time, I explained to
students that their crafting of jewelry for social action could manifest itself in two
ways: either you can create jewelry for a cause, or the jewelry itself can represent
the cause. Either way, I created an Etsy (an online market place for handcrafted
items) shop in order to sell the jewelry they made. The purpose of creating the Etsy
shop was to teach students some of the multidisciplinary principles of
entrepreneurship and help them raise money for causes. No products were sold on
the shop during the 2014-2015 school year that it was created.
Kelly was a skilled ring maker (see Figure 18). Using a technique called “wire
wrapping,” she created a series of rings. Below are several examples:

Table 22. Kelly at a Glance
Demographic
Information
-Female
-Hispanic
-6th Grade

Social Issue
-Domestic
Violence

Product
-Jewelry with
symbolic
elements

Social Action
-Sold on Etsy
store with
description
containing
social action
message

High-Tech
Low-Tech
Tools
-Jewelry
making
materials
-Computer
with Internet
access
-Camera

DAP SCORES
Rubric Avg.
2.78

Empowerment
30/30
- Excellent to Excellent
Commitment to Learning 19/21
↑1 Fair to Good
Positive Values
25/29
↑1 Good to Excellent
Social Competencies
20/28
↑2 Fair to Excellent
Positive Identity
23/22

↓
Good to Good
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Figure 18. A Set of Wire Wrapped Rings Made by Kelly
At the start of the year, Kelly selected domestic violence as her social issue.
During an observation taken by a research assistant, she explained her choice and
was perhaps given the seed idea to sell her jewelry by the research assistant:
I asked why she [Kelly] chose this issue and she said she had a
friend who left school and talked about how this happened in her family.
She did not express deeper thoughts on it. Her friend was making
jewelry with her and said that she had lived through this experience
with her father, and Kelly asked about who her father is currently. I
asked how the rings would help and she didn't have an answer, I
suggested she could sell them and give the money to a women's shelter
and she quietly agreed. (Formal Observations, October 16, 2015)
Product Development. Later that period, I spoke with Kelly about her work
and reflected on her response in my field notes:
Kelly had a touching moment when she explained how the roseshaped ring symbolized the thorns and the beauty of abused women in
shelters. tough times but strength and resilience. wants to sell it at the
Etsy store … should write the explanation in the seller window. (Field
Notes, October 16, 2015)
During her formal interview, Kelly revisited the theme:
Oh, I did it because my social action is domestic violence, and I
really feel bad for them so I since do that one, do with the rose, because I
feel like since the rose has thorns on the stem it to me feels like they've
been like hurt so many times, and the roses hurt a lot, the stem, the
thorns hurt a lot. But then the flower itself is pretty and then like for
them they like they know that they're pretty, and yeah. (Formal
Interview, December 17, 2015)
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Soon after Kelly created the domestic violence-themed “rose ring,” I assisted
her in placing it on our Etsy shop. As this was the first product to be offered, we
worked together on figuring out each of the steps. Below, Kelly recounted this event:
Researcher: So what steps went into making it and how long did it take
you?
Kelly: It took me about two weeks to make it.
Researcher: And what about the Etsy part too?
Kelly: The Etsy part like, I had to wait a little, like a week because we
only have Mr. Lahana on Fridays, yeah only on Fridays, and so a
week after I made it I had to wait that other week to do it. And
Mr. Lahana helped me. I was confused for a little bit. We didn't
get to put it on like at that very moment because we didn't have
the scale…. (Formal Interview, December 17, 2015)
Full Disclosure: I had a friend buy the ring so as to generate enthusiasm throughout
the grades and give Kelly a rewarding experience.
Outcome. By the close of the study, Kelly had not generated any new jewelry
expressly to be sold on the Etsy shop. Equally regrettable, no attempt was made by
me to have her further research the issue. While Kelly’s social action did not show
evidence of a change in agency, her experience selling the ring seemed to have had
an emotional impact, as illustrated in the interview response below:
Researcher: So you put it on Etsy?
Kelly: Yeah.
Researcher: And how did that feel?
Kelly: It felt great because it's been the first time I've done that. I've
never done it before, and it was emotional to see that somebody
actually bought it.
DAP Range Trends. Kelly’s pretest-posttest scores trended toward positive
growth. Her abundant Empowerment and strong Positive Identity levels remained
the same. Kelly’s Positive Values grew from good levels to abundant. Most notably,
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both her Commitment to Learning and Social Competencies grew from low to
Excellent.
Maddie and Meera: Wallets and Rings for the Homeless

Figure 19. Meera Handing a Homeless Man a Wallet

Project Inception. Maddie and Meera represent the first dual profile included
in this chapter. While their work was purposefully designed to be integrated into a
single project, each student contributed distinct elements and perspectives. Maddie
summarized their project and the roles each played during her formal interview:
Well, I [Maddie] made wallets and my friend Meera made rings. So
we decided to make for homeless people. We had a bake sale for the
homeless people; which we raised enough money so we could put in the
wallets. (Formal Interview, December 16, 2015)
Meera explained her reasons for choosing this social issue in the following way:
Researcher: Why did you choose this social issue in the first place?
Meera: The reason I chose this social issue was because some people …
because there’s a lot of people in the streets and some people just
walk by them and like giving them a dirty look; and I feel bad. So
when I came to this class I’m like, oh, I want … the first project
I’m gonna do is the homeless project.

Table 23. Maddie at a Glance
Demographic
Information

Social Issue

-Female
-Hispanic

Homelessness

-6th Grade

Product

Social Action

-Hand crafted
wallets
containing
money

-Held a bake
sale to raise
money for the
homeless
-Filled wallet
with money
-Documented
passing out of
wallet

High-Tech
Low-Tech
Tools
-Sewing
Machine
-Computer
with Internet
access
-Camera

DAP SCORES
Rubric Avg.
2.89

Empowerment
28/22
↓1 Excellent to Good
Commitment to Learning 29/23
↓1 Excellent to Good
Positive Values
30/26
↓ Excellent to Excellent
Social Competencies
29/24
↓1 Excellent to Good
Positive Identity
28/23
↓1 Excellent to Good
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Table 24. Meera at a Glance
Demographic
Information

Social Issue

-Female
-Hispanic

Homelessness

-6th Grade

Product

Social Action

High-Tech
Low-Tech
Tools

-Hand crafted
jewelry to be
placed in
Maddie’s
wallets

-Held a bake
sale to raise
money for the
homeless
-Filled
Maddie’s
wallets with
rings

-Jewelry
making
materials
-Computer
with Internet
access
-Camera

-Documented
passing out of
wallet

DAP SCORES
Rubric Avg.
2.89

Empowerment
20/23
↑1 Fair to Good
Commitment to Learning
23/26
↑1
Good to Excellent
Positive Values
18/24

↑1
Fair to Good

Social Competencies
↑2 Low to Good

14/24

Positive Identity
↑1 Fair to Good

20/22
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As with Kelly, the other student representing the sixth grade, Meera and
Maddie indicated their wish to spend more time working on their project in the
Tech Café. That said, during their weekly visit, they managed to put together a
multifaceted project that resulted in effective social action. In her formal interview,
Meera noted the difficulty she faced in making time for the project:
Researcher: So, how long did this whole project take all together?
Meera: Like about three weeks.
Researcher: Three weeks. What kind of challenges did you face while
making your project? What were some of the things that made it
not so easy?
Meera: Letting our teacher, our homeroom teacher, letting her come
downstairs. Because they wouldn’t want us to be missing class
work and stuff like that. But since it was a word, a big bold letter
in their department, they signed it. (Formal Interview,
December 16, 2015)
Their three-month journey to delivering the wallets was not a direct path.
Maddie experimented with multiple projects. Here is a sample of her wide-ranging
activities taken in my field notes:
Maddie awesomely sewed a wallet with felt and used the sewing
machine that Mr. Pizarro taught her to use! Still trying to think of a cool
message. should video her in action. (Field Notes, September 18, 2015)
Maddie came and I showed her the ingredients I bought for her to
make the cruelty-free lipstick. We looked up those EOS type eggs and
found one to print [using the 3D printer]. (Field Notes, October 29,
2015)
Maddie created an anti-bullying play and practiced it with her
friends outside the cafe. (Field Notes, October 30, 2015)
Maddie made her body scrub and used way too much dye. But the
kids enjoyed using it and one kid said it made his skin feel young again
… that it had looked like he had old man’s skin before he put it on. (Field
Notes, November 6, 2015)
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Although Meera mostly focused on ring-making during the time of the study, there
was one exception cited in my field notes:
A shockingly amazing session! I pushed Meera to write more details
on a song about her dead grandma and she began to cry. I said we need
to hear your story and I’m glad you’re so in touch with it that when you
write that it brings you to tears. (Field Notes, October 13, 2015)
Meera went in the backroom [recording studio] … had some lyrics,
told me she wanted to record and then add more later. Allowed her and
she did it … she actually followed through. (Field Notes, October 20,
2015)
Product Development. During her weekly session with Mr. Pizarro, Maddie’s
sewing skills steadily improved. She became more independent and often worked
with only minimal guidance. Her description of sewing during the formal interview
hints at this level of expertise:
Maddie: In the sewing I had to know how to make a straight stitch, and
turn it inside out and stuff like that. Make, sew the buttons and
things like that. (Formal Interview, December 16, 2015)
In contrast, Meera had little difficulty in creating her rings:
Meera: Like making the stuff, I learned how to make the rings last year
so I brought it into this year and I can make them really fast and
make like five… one of them for five minutes if I have all the stuff.
(Formal Interview, December 16, 2015)
The first instance where their collaborative projects appear occurs in my field
notes in December:
Maddie worked with Pizarro on the purses and Meera made jewelry.
Their plan is to hand out the homemade wallets with money raised from
a bake sale and homemade jewelry. (Field Notes, December 8, 2015)
On December 11, my field notes indicate that they had the bake sale to raise money
to put in the Maddie’s wallets along with Meera’s jewelry.
The big bake sale day! Iyanna did shepherds pie, Minka did apple
empanadas, and Meera, Yael and Maddie made cookies. I had Akua film
the sale so that I could clean the room, but also to get a kid’s perspective
… maybe generate questions I wouldn’t ordinarily ask or have them
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respond in a different way to the same type of questions because he’s a
friend. (Field Notes, December 8, 2015)
I informally interviewed Maddie and Meera in the process of preparing for the bake
sale:
Meera: I'm making cookies for the bake sale.
Lahana: …why are you guys doing this project in general?
Meera: To help the homeless.
Lahana: What does that mean?
Maddie: So it's helping the people that are living in the streets.
Lahana: So, what does that have to do with making this stuff?
Maddie: Because we're gonna make a bake sale to sell the cookies so we
can get money so we can help them.
Lahana: And what are you going to do with the money?
Maddie: We're gonna give it to the homeless.
Lahana: How?
Meera: In a little...
Maddie: In a little wallet that has jewelry, jewelry, money and all the
wallets that we're gonna be given have, have been hand-crafted.
Meera: By her.
Maddie: By everyone.
Meera: I made the rings.
Maddie: She made those gorgeous rings.
Meera: Like, you won't find that anywhere else.
Maddie: They're one of a kind.
Meera: One of a kind you'll never see anywhere else. Not even from a
professional person. (Field Notes, December 8, 2015)
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On December 14, my field notes state, “Maddie and Meera’s big day to hand
out the wallets, bake sale money, and jewelry” (Field Notes, December 14, 2015).
Wallets in hand, we walked through Tomkins Square Park and across Houston
Street on the Lower East Side of Manhattan, weaving through side-streets. On our
way, we encountered four homeless men willing and able to receive the wallets. We
ended up in First Park, where we handed out the remaining wallets to a group of
homeless men sitting together on benches. Maddie recounted the incident in First
Park:
I feel so, so touched by the issue because when we were giving the
stuff out one of the guys said, “Finally somebody really cares about the
homeless.” Then me and Meera were about to cry when he said that.
(Formal Interview, December 16, 2015)
Outcome. During their informal interview, the impact of their experiences
passing out wallets to the homeless was evident:
Researcher: So why did you choose this social issue in the first place?
Maddie: Because it makes me sad that I see a lot of homeless people on
the floor. And a lot of people don’t really care that they’re there
but yet they’re in your community. They’re like your family; you
should at least try and help. And most adults think that kids can’t
make a difference. Well, I believe and Mr. Lahana believes that
kids can make a difference.
Researcher: What kinds of challenges did you face while making your
project?
Maddie: Well, I faced the challenge of when, with the homeless person,
would it change their life in a way or just they’re still … not still
homeless but basically, so just brighten their day a little bit.
(Formal Interview, December 16, 2015)
Researcher: How would you describe this class to your friends?
Maddie: It’s a makers’ class. We don’t take a lot of things. We make it our
version. (Formal Interview, December 16, 2015)
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Maddie’s responses reflect her feelings of agency toward addressing the issue of
homelessness and an overall sense of empowerment to effect change in the world.
Meera too, showed the potential for a lift in her sense of agency to affect
change:
Researcher: How would you describe this class to your friends?
Meera: I would describe it as a way you can express your emotions and
be who you are and try to help save the world and prove grown
ups wrong that we can change the world. Because what they say
is wrong. Some say that we can’t change but we can make a big,
big difference.
DAP Range Trends: Maddie. Maddie saw a consistent drop in her asset
scores from excellent down to good in all but the Positive Values asset. Only her
abundant levels of Positive Values assets remained the same.
DAP Range Trends: Meera. Meera showed robust growth in all assets. For
Empowerment, Positive Values, Positive Identity, and Social Competencies she grew
from low levels to good levels of assets. Her Commitment to Learning, already at a
good level, grew to excellent.
Sid and Walt: L.E.S. Bug Stand

Figure 20. Sid and Walt and the L.E.S. Bug Stand

Table 25. Sid at a Glance
Demographic
Information
-Male
-African
American
-7th Grade

Social Issue

Product

Social Action

-World Hunger

-Insect and
worm farming
-Cooking with
Insects
-Created and
managed a bug
stand

-Ran a bug
stand on
Houston St. to
raise
awareness
about the
environmental
damage caused
by livestock
and change
people’s
perspectives
on
Entomophagy.

-Environmental damage
caused by
raising
livestock

High-Tech
Low-Tech
Tools
-Cooking tools
utensils
-Computer
with Internet
access for
research
-Camera for
documenting
work

DAP SCORES
Rubric Avg.
3.94

Empowerment
17/30
↑2 Fair to Excellent
Commitment to Learning 26/29
↑ Excellent to Excellent
Positive Values
25/29
↑1 Good to Excellent
Social Competencies
24/30
↑1 Good to Excellent
Positive Identity
18/30
↑2 Fair to Excellent
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Table 26. Walt at a Glance
Demographic
Information
-Male
-Hispanic
-7th Grade

Social Issue

Product

Social Action

-World Hunger

-Insect and
worm
farming
-Cooking with
Insects
-Created and
managed a
bug stand

-Ran a bug
stand on
Houston St. to
raise
awareness
about the
environmental
damage caused
by livestock
and change
people’s
perspectives
on
Entomophagy.

-Environmental damage
caused by
raising
livestock

High-Tech
Low-Tech
Tools
-Cooking tools
utensils
-Computer
with Internet
access for
research
-Camera for
documenting
work

DAP SCORES
Rubric Avg.
3.56

Empowerment
22/18
↓1 Good to Fair
Commitment to Learning 19/16
↓ Fair to Fair
Positive Values
↑1 Fair to Good

20/23

Social Competencies
↑1 Low to Fair

13/18

Positive Identity
13/28
↑3 Low to Excellent
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Background. Entomophagy, the eating of insects, is regularly practiced in
most parts of the world, including Latin America, Africa, Asia, and Oceania
(Van Huis, Dicke, & Loon, 2015). Yet, in most regions of North America, it is
considered taboo to consume insects (Looy, Dunkel, & Wood, 2014). Yet, the
nutritional (both in terms of its nutritional composition and its implication for the
world’s undernourished), environmental, and economic benefits are well
documented (Barennes, Phimmasane, & Rajaonarivo, 2015).
To address these issues inside the Tech Café, I brought in numerous types of
food-grade edible insects last year for students to sample and cook with. There was
tremendous interest in practicing entomophagy from nearly all students in the
middle school. Two students, in particular, created films that documented their
adventures into entomophagy (viewable HERE). Two peripheral members of the
groups experimenting and filming their adventures were Sid and Walt (see
Tables 25 and 26). Each of these students, along with a revolving list of participants
and onlookers, set out to continue with and expand their work this year. In order to
facilitate this scaling up of involvement and activism, I purchased a mealworm farm
so that students could raise their own food. Later on in the study, I also bought an
earthworm farm (although not properly considered insects). My vision was for
students to create a bug stand, although I had no idea if, when, or how such a stand
would take place. The first mention of the bug stand occurs in my field notes late
September: “…showed brief snippet of Britney and talked about bug stand” (Field
Notes, September 22, 2015).
Project Inception. While Sid and Walt shared their love for entomophagy, the
two were very different behaviorally within the classroom. While Walt exhibited
mature and thoughtful interactions with his classmates, Sid often struggled to stay
on task and was prone to play fighting and taunting other students. Therefore, I
decided to take a proactive approach this year and place him in a leadership
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position within the entomophagy group. Here are my field notes pertaining to this
decision:
Sid seemed a little lost at the end of the year and beginning of this
one. But I remember how he liked eating bugs with Britney. So I did a
speech about how we'll be using the mealworms for a bug stand,
farming, and Styrofoam experiments [insects can consume Styrofoam]. I
said Samuel would be taking her place. It worked. They spent the period
weeding out and transporting the beetles with an apple slice, doing the
Styrofoam experiment and toasting the mealworms at varying
wellness...sprinkling it with salt. LOTS of kids tried it. Organic research
occurred when I asked him what the black husks were. He looked up the
lifecycle and told me it was part of the molting. (Field Notes, October 1,
2015)
Took Sid aside and told him that his jobs include: taking care of the
mealworm and beetle cages and perhaps using the screen I bought for
filtering out the refuse…asked him to look up how to clean the cage—
said he did but but found nothing— no i’ll go over the process with him
… with this youtube video or this article. I also suggested he make signs
for the insect stand … forgot to tell him about t-shirts. finally, we spoke
about cooking the mealworms. i suggested looking up chicken recipes. i
brought in spices: fish rub, cayenne pepper, and curry. (Field Notes,
October 8, 2015)
Product Development. The decision to designate Sid as group leader yielded
positive results and a decidedly negative one as well. On the positive side, my field
notes indicated numerous incidents where Sid exhibited high levels of investment in
the project and some leadership qualities. Here are three examples:
…he [Sid] came up to me this morning and said, “Mr. Lahana, I
brought in Nutella to eat with the worms!”. During classs he put way too
much oil in the pan, put it on the hotplate and went at it with Walt and a
couple of others. I didn’t try it, but everyone seemed to like it. they were
doing a ratings system and I heard stuff like, “I give it a 7 out of 10.” he
asked if he could stay after class … enthusiasm! (Field Notes, October 28,
2015)
Sid came with apples for the cage. He told me that they’re going to
evolve into flying— he researched it. Plans on researching why there
aren’t babies in the beetle cage. (Field Notes, October 28, 2015)
Sid began working on the menu … his spelling was bad so I asked
the para to help him, but she said he meant to have wacky spelling. She
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continued to work with him on doing research for entomophagy facts to
put on the menu. (Field Notes, November 5, 2015)
Yet there was an unintendedly negative consequence to calling Sid the leader of the
group. Below are two incidents where this became clear to me:
Sid is having a crisis of leadership. folks call him bossy. i may have
mismanaged the situation by calling him the boss. boys like Walt were
busy creating a Reese’s Pieces worms, while he did very little. (Field
Notes, October 27, 2015)
Rae struggled today to get the insect rewards/souvenirs together …
blamed Sid for not getting on task, but I think he needed more guidance
on what steps to make a t-shirt or sticker happen…. I really feel like
calling Sid the leader backfired. Not for the first time, someone shirked
their duties by saying … well Sid is the leader…. this time it was Rae.
(Field Notes, November 5, 2015)
Still, despite these conflicts, preparation for the bug stand continued. As recipes
were refined and farming practices grew routine, I decided to beef up the
Entomophagy group’s understanding of the social issue:
Sid, Rae, Ryan, and Walt stayed for several periods doing solid
research in order to make helpful info for the bug stand sign. I showed
them the solutions page [Techbrarian.com] with the category “ending
world hunger.” They perused the links for quite some time and Rae said,
“I should take some notes…” which I thought was a great example of
organic outcomes of passion-based research. (Field Notes, December 1,
2015)
As evidenced by the following interview response, Sid appeared to have taken
away quite a few lessons from his research:
Sid’s interview revealed his grasp on the social issues surrounding the
creation of his bug stand:
Researcher: So tell me, why did you choose this project out of all of the
many projects that you could chose, why this one with like the
mealworms?
Sid: At first I was working on a different project, then Mr. Lahana came
to me and asked me, and I thought it was a good idea because I
thought bugs was really delicious. But anyway, I chose this
because many people in the world think that bugs are disgusting,
and years and years ago many people was eating bugs, it was like
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the main thing. But say when farming first came to the world, it
started spreading and spreading and now people thought bugs
was gonna eat their farms and everything, and people started
killing bugs.
And also, so this because it helps with global warming. I want to
solve global warming because let’s say cows; cows takes a lot of
space, takes a lot of water, which we'll one day gonna run out of
water. And like a mealworm, it doesn't even take that long for
them to grow. Like a cow, the farms have like toxics in it that goes
up through to the atmosphere, and that messes up for us. And so
ice, the ice in the polars are melting and now the water's getting
higher, and by the time we think of it the world will be flooded.
(Formal Interview, December 18, 2015)
During Final preparations, I asked students to interview one another about
the goings-on of a bug stand team. My field notes document this decision:
Afterwards, I had them interview each other. I think that’s a
practice I should implement more often because it’s likely to generate
positive outcomes for both the interviewer and interviewee … it further
empowers all involved and may generate interesting responses
emerging only from students interviewing each other sans the teacher’s
heavy-handed perspective, and of course saves me time. (Field Notes,
December 1, 2015)
It was at this time that Walt emerged as a “fantastic interviewer” (Field Notes,
December 1, 2015). I did not provide him with a protocol of any type. Rather, his
prompts came from a place of genuine inquiry. Below is a sample of the probing
questions he asked, camera in hand, to other students participating in the bug stand:
Walt: Alright, Samuel, tell me why you're doing this project.
Walt: Alright, so give us a little fact about world hunger, and why do we
have to eat insects?
Walt: Okay, so what would be better: eating cow, chicken, or insects?
Walt: Rae, explain to me, how is this supposed to help us?
Walt: So, how does it help our environment?
Walt: So give me some examples of what we could eat now, about diets.
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Walt: What do you think was the most important part about this
project? (Footage Transcription, December 1, 2015)
On December 2nd, we spent most of the late morning preparing the food for
the bug stand. I informally interviewed some of the participating students:
Lahana: Okay guys, tell me what's happening right now.
Sid: So what's happening around the world is that people, many people
are starving and can't afford any food. But like to grow a
mealworm and get, it takes a lot of days for a cow, chicken, pig to
grow, and takes a lot amount of spaces. And for like a mealworm
it barely takes any work to build. It takes around thirty-two or
less days for it to achieve its form, so it can... like you know how
every day many people are hungry and all of that, it can decrease
the amount of people that are hungry around the world.
Lahana: And what are doing actually right at this very moment.
Ryan: We're carrying bags of food, but if you were to look closely you
would see mealworms, because we're putting different kinds of
insects and we're starting to make different kinds of recipes like
smoothies, and you know, some with chocolate and stuff so
people can try, mostly so people can agree on eating insects.
Walt: So, right now, as Ryan said, that bugs are gonna help our
environment because they take very little space, they take very
little food or water, while a cow can take over twenty-five baths
with like a lot of water, while a mealworm can take a very little
portion of water, and also take very little food. They can take like
scraps with some like foam for mealworms. Yeah leftovers.
(Informal Interview, December 2, 2015)
Preparing to leave, Walt explained what was about to happen:
Walt: So right now what we're actually doing is we're actively preparing
to go outside I believe on Housing Street, we're gonna go on
Housing Street and see the reaction of people who are, like who
try the mealworms, and we have, so far we have egg that has
salami in it. Samuel tried it, he thought it was really good. We
have Reece's, and we're gonna put some mealworms, and then
we got plantains.... (Informal Interview, December 2, 2015)
We set up the bug stand on the corner of 1st Avenue and Houston Street, right
next to the entrance to the F Train, because I felt there would be a lot of foot traffic
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around those parts. Indeed, many people walked by. At first their sales pitch fell on
deaf ears. My informal interview captured a couple of the unsuccessful attempts:
Sid: Free food everybody, free food, free food!
Ryan: Would you like to try our all-purpose edible insects? (Informal
Interview, December 2, 2015)
Yet, before long, numerous samplers came and went. Below are several interactions
students had with “customers” (all the food was free):
Ryan: Would you like to try our edible insects? We're trying to help
people like insects more.
Customer 1: Yeah. So insects?
Ryan: Yeah, we want people to think that insects are not gross, because...
Customer 1: These are actual insects?
Rae: Yeah, edible kind.
Lahana: Cricket flour.
Sid: There's not a, there's no insects in there, it's just a powder.
Customer 1: Oh, so there's not bugs in there.
Sid: No bugs.
Lahana: It's cricket flour.
Customer 1: Oh, it's cricket flour.
Lahana: But, you know, store bought. Like it's all healthy, hygienic. [Eats
brownie]
Customer 1: No, no, no, no ... that's really good.
Walt: So ready? One to ten, what would you give it.
Customer 1: I'd give it an eleven. It's that good.
Ryan: Would you please tell your friends to come over?
Customer 1: So what are these called again?
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Sid: Brownies with cricket flower.
Ryan: We got smoothies...
Lahana: These are mealworm smoothies, mealworm Reece's Pieces, and
if you're daring these are grasshoppers....
Gerald: These ones taste like chicken.
Customer 1: Well awesome, well, I will tell everyone today to come and
try some cricket and grasshopper.
-----------Ryan: Would you like to try our bug bites?
Customer 2: Okay.
Ryan: Edible insects.
Sid: We've got smoothies, brownies...
Customer 2: This is a brownie, and this is a smoothie. Let's see. Mmm.
Ryan: That's mealworm smoothie.
Customer 2: Alright, great. So you're from a school around here?
Ryan: Yes, PS 188
Walt: PS188, if you go straight down, you'll see our school.
Ryan: Oh, the reason why we're doing this is for a project of ours. Which
we think is that some people are not daring enough to eat insects,
which makes them pass by. So we want them to think that they're
not gross because they're helpful for the environment and you.
Customer 2: I'll definitely do it.
Walt: It's a very good thing for your digestive system, because it has lots
of proteins also.
-----------Customer 3: I'll have a chicken. [Eats it and says to companion] It's so
good, you should try them.
Walt: Those are weaver ants and the small grasshoppers.
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Customer 3: Small? That's a small one?
Rae: The big ones are like this, look [spreads fingers wide]. …this is the
small cricket.
Customer 3: Alright, we're gonna make it happen. Oh boy. Oh boy.
Sid: Yeah! [Eats the weaver ants and crickets at the same time]
Customer 3: Oh, it tastes good.
Sid: It tastes like sesame seeds right?
Customer 3: Tastes like sesame or sunflower seeds.
Sid: Yes!
Rae: He's the only one that ate everything, that tastes everything.
Customer 3: I'm dedicated. Just tastes like sunflower seeds. (Informal
Interview, December 2, 2015)
After closing up the bug stand, the participants sat with me over lunch and
reflected on some of the events that occurred.
Lahana: Okay, so, how did it go?
Walt: I have one thing that I was very surprised about. There is, alright
so there was this lady, she was fine. She wanted to all the bugs.
And the things is that she said is that she was a vegetarian. And I
was very surprised because I know like vegetarians they don't
eat meat like that, and I know bugs are not like meat-meat but
like, they have some of it, like sort of. And but like, so like, it was
very shocking to see that a vegetarian was able to eat an insect.
Lahana: And Rae, what about you? What was something that surprised
you?
Rae: My mom actually ate a bug. That's what surprised me the most. And
we made thirty, how many? Thirty-two customers. So it was
actually good, great actually.
Lahana: Sid?
Sid: Well, I think we should upgrade our board. Because like almost all of
us has to go out to call to people, and our board people was
barely staring at. They just looked at it like one beat and just
went away. And one thing that surprised me was like, I thought
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there was probably gonna be like three or four people was gonna
try it, but then when we started, when I started going, when we
all started going out and like hashtagging people about what we
knew about our project, many people, thirty-two people came
and tried it which actually surprised me. (Informal Interview,
December 2, 2015)
Outcome. Two weeks later, Sid and Walt were formally interviewed. Below,
Walt reflected on the impact his bug stand had on himself and his customers:
Researcher: Now that you've made this project, do you feel any
differently about this issue? If so, explain.
Walt: Yes, the reason why I feel different is because I actually helped
people. That’s like a good thing, because if you’re just sitting
around doing nothing it’s like, you're just doing nothing. Well,
you're actually trying to make a change in the world.
Researcher: This whole class you took, how would you describe it to a
friend?
Walt: Well to me I would say oh that's a very fun class, it's relaxing,
you'll be able to help others, you'll be able to help yourself learn
more things, you get to, what else ... we get to solve problems,
and we also get credit for this since you're doing it. And like, what
you're also doing is you're helping yourself, you're trying to be a
better person. And so I would call this a social action class.
(Formal Interview, December 18, 2015)
His responses spoke not only of Walt’s sense of empowerment to “help
people” and “solve problems,” but also of the scaffolding provided by the learning
environment enabling students to “help yourself” and “be a better person.”
When asked about the challenges he faced in doing this project, Sid uncovered
what working on it had meant to him:
Researcher: What are some of the challenges that you face working on
this project?
Sid: Well, I face people calling me disgusting and saying that I'm a loob
and stuff like that.
Researcher: You're a what?
Sid: Loob.
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Researcher: Loob? What does that mean?
Sid: Like, a nobody in life, like you're nothing.
Researcher: Ah, almost like a loser, but a loob.
Sid: Yep.
Researcher: Okay. Because you eat bugs.
Sid: Yep.
Researcher: Because you drink bugs.
Sid: Yep.
Researcher: And what's your response? How do you get through a
challenge like that?
Sid: Well, I really don't pay attention to them. And I see a lot of people
like me who's eating them, eating bugs, so it doesn't come in
mind. So I really don't care what they say because it's not them
who's changing the world. (Formal Interview, December 18,
2015)
DAP Range Trends: Sid. Sid showed the greatest gains in pretest posttest
scores of any of the Top Five and Bottom Five group members. With the exception of
Commitment to Learning, which was already at abundant levels, all of his assets
jumped to excellent. This included Empowerment and Positive Identity, which rose
from low to abundant levels, and Positive Values and Social Competencies, which
grew from strong to abundant.
DAP Range Trends: Walt. Walt’s pretest and posttest trended positive with
two exceptions. His Empowerment assets declined from good to fair levels and his
Commitment to Learning declined, but held at good levels. More promisingly, Walt
jumped dramatically from low levels of Positive Identity to Excellent levels. His
Positive Values grew from fair to good, and his Social Competencies went from low
to fair.
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Shalini: Gender Stereotype Video Collage

Figure 21. Shalini Placing Cutouts on the Green Screen while Recording
Project Inception. Shalini represents the least developed and impactful
product that still satisfied the basic qualifications for evaluation. Shalini’s product
was a collaboration with her classmate Avery. However, because Avery did not take
the pretest, this profile will primarily focus on Shalini. Shalini provided a product
description and outline of her process as follows:
Shalini: We cut out characters, like we searched stuff from Google and
then like they were based on our story. And it was about gender
stereotypes. So we had a boy and a girl, and they would do the
opposite things like from their gender.
Researcher: Why did you choose this social issue in the first place?
Shalini: Because many people, they like make fun, like boys do things
that girls do, they would make fun of them, or they would do the
same thing to the girls.
Researcher: And what steps went into making it, and how long did it take
you?
Shalini: It took us a long time. But first we created the story, and then we
cut up the pictures. That took a long time.

Table 27. Shalini at a Glance
Demographic
Information
-Female
-Indian
-7th Grade

Social Issue
-Gender
Stereotypes
-Bullying

Product

Social Action

-A digital
collage using
voice, paper
cut-outs and
video editing.

-Creating a
culture of
acceptance for
nonconforming
gender roles
through
digital collage.

High-Tech
Low-Tech
Tools
-Printed
images
researched
online
-Vocal editing
software.
-Green screen
-Video camera
-Video editing
software

DAP SCORES
Rubric Avg.
-Female
-Indian
-7th Grade

Empowerment
22/18
↓1 Good to Fair
Commitment to Learning 21/20
↓1 Good to Fair
Positive Values
- Fair to Fair

18/18

Social Competencies
- Fair to Fair

20/20

Positive Identity
- Fair to Fair

20/20
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Researcher: And what are your next steps?
Shalini: We're gonna put it on the green screen and then we're gonna
video it. (Formal Interview, December 15, 2015)
Product Development. My field notes establish that I viewed the first draft of
Shalini’s script on October 8, 2015. Here is the draft I read according to the date
stamp on the Google Doc she shared with me:
This is Lucas, Lucas loves shopping and hanging out with his friends,
Ally, and Jamie. Lucas loves to watch Pretty Little Liars, and Toddlers
and Tiaras. Lucas’ favorite sport is volleyball and he practices it
everyday with his best friend John. Lucas can easily get angry and
become a drama king, but gets over it after a while. Lucas is sassy but
nice, smart, caring and is very down to earth. Most people befriend
Lucas and respect him for who he is. This is Lucas.
Fairly impressed with the writing style and content, I offered an idea on how to
extend the work:
Avery, Nesa, and Shalini followed my advice and did a new draft of
their gender stereotypes script. They created separate vignettes of boys
who feel and behave unsterotypically (sic). The writing was decent and I
suggested that they add girls too. She said, “yeah, we were thinking of
doing that.” My worry, though, is it will detract from the more unique
message of boys not feeling like they have to “act like a man.” (Field
Notes, October 8, 2015)
According to the date stamp of Google Docs, this addition to the script occurred on
October 15, 2015.
This is Emma. Emma loves to watch sports, her favorite sport being
basketball, which she always plays with her two best friends; Amanda
and Taylor. Emma hates shopping but when she does go shopping it’s
usually to get a new pair of basketball shorts and new pairs of Nike
shoes, her favorite company ever, other than Auntie Annie. Emma is one
of the most popular kids in school but unlike others; she’s a cool person.
And most people look up to her. Emma is a strong person - both
physically and mentally. Emma has a big heart and is genuine, but when
she gets mad; (she turns into a demon). Emma has a hard time trusting
people fully, especially after you’ve hurt her. This is Emma.
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The suggestion I had made on October 8 was integrated into the project, and two
vignettes had been effectively established. Disinterested in creating additional
vignettes, Shalini and Avery began searching and cutting out images to match their
story. Their plan was to have the cutouts act out the story on a green screen as the
narration played in the background. The movement of the cutouts would take place
on a green screen so that additional graphics and other editing techniques could
take place around the characters seamlessly. This project’s “digital collage”
technique was clearly inspired by their classmate and occasional collaborator Nesa’s
Islamaphobia project from last year (click HERE to view). My field notes indicate
that this leg of the project started at or around October 27, 2015:
Shalini and Avery are on the right track. They’re doing a series of
vignettes pertaining to boys not conforming to gender stereotypes.
They are using Common Craft characters [a suite of hand-drawn image
cutouts] and other such media. (Field Notes, October 27, 2015)
It was at this time that the pace of work grew substantially slower. After a
week, the partners began complaining about the number of images that needed to
be cut for the project:
Shalini and Avery want to give up on their project … say it’s too
much work to cut out all the pics. I was frustrated with them …
suggested that they use stick figures or that we add stuff in Final Cut
[video editing software]. I’ll show them Final Cut and what’s capable.
What about having them do parts in GoAnimate [a customizable readymade animation website] ready? (Field Notes, October 27, 2015)
Trying to respond to this frustration, I decided to bring up their obstacle to the class
to see if other students would help in the process or brainstorm alternative
solutions:
Had this idea: Have Shalini and Avery present their script, describe
why they want to “give up”, and then ask for help to print out the
images…. add it to the list of ways to build the class community and
promote involvement. (Field Notes, October 27, 2015)
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On November 5, 2015, I implemented the idea. The impact was decidedly negative.
Shalini and Avery refused to present to the group, and, perhaps as a result of my
strategy to involve other classmates, Shalini decided to no longer participate in the
project. Here are my field notes surrounding the incident:
…then I mentioned the help I needed for Shalini and Avery to finish.
This spawned me showing the Mask video [The Mask You Live In: a
documentary about male gender stereotypes]. This drew good attention,
but Shalini decided she didn’t want to participate. In the end, Nesa said
that she’d help Avery, if Avery helped her with her project. (Field Notes,
November 5, 2015)
Shalini did return to the project. In late November, she and Avery were almost
finished cutting out their characters. My field notes remark:
Avery and Shalini (I guess Avery is in a fight with Nesa) worked on
cutting out more parts for their story. I had them rehearse the first
vignette in front of me and I think that was a really successful way of
getting them grounded in what has been done and what’s left. (Field
Notes, November 29, 2015)
Avery and Shalini still feel like they have a lot to go, but I pressured
them and said, “you’ll be done by Thursday and ready to film, right?”
They agreed. (Field Notes, December 3, 2015)
In mid-December, Nesa volunteered to film using my iPhone’s video camera.
My iPhone’s date stamp recorded their first attempt at filming on December 10,
2015. Subsequent filmings occurred on December 14th, December 17th, and
December 21st. By the final filming, both vignettes had been recorded successfully.
At the close of the study, Shalini had not yet used Final Cut to place the narration
and filming together or to integrate supplementary graphics for story enhancement.
Outcome. Asked a series of reflective questions regarding the impact of
working on this project, Shalini reported little change in her technological fluency or
understanding of gender stereotypes:
Researcher: And so my question is now that you've worked on it, do you
think anything different about gender stereotypes? Has it
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changed the way that you look at girls and boys and what makes
a girl, what makes a boy, and things like that?
Shalini: I think I was the same from the beginning.
Researcher: Did working with a partner change your project at all?
Shalini: Yeah, because we like had different like ideas to put in, and yeah,
we just had different ideas.
Researcher: Do you feel like your tech skills have changed because you
made this project or others from this year.
Shalini: No.
DAP Range Trends. Shalini’s scores mostly stagnated or declined in ranges.
Her Empowerment and Commitment to Learning both dropped from good levels to
fair. Shalini’s Positive Values, Social Competencies, and Positive Identity assets
remained at fair levels.
Sander: Wearable Cigarette Smoke Detector/Shamer

Figure 22. Working Prototype of Sander’s Cigarette Smoke Detecting Shirt

Table 28: Sander at a Glance
Demographic
Information
-Male
-Hispanic
-7th Grade

Social Issue
-Smoking

Product
-A smoke
detecting shirt
that lights up
“stinky
breath”,
“yellow teeth”,
and “lung
cancer” when
it is triggered

Social Action
Scaring
and/or
shaming
smokers into
stopping

High-Tech
Low-Tech
Tools
-Sewing
machine
-LillyPad
Arduino
sewable
microcontroller
-Computer
with Arduino
software

DAP SCORES
Rubric Avg.
3.67

Empowerment
30/30
- Excellent to Excellent
Commitment to Learning
27/30
↑ Excellent to Excellent
Positive Values
25/30
↑1 Good to Excellent
Social Competencies
24/26
↑1 Good to Excellent
Positive Identity
30/30
- Excellent to Excellent
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Project Inception. Sander’s profile brings back Mr. Pizarro playing a dual
role. Unlike in the cases of Gemma and Maddie, here, Pizarro acts as both a mentor
and a student learner along side Sander. This project involved using electrically
conductive thread to sew a smoke sensor, LillyPad Arduino, and LED lights together
on a shirt. The programming aspect of the project relied heavily on Sander and me
to figure out—also an instantiation of authentic collaborative learning; however, it
was essential that Pizarro understood elements of the code and certain principles of
sewable electronics to help Sander create a successful product.
Sander described his product in the following way:
Sander: What I made was a portable smoke detector that could be
wearable on a shirt.
Researcher: Go on.
Sander: And I made that because a lot of people like smoking, and it's
bad for the environment, and both ways, it just doesn't smell
good. (Formal Interview, December 17, 2015)
Product Development. The idea for the smoke detecting shirt originated
during a brainstorming session with Sander and Ryan:
Sander and Ryan came up with the idea of a shirt that flashed a “no
smoking” symbol. I said why not have it triggered by a smoke sensor? I
said it could even flash “stinky breath”. Ryan said “and ‘lung cancer!’”
(Field Notes, September 17)
The next mention of Sander’s work with the smoke sensor occurred on October 1st,
2015. At this point Sander and two partners were simply trying to get an Arduino
microcontroller to light an LED when it sensed smoke. Sander was trying to figure
how to code this action from scratch using YouTube tutorials. However, such a
script was proving relatively complex for a beginner:
Ryan, Sander, and the new kid Rae are working on the carbon
monoxide sensor. I had Rae join in because he is waiting for PVC pipe. I
had a good moment with Sander where I explained that all coders take
other people’s code and then remix them. (Field Notes, October 1, 2015)
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During class I had found it difficult to devote the time necessary to get Sander and
his partners properly introduced to Arduino programming. Over the summer, I had
done a similar experiment with an alcohol sensor, so I thought it prudent to give
them access to the code and show them how to modify it to suit their purposes. A
week later, I received permission from their other teachers to keep them in my class
for extra periods to work on the project. My field notes accounted for what
happened next:
I had Sander, Rae and Ryan pulled out. They were having trouble
with the code for the carbon monoxide sensor and I wasn’t able to help
them at the time so I thought it would be good to have Pizarro work
with them on the sewing aspect and maybe I could work with them on
the code. I mentioned that I had working code for the carbon monoxide
sensor. They ended up working really well learning how to hand stitch
in a straight line. I asked Rae if he’d used the machine to sew, because
the line was so straight … he said no and was really proud that I had
assumed that … something like, “nah man, it’s because I got skills….”
(Field Notes, October 8, 2015)
That same day, I recounted how Pizarro’s involvement in the project grew:
After the boys left, Pizarro and I talked at length about the design of
the t-shirt prototype. I showed him how the wiring should be and he
caught on quickly. He spent time designing the pocket for the t-shirt so
that it would hold the sensor, LillyPad, and battery in separate
compartments. He took home a sewable battery conductive thread, and
leds to practice. (Field Notes, October 8, 2015)
By mid-October, Ryan seemed to have lost interest in the project and spent the day
with the “bug stand” group. Sander and Rae remained engaged:
I showed Sander and Rae how smoke triggered changes in Arduino’s
readings when it was connected to the carbon monoxide sensor. Then I
showed them how we can use the readings to trigger light. they were
fascinated. (Field Notes, October 15, 2015)
Then on October 19th, work on the project came to a halt.
Sander and Ryan have taken a break from the carbon monoxide
sensor and are interested in leathercrafting. I had them watch videos of
techniques— (Field Notes, October 19, 2015)
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At this point, I realized that the “cigarette smoke detecting shirt” project would not
move forward without a serious commitment on my part to working with its group
members. Though not mentioned in my field notes, it was clear at the time that both
Rae and Ryan were disinterested in continuing. Ryan had more interest in cooking
insects, while Rae became interested in creating electronic signage for the bug
stand. Only Sander remained committed. Here are a series of field notes on our work
together—including the dual roles (student and teacher) played by Mr. Pizarro:
…worked one-on-one with Sander on the code for the carbon
monoxide sensor. Lots of learning. We learned conditionals and talked
about how it connects to Scratch [the drag-and-drop programming
language for beginners he learned last year]. Tried to get the light to
light up, but the sensor stopped reading levels of carbon monoxide.
(Field Notes, October 27, 2015)
Sander and I figured out the carbon monoxide sensor. Victory! Next,
I had him start sewing the LEDs. (Field Notes, November 2, 2015)
I had Sander work with Pizarro on integrating the smoke sensor
with the shirt … but it didn’t seem like much progress was made. (Field
Notes, November 5, 2015)
Kept Sander to work with Pizarro. Lots of effort to get the LillyPad
up and running. In the end everything worked but the LED didn’t light
up enough. So still working on that element. Tried to hook up a separate
9V to it and that didn’t work … especially when it was shorting.
Explained the concept to Pizarro and he said, “wow, I’m really learning a
lot too!” (Field Notes, November 9, 2015)
Sander and Pizarro continue to work on the smoking shirt. still have
the problem with the weak LED light, but they continue to progress with
the design of the shirt and the sewing. (Field Notes, November 12, 2015)
…kept Sander and he did very focused work with Pizarro. He
learned how to use the Cricut [personal electronic cutting machine] and
I guided him through the process of cutting out a check mark. The
Sander/Pizarro team decided they wanted to solder the wires to the
LillyPad. I helped them do it. I asked for more time with him [Sander]
using a note, but it was rejected. (Field Notes, December 3, 2015)
Sander spent a two periods working with me and Pizarro. We
settled the wiring for the LillyPad, but couldn’t get the code to upload!
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So frustrating. He [Sander] was very understanding and good-natured
about it. (Field Notes, December 10, 2015)
Fixed Sander’s smoke sensor by installing FTDI driver. Snuck into
his math class to whisper the good news. He said “yes!” and gave me a
pound. (Field Notes, December 14, 2015)
By the close of the study, our working prototype needed to be properly sewn
into the shirt, and the LED check did not light up quite as brightly as we intended.
Still, numerous lessons from numerous domains were gained from our work
together. Such lesson will be discussed in Chapter V.
Outcome. Asked if his tech skills had changed as a result of taking this class,
Sander responded:
Yes, because before, like I didn't really care about like the social
action or whatever, but now that I’m starting to do it, it's just getting
more interesting. (Formal Interview, December 17, 2015)
While not overly expressive as to the impact of creating his product, Sander’s
interview responses and my field notes tell the story of a student whose
commitment to learning a sophisticated set of low and high tech skills likely
supported an increased sense of agency to affect positive change.
DAP Range Trends. Sander’s scores showed an abundance of assets in
Empowerment, Commitment to Learning and Positive Identity. His Positive Values
and Social Competencies both grew from good to excellent levels.

Common Themes: Qualitative Data
Coding the field notes, observations, and informal and formal interviews,
several themes emerged both in terms of their presence or lack thereof. Below is a
list of the most revealing:
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Collaboration
Several of the top and bottom five used collaboration to greater or lesser effect
to propel their projects forward or move them into interesting and/or productive
directions. Different types of collaborations were subcategorized under
collaboration. These included teacher with teacher, student with student, teacher
with student, mentor, and affinity groups.
Here, mentorship is understood as a collaboration where one member has an
expertise to impart on the other(s) that comprises the predominant part of the task
at hand. Mentorship, in the context of this study, implies a relationship where both
are still practicing their craft at varying levels of mastery.
Affinity group derives its meaning from Gee’s (2004) notion of affinity spaces,
wherein diverse groups of people share a space to work on a common endeavor,
often operating at different levels of expertise and with different skill sets to bring
into play. In its co-opting of Gee’s term, affinity group uses the same descriptors, but
with the focus of analysis aimed at what happens within and between members
occupying the affinity space rather than the space itself.
As noted in previous chapters, a keystone of “future building schools” is the
democratic partnerships between members of its classrooms-- including the adults
within them (Dover, 2013; Smyth, 2011). Such was the case in the Tech Café, where
role reversals were common. While some students practiced a more traditional form
of collaboration with their teacher guiding or providing them with resources, others
practiced multiple forms of collaboration throughout their projects, including with
other students, mentors, or groups. An additional type of collaboration was
included: teacher with teacher. While not directly participating in the interactions,
students in this case were the beneficiaries of adult collaborations on their behalves.
Below is a list of the collaborations as they played out in the ten profiles
featured in this chapter.

Table 29. Types of Collaboration
Student

Clara

Emil

Gemma

Kelly

Teacher w/ Teacher
Thorne and Lahana
discussed current and
future steps for Clara.

Student w/ Student
Clara worked with
partners to
incorporate proper
Spanish translations in
script and rehearse
scenes.
Group worked with
one another to build
paper maker and to
make paper.

Teacher w/ Student
Lahana worked with
Clara on script and
execute casting.

Mentor
Thorne (expert
playwright) helped
Clara develop script,
navigate Celtx, and
plan for casting.

Affinity Group
Thorne, Clara, and
Lahana interchanged
on Google Docs
regarding content of
script, planning, and
scheduling.

Lahana purchased
materials and guided
students to resources
about paper making
and social issues
pertaining to their
project.
Pizarro worked with
Gemma to learn the
skills and techniques
involved in quilt
making.

Partnered with Alaina
in quilt making.
Lahana provided Kelly
with tutorials, tools
and materials for ring
making. Showed her
how to post on Etsy
and mail jewelry.
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Table 29 (continued)
Student

Teacher w/ Teacher

Student w/ Student
Maddie worked with
Meera on bake sale
and passing out of
wallets with combined
products.

Maddie

Lahana provided tools
and materials for
sewing.

Mentor
Pizarro worked
alongside Maddie
guiding her in the
process of wallet
making.

Lahana provided
Meera with tutorials,
tools and materials for
jewelry making.

Meera

Shalini worked with
Avery to develop
script, create cut-outs,
and time their
arrangements. Nesa
filmed their project.

Shalini

Sander

Teacher w/ Student

Lahana taught Pizarro
sewable electronics
principles. Pizarro
taught Lahana to sew.

Sander, Ryan, and Rae
learned Arduino and
sewing together.

Affinity Group
Multiple students
worked on cooking,
running and filming of
bake sale. Parent
volunteer facilitated
sale.
Multiple students
worked on cooking,
running and filming of
bake sale. Parent
volunteer facilitated
sale.

Lahana facilitated the
processes involved in
creating the digital
collage.
Lahana guided Sander
in Arduino hardware
and programming as
they each increased
their skills.

Lahana, Pizarro,
Sander and his
partners contributed
in the production of
the smoke detecting tshirt prototype.
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Table 29 (continued)
Student

Teacher w/ Teacher

Student w/ Student

Sid

Sid, Walt, and Rae
researched the
benefits of
entomophagy and
recipes. They cooked
together, created the
signage for their bug
stand, and sold their
creations.

Walt

Walt, Sid, and Rae
researched the
benefits of
entomophagy and
recipes. They cooked
together, created the
signage for their bug
stand, and sold their
creations.

Teacher w/ Student
Lahana provided the
tools and materials for
insect farming, bug
cooking. Lahana
facilitated the research
pertaining to the social
issues involved in
entomophagy and
coordinated the bug
stand.
Lahana provided the
tools and materials for
insect farming, bug
cooking. Lahana
facilitated the research
pertaining to the social
issues involved in
entomophagy and
coordinated the bug
stand.

Mentor

Affinity Group
Besides Walt, Sid, and
Rae, multiple students
from different grades
held varying degrees
of involvement with
bug cooking and
farming.

Multiple students
from different grades
worked with Walt;
helping to farm, cook
bugs, and running the
stand.
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Challenges: Student Lens
Students faced a variety of practical challenges as they created their products.
Table 30 notes some of the activities students engaged in and the practical
challenges they reported in creating their products.
Table 30. Activities and Challenges: Student Lens
Student

Clara

Activity

Challenge

Challenge Evidence

Time/Scheduling
Constraints

“Challenges are, well, making the classes
that I had to sacrifice my classes to finish
the script, where I needed, my grades
would be lower because I didn't attend
the classes.”

Writing

Malfunctioning
parts
• Lack/
Exhaustion of
Resources
Time/Scheduling
Constraints
•

Hands-on/
Building
Emil
Crafting

Gemma

Crafting

Kelly

Crafting
Crafting

Maddie

Unsatisfactory
Results
Level of Difficulty
Time/Scheduling
Constraints
Emotional

Hands-on

“sometimes I messed up the project and
needed to get more materials to make
another one.”
“…getting out of some classes that I'm
supposed to do work, and maybe in
those classes I have a test and I couldn't
take it because I was making my
project.”
“we messed it up so we would have to
take it out again and do it all over again.”
“Well, I didn't really know how to do it,
like how to do the rings that well.”
“… our homeroom teacher, letting [us]
come downstairs. Because they wouldn’t
want us to be missing class work.”
“Well, I faced the challenge of when, with
the homeless person, would it change
their life…”

Time/Scheduling
Constraints
“… our homeroom teacher, letting [us]
come downstairs. Because they wouldn’t
want us to be missing class work.”

Crafting
Meera

Cooking

Unsatisfactory
Results

“…me and Maddie were baking cookies…
And I showed Miss Yvonne, she said are
you gonna sell that because nobody’s
gonna buy it.”
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Table 30 (continued)
Student

Activity

Shalini

Writing

Challenge
Level of Difficulty

Crafting

Level of Difficulty

Programming

Unsatisfactory
Results

Sander
Electronics

•
•

Hands-on/
Farming

Level of
Difficulty
Unsatisfactory
Results
Unsatisfactory
Results

Sid

Walt

Entrepreneurship

Unsatisfactory
Results

Digital Media
Work

Level of Difficulty

Entrepreneurship

Judgment/Ridicule

Cooking

Malfunctioning
parts

Challenge Evidence
“Like the story, we didn't know what to
like really put in each of the characters.”
“I’m trying to figure out how to fit it
[LillyPad and smoke sensor] inside a
shirt.”
“Like, one of the challenges was the
code, because sometimes it didn't wanna
work.”
“…we’re trying to make the LED light
up pretty bright. But it’s not lighting
up pretty well.”
“We're farming it [mealworms]… so
they change into beetles, which
reproduce for us so we can have
much more food. But right now they
never reproduce yet..”
• “Well I face people calling me
disgusting…”
“I think we should upgrade our board.
Because like almost all of us has to go
out to call to people, and our board
people was barely staring at.”
“First of all making the video is definitely
hard, because we needed like edit it a lot,
and take out background noises, take out
certain things, like take out the
background that is here and put it into
something different…”
“…it was very hard for people to try it
because they're not actually used to
eating bugs.”
•

•

“…right now I can tell that this stuff
is kinda cold, since it's very cold
outside.”

Classroom Constraints and Pedagogical Strategies: Teacher Lens
Many constraints worked against creating meaningful technology-enabled
social action products during this study. Some barriers proved merely to be
temporary obstacles, whereas others shrank the scale or permanently halted
production. To work through these constraints, pedagogical strategies were used
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and coded for in the study. The following tables present a set of definitions for the
codes pertaining to constraints and strategies:
Table 31. Constraints Defined
Constraint

Definition

Disinterest in Working

Simply wants to socialize or use technology for
entertainment (consumption not creation).

Disinterest in Social Action

Interested in working with tools but not necessarily
creating a social action product.

Missed Opportunities

Through neglect or short-sightedness, learning
opportunities fell short or fell apart.

Classroom Constraints

Lack of space and other large scale issues with the
facility.

Time Constraints

50 minute period not enough to complete task.

Schedule Constraints

Not enough 50 minute periods allotted per week or
student needed at a time when they are typically
unavailable.

Behavioral Issues

Disengagement, aggression, inappropriate language,
and/or off-task use of tools and materials.

Lack of Teacher
Knowledge/Understanding

Teacher does not possess the content knowledge, skills,
and/or emotional wherewithal to help students move
forward with their project.

Equipment Malfunctions

Material or tool is damaged and/or does not work as
expected.

Theft/Loss

Material or tool is missing.

Purchasing

The tool or material is not currently available in the
school and must be purchased.

NYCDOE Rules

A rule of the NYC Dept. of Education prevents teacher
and/or student from pursuing a certain path in service of
their project.
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Table 32. Strategies Defined
Strategy

Definition

Match

Match resources: people with people, people with
technology, and people's past experiences with potential
new ones.

Ground

Teacher grounds student by sharing lessons learned
from past experiences with product creation or current
projects in the works.

Dig Deeper

Research, Look further into the experiences of those
affected, or get in touch with deeper emotions.

Redirect Focus

Typically from tool-focused to issue-focused.

Delineate

Make ideas thought of as "implicit" to the teacher,
explicit.

Redesign

Keep the idea, find a new way to make it work or be
more effective.

Expand

Scale up or expand the breadth of your product.

Hand-holding

Heavy-handed guiding through steps at the beginning,
mid-process feet-dragging, or when they're ready to
"give up".

Targeted Rest

Work on other Making activities (including helping
others' with their projects), when students’ project or
brain needs some time to recalibrate.

Compromise

Most often implemented with students who will "turn
off" if teacher push back is too hard. A way to launch a
less-than-ideal project or keep a project going.

Check-in

At its best a chance to catalyze student work, at its worst
a sad wake-up call for teacher and student.

Design Challenges

Recognize or generate design challenges that further
learning

Communicate with
Stakeholders

Speaking with teachers, administrators, and/or parents
to solve issues pertaining to scheduling, behavior, or
resources.

Within the study, a pattern of constraints emerged and was often accompanied by
recurring strategies for addressing them. Below are a sample of the constraints
faced by the Top Five/Bottom Five group, the strategies used to address them, and
the outcome.
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Table 33. Constraints, Strategies, and Outcomes: Teacher Lens
Student

Constraint
Scheduling
Constraints

Clara
Missed
Opportunities

Time/
Scheduling

Emil
Missed
Opportunity

Strategy

Outcome

Communicate
with
stakeholders

The acting assistant
principal was given a list
of who to let in at lunch.

Match

Brought in Thorne to
tighten script and help
Clara move to the casting
and filming phases.

Communicate
with
stakeholders

Spoke with Emil’s ELA
teacher about having his
group stay longer. Only
worked occasionally—
“too much work to cover
before test,” was answer
given.

•
•

Redirect
focus
Match

Purchasing

Needed to
purchase the frame
and blender

Communicate
with
stakeholders

Disinterest in
Working

On days when
Pizarro was not
present, Gemma
often strayed from
her quilting work.

Targeted Rest

Disinterest in
social action

Gemma’s quilt
work seemed to
only superficially
acknowledge
issues of
homelessness.

•
•

Missed
Opportunity

Through neglect, I
did not introduce
Kelly to sufficient
resources to grow
her understanding
of the issues
surrounding
domestic violence.

Gemma

Kelly

Example
To cast from across
classes and grades
needed to have
students come in at
lunch.
Clara’s work began
stagnating early
November, but I
did not allocate the
time to address it.
Many of the paper
maker
construction and
paper making
sessions were cut
short due to time
limits.
Sessions spent
making, but not
connecting paper
making to social
issues surrounding
it.

Dig deeper
Match

Match

Told Emil and group
members to take a break
from making and watch a
documentary on garbage.
Asked administration to
make purchases. Too long
a delay, so I purchased it
myself.
Gemma was interested in
cooking insects, so I
allowed her to take a
break and work with the
bug stand group on days
Pizarro was absent.
I identified videos and
infographics pertaining to
the issue of homelessness
on my website.
Kelly was shown Etsy’s
product description
section and told that it was
a great place to discuss the
meaning of her work. I had
hoped this would motivate
her to further research the
issue, but not enough
support was provided.
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Table 33 (continued)
Student

Constraint

Example

Strategy

Disinterest in
Social Action

Maddie’s work on
wallets was only
loosely connected
with homelessness.

Communicate
with
Stakeholders

Had to figure out
an appropriate
time for handing
out the wallets.

Communicate
with
Stakeholders

Maddie

Scheduling

Disinterest in
Social Action
Meera

Scheduling

Shalini

Disinterest in
Working

Meera enjoyed
making rings and
originally wanted
to sell them on
Etsy to benefit a
yet-to-bedetermined
domestic violence
prevention
organization. Indepth research on
the issue had yet to
occur.

Match

Had to figure out
an appropriate
time for handing
out the rings.

Communicate
with
Stakeholders

Shalini became
overwhelmed by
the tasks involved
in creating her
digital collage. She
was ready to give
up.

Hand-holding

Outcome
Spoke with Pizarro and
emphasized the need to
connect Maddie’s wallets
with issues of
homelessness. This lead
to a more focused plan of
action, but not necessarily
a deeper understanding of
the issue.
Spoke with principal,
parents, and scheduled
teachers for that day
asking for permission.
Permission was granted.

I had Maddie present her
idea to Meera. Meera
immediately decided she
wanted to add rings to
Maddie’s wallets. Still, no
quality research on the
issue of homelessness
occurred.

Spoke with principal,
parents, and scheduled
teachers for that day
asking for permission.
Permission was granted.
Sat down with Shalini and
Avery and had them
rehearse what they had
created thus far. Next I
showed them the steps
that remained to
completion. This
motivated them to
continue.
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Table 33 (continued)
Student

Sander

Constraint
Time/
schedule
Constraints

Missed
Opportunities
Lack of
Teacher
Knowledge

Behavioral
Issues

Sid
Schedule
Constraints

Schedule
Constraints
Walt

Example
Sander’s work was
intellectually
challenging and
physically time
consuming, the 50
minute periods
allocated were
simply not enough.
Sander’s “making”
overshadowed the
issue his shirt was
meant to address.
Sander’s work
occasionally
involved
engineering and
programming
work that went
beyond my
abilities at the
time.
Sid occasionally
engaged in
roughhousing and
horseplay that
involved the
inappropriate use
of insects.
To run the bug
stand outside the
school, I needed
permission from
parents, teachers,
and the principal.
To run the bug
stand outside the
school, I needed
permission from
parents, teachers,
and the principal.

Strategy

•
•

•
•

Match
Communicate
with
Stakeholders

Ground
Match

Outcome
Matching Sander with
Pizarro allowed him to
progress with his work
while I worked with other
students. I gained
permission from other
teachers to keep Sander
for several extra periods
each week to work with
Pizarro.
No strategy was
implemented. Sander’s
work involved little to no
research into smoking.
I referred back to similar
engineering/programming
work I had done in
previous years.
Additionally, I matched
Sander up with tutorials I
had located.

Design
Challenges

This “off-task” behavior
often signified boredom.
Thus, I encouraged the
group to design signage
for the stand that included
entomophagy facts. This
brought them back on
task.

Communicate
with
Stakeholders

All stakeholders agreed to
allow students to leave the
building to run the stand.

Communicate
with
Stakeholders

All stakeholders agreed to
allow students to leave the
building to run the stand.
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Common Themes in the Qualitative and Quantitative Data
No statistically significant differences in DAP scores occurred pre- and postintervention. Yet, qualitative evidence provided by students and participantobservers suggested that in many cases students were positively impacted by their
work in the Tech Café. To further explore the connection between these two
sources of data, Table 34 connects students’ interview responses with the five
Developmental Assets examined in this study. Perhaps in future studies, learning
spaces will be designed to further align with the worthwhile developmental assets
measured by DAP and captured in the Positive Youth Development framework.

Table 34. Selected DAP Assets Matched with Student Statements
Name

Clara

Empowerment
<Thorne> helped me
because she has
experience in
working in movies
and it helped, she
helped me edit, she
helped me figure out
problems, she even
helped my other
friend, my other
coworkers in
filmmaking, taking
shots, and helping
them like understand
the script.

Commitment to
Learning
“I'm working step by
step getting through
the challenges, and
focusing on finishing
this before maybe the
end of the school year.
And the challenges,
they're like, in the lane
I'm in they just
interfere. And when
they interfere I try to
solve them, like, step
by step.”

Positive Values
•

“We’re doing this
because people just
throw out paper and
they don’t care when
they finish it.”
Because maybe if
they keep throwing
out paper. Paper may
be not be in the
world now. So it’s
much better make
recycled paper so
paper can be going to
the world never stop.

•

•

•

•

“…this is all about stop being a
bully stop sucide. Cuz at the
end of the day you are who you
are and it’s not right to be
judged by that.”
“…this issue [bullying] is kinda
big because when you're in a
position of bullying, it's not an
issue that you resolve quickly.
So when, it's an issue that
people have been figuring out
how to do, and they've done
nothing about it until the story
has come up. So for me doing
this issue, it could change a
life.”
“So like for other schools, if
they come, I could show them
how to make it [paper] and
then they could make it by
themselves”
“…if it wasn't for a partner I
would not be finished with this,
because I needed somehow
putting the wood together, and
first I started with one partner
then two more came, and they
started helping me out. So the
project came faster and faster.”

Positive Identity
More important it’s
about finishing the
movie. Finishing what
you started.
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“Well, all I’m trying to do
is send a message and in
a positive standard, not
in a negative way using
physical, but in a positive
standard. And I just want
to finish it so I can share
it to the whole world.”

•

Emil

Social Competencies

Table 34 (continued)
Name

Gemma

Kelly

Empowerment
“I would describe it
[this class] as very
fun and active
because every day as
soon as welcomes us
Mr. Lahana lets us go,
and we get the bags,
we cut up the clothes,
and we start making
it so that we can be
finished.”
“It's <this class>
really fun. We get to
make new things. It's
not only using
technology. We make
food and it involves
technology because
we're making the
video of how people,
like, so people around
the world can see it
and make a change.”

Commitment to
Learning

Positive Values

Social Competencies

“…my mom has a sewing
machine at home, so I
would ask her like if we
could make stuff and give
it to the homeless people
so that they have
something.”

“The quilt that we're making, we
were gonna find a homeless
person, like a homeless person that
has children, and we were gonna
give it to them so that they
wouldn't be cold all the time.”

“I did it because my social action is
domestic violence, and I really feel
bad for them so I since do that one,
do with the rose, because I feel like
since the rose has thorns on the
stem it to me feels like they've been
like hurt so many times, and the
roses hurt a lot, the stem, the
thorns hurt a lot. But then the
flower itself is pretty and then like
for them they like they know that
they're pretty…”

Positive Identity

“It [putting ring on
Etsy] felt great because
it's been the first time
I've done that. I've
never done it before,
and it was emotional to
see that somebody
actually bought it.”
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Table 34 (continued)
Name

Maddie

Meera

Empowerment
“…I didn’t think it
[homelessness] was
that much of a big
problem but when I
started researching it
it became, it had an
impact on me and I
realized this has to
stop. So I talked to
Mr. Lahana and he
helped me because
now I decided to
make the project.”
“So when I came to
this class I’m like, oh,
I want… the first
project I’m gonna do
is the homeless
project.”

Commitment to
Learning
“It’s a makers’ class.
We don’t take a lot of
things. We make it our
version.”

Positive Values

Social Competencies

“…it felt good that I could
brighten someone’s day
with just giving them a
wallet or something..”

“Because it wasn’t just one idea, my
idea, it was both. So we added out
ideas together and we came up
with this really cool idea.”

“The reason I chose this
social issue was because
some people… because
there’s a lot of people in
the streets and some
people just walk by them
and like giving them a
dirty look; and I feel bad.”

I feel so, so touched by the issue
because when we were giving the
stuff out one of the guys said finally
somebody really cares about the
homeless, then me and Maddie
were about to cry when he said
that.

Positive Identity

“I would describe it
[this class] as a way you
can express your
emotions and be who
you are and try to help
save the world and
prove grown ups wrong
that we can change the
world. Because what
they say is wrong. Some
say that we can’t change
but we can make a big,
big difference.”
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Table 34 (continued)
Name

Empowerment

Commitment to
Learning

Positive Values

Social Competencies

Positive Identity

Shalini
“Now that I've made this
project I believe that
more people can back me
up on this because
obviously it doesn't smell
good when people
smoke.”

Sander

Sid

“<this class> changed
how the view, the
view of me and how
like all my projects
used to be boring and
that I used to be like
this year's gonna be
the time that I'm
gonna change it, and
it really did.”

•

•

“…I want people to realize
different things in life that bugs
are not disgusting. We are the
weird ones that many people
around the world be doing
stuff like eating bugs except us,
so I'm trying to bring this
together with food.”
“…<working with a partner>
changed my project because
my partner and me, at first we
didn't get along that well. And
then after that we got along, he
thought of different ideas to do
which I actually liked, and I
actually got to making it.”
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“Working with a
partner, like my
teacher, my other
teacher Mr. Pizarro, he's
helped me sew the
electronics with the
shirt, so I think that's
pretty interesting and I
really thank him for
doing that.”
• “I want to solve
global warming
because let’s say
cows; cows takes a
lot of space, takes a
lot of water, which
we'll one day gonna
run out of water.”
• “…And I see a lot of
people like me
who's eating them,
eating bugs, so it
doesn't come in
mind. So I really
don't care what
they say because
it's not them who's
changing the
world.”

Table 34 (continued)
Name
Walt

Empowerment
“…I would say oh
that's a very fun class,
it's relaxing, you'll be
able to help others,
you'll be able to help
yourself learn more
things, you get to,
what else... we get to
solve problems, and
we also get credit for
this since you're
doing it. And like,
what you're also
doing is you're
helping yourself,
you're trying to be a
better person.”

Commitment to
Learning
“I'll probably go to like
a really good high
school, and like I will
see like, first I will like
search up what high
school have like
technology and like
social action class, and
then I'll probably like
try to assign to that
class, assign to that
school so I can try and
get that class, and then
I can start redoing the
world hunger, world
hunger issue again.”

Positive Values

Social Competencies

“Well since I've been
seeing, well I researched
that there's a lot of kids
in Africa who have
nothing to eat. They like
always going to like a
river or a pond just to get
water. They really don't
have that much food. So
I'm really like, I'm really
entertained about that,
entertained about world
hunger, like I wanna stop
world hunger.”

“The reason why I chose this
project, issue, is because I've been
seeing a lot of people around the
neighborhood, and there's a lot of
people who are homeless, and like
they have nothing to eat. They're
like sitting outside starving, and so
this is the reason why I picked this
project.”

Positive Identity
•

•

“…the reason why I
feel different is
because I actually
helped people.
That’s like a good
thing, because it
just sitting around
doing nothing is
like, you're just
doing nothing. Well,
you're actually
trying to make a
change in the
world.”
“So right now what
we're actually
gonna be doing, our
famous one, the
first one we ever
did, is the one that
tastes like chicken.”
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Chapter Summary
Chapter IV described the research approach and the data that resulted from a
mixed methodological exploration of what happens when middle school students
engage in technology-enabled social action. The qualitative data collected included
participant-observer observations, field notes, rubric scores, and interviews. The
quantitative data was derived from the Developmental Assets Profile (DAP) survey.
The DAP survey instrument was designed to capture the growth or decline of
students’ self-concept and external supports. This perceptual data was thought to be
different in both substance and in the degree to which the participant-observer
could influence the results. Pretest-posttest DAP scores did not differ significantly,
but offered insight on how future interventions could further align to its laudable
framework for positive youth development.
In the DAP survey results section, raw scores were reported and analyzed
using descriptive and inferential statistics. Of the 11 DAP assets, five were
determined to be best-suited for the exploration of an in-school intervention. These
included: Empowerment, Commitment to Learning, Positive Values, Social
Competencies, and Positive Identity. Inferential statistics yielded no significant
pretest-posttest difference in results at the .95 significance level using a series of
paired samples T-test of the whole group (n=30) and through and a set of
independent T-tests comparing the group that created products (n=13) versus those
that did not (n=17). If one lowered the significance threshold to .90 there would be
significance in the Social Competency Asset. In addition to the inferential statistical
analysis, a descriptive analysis took place that examined trends in the extent to
which students “jumped” or “dropped” in DAP asset ranges.
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Ultimately, this chapter, and indeed the overall study, was founded on
accounts of students’ product inception, product development, and outcomes as
reported by the student participants and my field notes. To this end, ten students
were profiled and the common themes from their experiences were organized and
reported. The themes included the collaborations that took place, the classroom
constraints encountered, student activities and challenges, and the pedagogical
strategies utilized.
Finally, selected interview excerpts from the qualitative data were mapped
onto the five DAP assets for interpretive purposes. The goal of this organization was
not meant to establish correlation, but rather to provide readers with a bridge to
connect the qualitative and quantitative results found. Perhaps in doing so, future
studies will create learning environments that can further align to the Positive
Youth Development framework.
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Chapter V
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Background
Chapter I began with the assertion that a participation divide exists. The
nature of this divide is such that students of lower socioeconomic status are given
less opportunity to produce creative digital media than their high socioeconomic
counterparts (Barron, 2009). The reasons for this divide are multifaceted and
include schools in under-resourced neighborhoods not providing learning
environments that use technology to empower students to think and act as
practicing professionals and change agents. Compounding this disparity, these same
low socioeconomic students often lack the home and community resources to
provide the creative production experiences that are not occurring in their schools.
The result is student bodies with profoundly different skills, knowledge, and habits
of mind with respect to meaningful content creation in the 21st century—this at a
time when those who wish to wield influence on social issues must possess these
qualities in abundance.
To explore a possible bridge for this participation divide and perhaps advance
low socioeconomic students beyond the current capabilities of many highsocioeconomic students, a Social Action Makerspace was created called the Tech
Café. The Tech Café employed a critical pedagogical approach to working with
students. Such an approach saw students as protagonists whose mission was to
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identify the social injustices in their world in order to solve them. Under a critical
pedagogy, students and teachers worked side-by-side, in many ways trading roles as
understandings and expertise were made relevant.
The role of technology in the Tech Café was one of a “tool” in service of
creative media production and social action, rather than an end unto itself. The
opportunity for students to use technology in this way is thought by many
educational theorists and researchers to occur less often in under-resourced schools
and low SES communities (Barron, 2009; Becker, 1999; Dimaggio et al., 2001;
Resnick et al., 1998; Van Dijk, 2005; Warschauer, 2003; Wenglinsky, 1998). These
technology tools included low-tech equipment and materials like hammers,
blenders, sheet metal, and rotary saws, and high-tech tools like Arduino
microcontrollers, video cameras, and 3D printers. High-tech and low-tech tools were
freely available and combined with one another as long as proper safety precautions
were implemented.
Social issues selected by students often stemmed from media curated and
posted on my website, www.techbrarian.com. No issues were off-limits, as long as
students were well-informed and created products that did not violate the school’s
student code of conduct. In this way, using constructionist practices, the Social
Action Makerspace empowered some students to choose a social issue that
mattered to them, research it, and use high- and low-tech tools to help raise
awareness and solve these problems.
The goal of this study has been to explore what happens when urban middle
school students have the opportunity to create a variety of technology-enabled
products to engage in social action. What social issues would they choose? What
products would they create? What collaborations would take place? What
challenges would they face in the construction of these products? How would their
awareness of the social issue change as a result of product creation? And, perhaps
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most importantly, would their participation in such a learning environment
influence their sense of agency to effect social change, and if so, how?
The researcher embarked on a three-month mixed methods study with 41
students1 from two middle school classes. Students within these classes worked
individually or in groups to select a social issue and use low-tech and high-tech tools
to create products that raised awareness or helped solve an issue. To explore what
occurred in this learning environment, qualitative and quantitative data were
collected using a variety of approaches. Methods for qualitative data collection
included field notes, formal observations, formal and informal interviews, and a
product rubric. The rubric was used by three teachers to evaluate the products that
were created by the 13 students selected for assessment.2 The study included a
quantitative pretest-posttest survey instrument called the Developmental Assets
Profile designed to assess Positive Youth Development along a variety of measures.
This chapter consists of four sections. Section one notes the prominent
themes that emerged from the qualitative data collection. Each theme is discussed
and synthesized into a finding. Section two further examines the quantitative
findings by noting factors that may relate to a lack of statistical significance and by
highlighting descriptive trends in the data. Section three illustrates how qualitative
data collected from the intervention can be viewed through the lens of
developmental assets. Finally, section four presents actionable recommendations
and draws conclusions.

1Students who had consent and were present for the pretest.
2Qualified students took both a pretest and posttest and produced a tangible artifact.
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Qualitative Findings
To report on the qualitative findings, a series of student profiles were created
that sought to organize the variety of data generated from the aforementioned
qualitative data collection methods. In piecing together each profile, several
prominent themes emerged. Below are these themes and the related key findings.
Theme 1: Democratic Collaborations in Makerspaces
In her book entitled Learning Futures, Facer (2009) lays out a radical vision
for the democratic future of education. In it, learning societies replace educational
institutions. Would-be learners and teachers connect with one another based solely
on interests and skills, irrespective of their position within traditional society. In
this vision individuals and organizations advertise what they are interested in
teaching and can be contacted for face-to-face meet ups. By replacing the notion
that education occurs in a specific location with a professional teacher, it normalizes
the idea of “teaching as a human capacity” (p. 24) and uncovers the hidden wealth of
resources within communities.
While Facer’s vision is founded on the de-institutionalization of schools, many
of the principles remained viable within the Tech Café’s Social Action Makerspace.
Here, a fluid set of collaborations occurred that empowered students, research
assistants, afterschool personnel, and community members to take on authentic
teaching roles. One factor in this democratization was the nature of the low-tech
and high-tech tools being utilized. Using low-tech instruments such as sewing
machines, cooking equipment, and leather craft tools in service of social action
tapped skills and intelligences not often honored or utilized in traditional classroom
settings. This led, for instance, to a parent volunteer helping Meera and Maddie run
a bake sale to raise money for the homeless. It empowered our afterschool sewing
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teacher Mr. Pizarro to teach Gemma to use recycled clothing to make quilts for the
homeless.
In a similar fashion, innovative high tech tools that were combined with low
tech materials such as Sander’s smoke detecting shirt, required the development of
a unique set of skills and knowledge that could only be obtained through deep
research into online tutorials and documentation. His hard-won ability to create
purposeful sewable electronics, rendered him more of a teacher in this realm than
any other member of the classroom community. He used this role to mentor a
number of students on how to integrate sensors into their inventions.
By valuing high-tech and low-tech resources, using a content-driven
application of these tools, and encouraging active membership into the the “learning
society” from the entire school community,Makerspaces such as the Tech Café offer
a democratic approach to education in which all members actively collaborate to
move projects forward toward completion.
Finding 1: Educational Makerspaces enable democratic
collaborations through their use of low- and high- tech tools that
call upon the knowledge and skills of wide ranging members of
the school community.
Theme 2: Flexible School Structures for Educational Makerspaces
The pedagogical constraints and accompanying strategies utilized in this
Social Action Makerspace held common themes. By far, the most common constraint
to the social action work done in the Tech Café was time and scheduling.1 Indeed,
when discussing the way time is structured within schools, Renzulli (2005) had this
to say:

1At the time of writing, the Tech Café was in its sixth year. Time and Scheduling

issues proved to be substantial constraints to product development in each of these years.
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A universal pattern of school organization that has emerged over
the years has contributed to our inability to make even the smallest
changes in the overall process of learning. Our uncontested acceptance
of the elementary and secondary school schedule causes us to lose sight
of the fact that it is based on a fundamental flaw in education design: the
assumption that learning is regulated by the clock and defined by an
annual calendar (p. 86)
Chapter I introduced the model of Educational Makerspaces and the notion
that, unlike classrooms that typically consist of discrete ~50-minute lessons, the
projects generated in Education Makerspaces often lasted weeks, if not months. In
this way, the intensity of product development in the Tech Café ebbed and flowed.
Certain phases only required partial class periods, while others required multiple
class periods to be combined in order for essential elements to take place.
For instance, Emil’s paper making consisted of tearing paper, blending it with
water, placing it on custom-made screened frames, and then pressing it between
heavy books as it dried. The process took about an hour. However, between minilessons, cleanup, and transition time, students rarely had a full class period to work.
Therefore, at times I needed to hold back Emil and his collaborators to finish their
paper making.
Likewise, Sander’s project required enormous amounts of intellectual rigor
and time-consuming wiring. To adequately support Sander with these tasks, I
needed to be fully present—something that was not possible when coordinating a
classroom full of projects. Thus, it was essential that I pulled Sander out of several of
his regularly scheduled classes during my preparatory periods so that we could
focus on his work.
Another case when scheduling restraints played a role was with the mentors
Pizarro and Thorne. Both were only available twice a week. Consequently, it was of
utmost importance to have Clara maximize her time with Thorne by keeping her an
extra period in the Tech Café. Similarly, when Pizarro was present, it was important
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to keep Sander and Gemma in the Tech Café for as long as possible to generate the
largest impact on their project.
Another example of the constraints presented by time and scheduling
concerned products whose development and implementation needed to occur
outside of school. Sid and Walt’s bug stand required that we leave the school in
order to further develop the project and serve the public. Similarly, Maddie and
Meera’s wallets for the homeless projects necessitated that we leave the school
premises.
Unfortunately, in all the aforementioned cases, the structures in place at
middle schools, such as the one hosting this research, are not set-up to easily
accommodate the time or scheduling that best serves Educational Makerspaces.
Disrupting students’ established schedules can potentially interfere with test
preparation, their completion of individual assignments, and their involvement in
group work in other classes. Such disruptions may cause students to fall behind, and
their grades might suffer as a result—this in addition to the personal and political
cost of telling teachers in essence: my work with your student is more important
than the work you are doing with them right now. Thus, it was of great importance
that I communicated with teachers in a way that honored the work being disrupted
and justified the need for it.
A fundamental or what Cuban (2013) calls a “first order” structural reform in
schools to support Educational Makerspaces is unlikely given the complexity of the
system (p. 179). In his Schoolwide Enrichment Model, Renzulli (2005) proposes
that alternative scheduling patterns selectively borrow classes from major subject
areas (p. 86). Similarly, students might benefit from an established system in which
they could borrow time from other classes to allow for extended learning
experiences in an Educational Makerspace.
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Makerspace scheduling can also be informed by the “flexible scheduling”
model seen in school library media centers. The term is used to mean open access
to this school space without the constraints of rigid time schedules (McGregor,
2006). In this way, perhaps students could travel with their teacher, in groups, or
individually to use the space in a manner that is project-driven rather than
arbitrarily based on scheduling needs of the administration.

Finding 2: School structures that support flexibility in
scheduling are better positioned to provide opportunities for
extended learning experiences within Educational
Makerspaces.
Theme 3: Content-driven Educational Makerspaces
As outlined in the first chapter, one goal of this study was to explore the
impact of technology-enabled social action on student understanding of social
issues. Qualitative data suggested that the learning environment did not seem to
foster students’ in-depth understanding of their issue. Whether part of the Top Five
or Bottom Five cohort, pedagogical practices did not appear to sufficiently promote
deep research by the students. Such research might have influenced the quality of
work produced by students and affected their sense of connection to the issue.
The codes applied to this constraint were “missed opportunities” and
“disinterest in social action.” This constraint was particularly acute in Sander’s case.
While his product was certainly remarkable in its originality, complexity, and
ambition, it displayed only a surface understanding of the issues associated with
smoking. Supported by a learning environment that fostered an understanding of
what causes people to start and continue smoking and the statistics concerning its
deleterious health effects, he might have created an even more effective product.
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This lack of depth and nuance in understanding was present in Clara’s work
on bullying and suicide, Kelly’s insight into the causes, prevention, and prevalence of
domestic violence, and Shalini’s awareness of the underlying factors and influences
pertaining to gender stereotypes. This was also the case with Maddie and Meera’s
homeless wallets. Neither student was given the scaffolds necessary to understand
the scale of the homelessness problem in their community, what current solutions
were in place, and why those solutions were insufficient. Emil, too, could have
benefitted from help in developing a more thorough understanding of what was at
stake when people do not recycle their paper. In all of these cases, the “solution”
overtook what was supposed to be a dynamic learning process of exploring an issue.
In past years, I have used my website, Techbrarian.com, to provide highly
engaging resources to help students research social issues and discover how others
have sought to solve them. However, this year the learning environment appeared
to have inadvertently placed a priority on product development over this type of
research. One possible explanation was the introduction of several new craft types
late last year. These included jewelry making, sewing, leather crafts, and
pyrography. The students and I had to simultaneously learn the tools and
techniques, while applying them to social action. It is likely that balancing these two
endeavors caused me to miss opportunities to foster deep student research.
Only one exception to this occurred: Sid and Walt’s bug stand. As the project
evolved, the boys used multiple resources to delve deeper into the world of
entomophagy and the social issues surrounding it. To properly farm their
mealworms, they did research on beetle development. To create the signage for
their stand, they viewed several documentaries on the health and environmental
impact of the meat and dairy industry and the contrasting benefits of entomophagy.
The documentaries also illustrated the potential of entomophagy to help alleviate
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world hunger. Put together, the knowledge gained from these resources was used
by students to raise issue awareness in the visitors of their bug stand.

Finding 3: Teachers in Educational Makerspaces may face challenges
in scaffolding content-related research while simultaneously
introducing new Maker tools and techniques.
Theme 4: Tool and Issue Permutations
It should be evident from the profiles presented in Chapter IV that not only
were there an enormous variety of social issues chosen by students, but the hightech and low-tech tools used to address them were numerous as well. Addressing
the needs of each student within a learning environment with so many
permutations of social issues and tools was extremely challenging. It is likely that
my inability to meet these needs contributed to students reporting that their biggest
challenges included “level of difficulty” and “unsatisfactory results.”
To be sure, in a more traditional classroom, where students are confined to a
small set of themes or are relatively limited in their means of expressing these
themes, teachers can efficiently address content questions common to the whole
group. And when demonstrations of knowledge are limited to a small set of print,
art, or multimedia tools, troubleshooting is often a straightforward affair.
Not so in the Tech Café, where Kelly reported difficulties in creating rings,
Shalini struggled with character development for her stories, Sander had significant
complications with wiring the sewable electronics, and Walt found major difficulties
in editing his movie. In each of these cases, there were missed opportunities for
“teachable moments” that could have occurred with the proper scaffolding had I
found the time. Of course, a certain amount of challenge and failure can promote grit
and lead to superior products. However, in the cases of the aforementioned
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students, each would have benefited from even more help from a teacher, mentor,
or other knowledgeable member of the classroom community.
Finding 4: The design of open-ended Educational Makerspaces should
account for the individualized learning challenges that occur when
offering both a large variety of tools and a large variety of topics.

Quantitative Findings
Overview
As indicated in Chapter IV, there was an initial pool of 51 participants from the
two classes chosen for the study. Of that group, nine students did not take the
pretest and one student’s test was disqualified due to the number of empty
responses. Another student was not given consent by their parent. The remaining
eight students were absent for both the original test administrations and the
make-up dates. The Island School had an average absentee rate greater than 10%
per year, so the absence of eight students came as no surprise.
Of the 41 students, another 11 did not take the pretest. Although absenteeism
was again a factor, the discharge of students played an even greater role. The Island
School serves as the school for both a neighborhood homeless shelter and a
domestic violence shelter. These populations often leave the school when they
obtain permanent residence across the city.
For the study’s mixed-methodology, it was essential that the qualitative data
collected on each student be accompanied by the quantitative data from the survey
results. In this way, two forms of exploration could be conducted simultaneously to
provide a more nuanced perspective on the intervention. The qualitative
exploration was informed by the participant-researcher’s observations and his
questions to the students. In contrast, the quantitative exploration (the DAP survey)
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relied exclusively on students’ self-reporting and utilized a framework that was
distinct (albeit related) from what informed the teacher-researcher’s approach. As a
result of the DAP pretest-posttest data availability requirement, only 30 students
remained as qualified participants.
Following the three-month technology-enabled social action intervention, only
13 out of the 30 students produced a tangible product. Using this outcome, two
groups were formed: a Product group and a No Product group. As noted below,
statistical measures were performed on both the whole group (n=30) and through a
comparison of the Product group (n=13) versus the No Product group (n=17).
The Developmental Assets Profile Survey is scored along 11 measures: a total
score, two global scores consisting of internal and external assets, and individual
asset categories. These categories are divided into internal and external assets.
Internal assets include commitment to learning, positive values, social
competencies, and positive identity. External assets are composed of support,
empowerment, boundaries, constructive use of time, and commitment to learning
(see Table 7). This study chose to focus on five assets deemed appropriate for the
exploration of a regular school day intervention: empowerment, commitment to
learning, positive values, social competencies, and, positive identity.
In accordance with the study’s original design, the differences in pretest/
posttest mean scores for each category of the Developmental Assets Profile were
calculated. Using a T-test, these differences in pretest-posttest means were
statistically analyzed for significance among all participants (ungrouped). A T-test
was also used to compare pretest and posttest scores of those students who created
product vs. those that did not. No statistically significant difference was found in the
whole group analysis or the comparison of the product vs. no product groups.
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Factors Influencing Lack of Significant Differences
Worth noting was the small sample size. T-tests with a sample size of 30 tend
to have less power than those with relatively larger sample sizes, and thus run the
risk of failing to detect an effect that is present (type II error).
Additionally, the growth of Positive Youth Development was measured after
just three months of the intervention (the minimum elapsed time allotted for a DAP
pretest-posttest). Perhaps this was not enough time for the technology-enabled
social action learning environment’s ethos and activities to fully take hold. Also,
combining both sixth- and seventh-grade students indiscriminately in the statistical
analysis might not have accounted for age-related influences on DAP scores.
Finally, Blackwell et al. (2007) note that a normative decline in self-esteem
and school engagement occurs during adolescence (p. 246). Conceivably, the Tech
Café staved off this decline—an effect unaccounted for in my analysis of DAP scores.
Still, all things considered, it is highly likely that a statistically significant difference
simply did not exist between the product and the no product groups as determined
by the DAP and its underlying Positive Youth Developmental framework.
Finding 5: No statistically significant difference in DAP survey scores
was found when comparing the product vs. no product groups of
students.

Relating the Qualitative Data to the Quantitative Data
Collecting and organizing qualitative data was messy work. The data came
from numerous sources, including formal and informal interviews, field notes, a
rubric, and formal observations. My field notes often failed to capture the gestalt of
the moment. My research assistant sometimes strayed from the interview protocol.
Students and their work often failed to fall into simple labels or categorizations.
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Running a classroom while simultaneously studying that classroom often increased
the inherent complexity of the overall endeavor.
Coding this information, then, was a difficult task. Yet, within this struggle,
something invaluable emerged: a chance to unify and think deeply about a
pedagogical approach that I had been refining for the past 17 years. As a whole, the
qualitative data codified the strategies I used to foster technology-enabled social
action, the challenges and successes experienced by students within the learning
environment, and the overall outcomes of their work in the Tech Café.
The use of self-report data provided by the DAP was designed to provide a
source of data which, unlike the field notes and interviews, was relatively
independent of the participant-observers’ influence or perspective. Every teacher
wishes their classroom to be the epicenter for the intellectual and emotional growth
of their students. Using targeted quantitative measures to examine student selfreported changes allowed me to explore these ideas from a different vantage point.
Still, quantitative measures that rely on self-report, such as the survey used
here, are inherently subjective and fall short of the scientific rigor that other forms
of student assessment might yield. Yet, when measuring extremely complex
phenomena such as self-efficacy, positive values, and social competencies, research
instruments are limited. The Developmental Assets Profile (DAP) survey was the
best available research instrument known to the researcher to encapsulate and
measure student changes before and after the Tech Café.
Indeed, the second service rendered by the DAP was that it allowed this study
to be in conversation with a broader landscape of youth development. By
delineating five developmental assets, it provided me with another perspective on
the data collected from qualitative instruments. The DAP itself was remarkably
flexible in the levels of analysis it allowed. One could look at the total asset score,
global assets (external and internal), or individual assets. In the end, I found it most
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valuable to focus on the five individual assets that a school-based intervention could
potentially impact. Ultimately, this led to an understanding that notable changes
might be uncovered by looking at how students “jumped” and “fell” in score ranges.
Bringing the Data Together
DAP scores from students in the Product group yielded more positive range
changes in the five assets examined in this study than students from the No Product
group (see Appendices K, L, and M). Future studies might seek ways to further align
learning environments the assets described in the DAP in order to explore whether
or not these trends increase in ways that they reach statistical significance. Table 34
matched examples of interview data from students in the Product group to the
study’s five DAP assets in order to provide one manner of connecting the two data
sets.
Even as a simple framework for qualitative data organization, the
Developmental Assets Profile proved a helpful perspective for understanding some
of the qualitative findings. For most of profiled students, there was ample evidence
of self-reported growth in empowerment, their constructive use of time, positive
values, social competencies, and positive identity pre and post intervention. Below
are brief descriptions of how experiences in the Tech Café may relate to the study’s
five developmental assets.
Empowerment. The DAP’s Empowerment assets pertain to the students’
perception of the support, opportunities and resources that the external
environment provides them. In the context of the Tech Café, the learning
environment attempted to surround the students with low- and high-tech tools and
materials to nurture skills and intelligences less seen in traditional classrooms. Of
equal importance, this learning space encouraged students to tackle important
social issues; in the process they were told that they had the power to affect change
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in the lives of those most impacted by this problem. These resources and supports
enabled many students to work innovatively with technology to promote social
justice.
Commitment to Learning. The Tech Café often required students to have
perseverance. The wide variety of tools and issues involved in students’ social
action created distinct challenges that often took significant energy and
resourcefulness to solve. It is possible that because students self-selected the social
issues, they had a deeper connection to it. This, in turn, provided them with the
wherewithal to surmount these learning challenges. Another possibility was that the
novelty of the Makerspace—with all its low- and high-tech tools and materials—was
exciting enough to sustain students through difficulties associated with mastering
the content and skills. Either way, students’ experiences of committing to the
learning process in spite of the inevitable obstacles that appeared, reflect on certain
elements of the Commitment to Learning asset category.
Positive Values. The Tech Café was founded on the principles of critical
pedagogy. According to this approach, the oppressions that surround students are
to be revealed through conversations with their teacher. Once uncovered, students
are then empowered to battle against these injustices and make a positive impact in
their world. In this way, students in the Tech Café were guided to a large variety of
social issues that were intended to stoke their passion for social justice and change
their orientation from bystander to activist when facing local and global problems.
The Positive Value assets align quite well with this approach. These assets include
valuing equality, standing up for your beliefs, and caring for others. Perhaps future
iterations of the Tech Café will show significant gains in Positive Value assets as the
pedagogical approach is refined and students’ experiences operating in this capacity
grows.
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Social Competencies. The Developmental Assets Profile manual (2008)
describes social competencies as the ability to properly express feelings and being
sensitive to and accepting of others. From Clara’s cyberbullying script and Shalini’s
gender stereotypes digital collage to Maddie and Meera’s wallets and jewelry for the
homeless, the social action products created in the Tech Café often required
students to emotionally connect with those who struggled with the social issue they
were addressing. As Clara framed it: “At the end of the day you are who you are and
it’s not right to be judged by that.” And, in practice, Meera beautifully described her
newfound connection to those most affected by their issue: “I feel so, so touched by
the issue because when we were giving the stuff out one of the guys said finally
somebody really cares about the homeless, then me and Maddie were about to cry
when he said that.”
Still, certain aspects of Social Competencies, were either not addressed by the
intervention or are in need of further development. These assets included peaceful
conflict resolution and friendship skills. While many collaborations occurred in the
development of social action products in the Tech Café, no attempt was made by
participant-researchers to foster healthy interactions within these collaborations.
Such efforts would be worthwhile and could potentially affect students’ Social
Competency Assets score.
Positive Identity. At the core of this study were issues of agency. Whether
noting the lack of opportunity for students to practice it (The Participation Divide)
or a strategy for its development (technology-enabled social action), the underlying
message was that students provided with the skills and passion to enhance their
world will be imbued with the empowerment and optimism present in a positive
identity.
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Conclusions and Actionable Recommendations
Overview
My work with students in the Tech Café sought to bridge the participation
divide by promoting technology-enabled social action. In creating meaningful
products that were intended to be watched, worn, eaten, learned from, reproduced,
and/or purchased in support of advocacy organizations, the students acted as
makers rather than consumers. In contrast to the role of technology consumer
inadvertently fostered by many schools in under-resourced neighborhoods, their
products authentically contributed to the digital milieu. Equally important, the
content and purpose of their products positioned them as agents of change in their
communities. In seeking to bridge the participation divide and promote agency
through social action, this study sought to explore the products that students
created and the resultant effect they had on students’ connection to the social issue
and their sense of agency in their relation to it.
Part and parcel to this exploration was an analysis of the learning
environment itself. What constraints existed when trying to promote technologyenabled social action in schools? What beneficial collaborations occurred? What
challenges did students face, and what were the subsequent outcomes that occurred
during the three-month study?
The results indicated that students who created products also registered some
changes in the self-report Positive Youth Development as reflected in the
Developmental Assets Products. Students created a smoke-detecting shirt, a digital
collage to combat gender stereotypes, and handcrafted wallets and rings to be
passed out to the homeless. They made paper makers to promote recycling, wrote
an anti-bullying movie, made a quilt for the homeless from recycled clothes, and
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sold a handcrafted ring on our Etsy shop to support an anti-domestic violence
organization.
Qualitative findings suggested that: (1) Democratic collaborations appeared to
contribute positively to the development of products; (2) school structures that
support flexibility in scheduling can provide opportunities for extended learning
experiences within Educational Makerspaces; (3) teachers in Educational
Makerspaces may face challenges in scaffolding content-related research while
simultaneously introducing new Maker tools and techniques; (4) the design and/or
implementation of open-ended Educational Makerspaces may account for the
individualized learning challenges that occur when offering both a large variety of
tools and a large variety of topics; and (5) no statistically significant difference in
DAP survey scores was found when comparing the top five rubric scorers versus the
bottom five.
Altogether, this research reflects the potential for social action Educational
Makerspaces like the Tech Café to not only address the participation divide, but to
give students a sense of agency and purpose.
Actionable Recommendations
Recommendation 1: Research-backed social action products. All of the
students participating in the intervention could have benefited from more thorough
research of their social issue. Deeper research into the lives of those most affected
by the issue would likely have led to a deeper emotional connection. This
connection, in turn, may have created more of an investment in designing a
successful product. In addition, uncovering and later including the root causes and
statistics pertaining to the issue would likely have added to the persuasive value of
their product. Lastly, thoughtful research might have revealed solutions already in
place to serve as inspiration or a jumping off point for students’ work.
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Therefore, it is recommended that learning spaces wishing to implement
technology-enabled social action create accountability practices that support and
help ensure that students complete adequate research prior to and during product
creation. For example, students might be asked to create a TED1 Talk-style
presentation that contextualizes their current or future product within the social
issue it seeks to address.
Recommendation 2: Democratic classrooms. Mentorship took several
forms in this study. Adults mentored students, students mentored students, and
adults mentored adults (in service of student product development). Fostering such
mentorships was founded on the notion of democratic classrooms. That is, the
traditional teacher-student hierarchy was not conducive to bringing about the types
of innovative products seen in this technology-enabled social action learning
environment. Instead, in the Tech Café, a fluid relationship existed between
members of the learning community. Such flexibility allowed students to feel a true
sense of agency. They learned skills that the “grown-ups” around them truly did not
know and could benefit from leaning. In other instances, adult mentors and I
brought skills and knowledge to students that they turn-keyed to other students. In
such cases, these student mentors were given full authority and access to materials
to use as they saw fit to pass on their knowhow.
Therefore, it is recommended that teachers in technology-enabled social
action learning environments empower all its members to take on authentic roles as
teachers, students, and mentors. This is done by giving unrestricted access to
materials, allowing dynamic grouping of members, and introducing tools and issues
that are unfamiliar to the teacher, but hold great potential for promoting social and

1TED (Technology, Entertainment, Design) Talks are a popular set of global

conferences on scientific, cultural, and academic topics.
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environmental justice. In addition, it is recommended that teachers seek out
community members with expertise that can add to the mentorship opportunities
within the technology-enabled social action learning environment.
Recommendation 3: No distinction between low-tech and high-tech. In
the Tech Café, technology was seen its broadest sense: “a means to fulfill a purpose:
a device, or method, or process” (Arthur, 2009). Hence, students were not restricted
to using digital technology; what is typically understood to be the domain in which
technology classes operate. Rather, in addition to computers, the Internet, and
multimedia tools, students were encouraged to use a variety of technologies
including sewing machines, jewelry making and leather craft tools, and construction
tools such as rotary saws, metal shears, and hammers.
By blurring the distinction between low-tech and high-tech tools, students
were free to select the tools that addressed the design task at hand in the most
creative, challenging, and organic ways. Groups that took advantage of this
multimodal approach to product creation often stimulated untapped or
underdeveloped skills and intelligences. In many cases, this served to improve the
overall product result. It is also possible that creating the opportunity for low-tech
skill development led to the improvement of certain Positive Youth Developmental
assets, including positive identity, empowerment, and constructive use of time.
Recommendation 4: No social issue off-limits. When it comes to middle
school students, they really have seen it all. For better or worse, the Internet and
entertainment industry have opened the door to every variety of sex, drugs,
violence, intolerance, and extremism out there. The role of the teacher in a
technology-enabled social action learning environment, then, is not to shield
students from this, but to help them critically analyze the underlying messages,
meanings, and power structures that surround this communication. By opening the
door to the everyday reality students experience, the learning space sends the
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message that what is created within it will have significance beyond the classroom.
Indeed, by teaching students to maturely deconstruct how others attempt to define
their world, they will be given the tools and values that will enable them to be
agents of positive change.
Conclusion
This study was guided by the Transformative Research Paradigm and thus
sought to bring the voices of the oppressed into the world of research (Mertens,
2009). The oppression, in this case, is the so-called “participation divide”—an
uneven distribution of opportunities for low-SES students to use technology for the
production of creative media. This divide is of critical importance in the 21st century
as the social, cultural, and political agendas are increasingly consumed online.
Equally significant are the powerful STEAM (science, technology, engineering, art,
and math) learning opportunities fostered by constructivist pedagogical approaches
that are seen less often in under-resourced schools. This inequity has deep
implications in terms of college and career preparedness—where technological
fluency is often required.
Through profiling the technology-enabled social action products of urban
middle school students, my hope was to illustrate one approach to bridging the
participation divide. Here, the “voices of the oppressed” spoke of deep-felt empathy
for the struggles of others, playful ingenuity, brave vulnerability, stick-to-itiveness,
and the ability to construct meaningful solutions to important social issues.
Seen through the lens of Positive Youth Development, students showed signs
of asset development in the areas of Empowerment, Commitment to Learning,
Positive Values, Social Competencies, and Positive Identity. It is not clear that this
development was associated with their work in the Tech Café; however, future
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studies with a larger sample size or ones that involve experimental or quasiexperimental methodology may yield findings to that effect.
Nevertheless, educators interested in how Makerspaces can be content-driven
may find the student profiles and pedagogical practices examined in this study
useful. Indeed, working alongside students to bring together low- and high-tech
tools to create products in service of social activism, is one way to harness the
energy and ethos of the maker movement and bring it into the school context.

Coda
Linking Content Areas to Makerspaces
Imagine this: an eighth-grade class is studying World War II in social studies.
Accompanied by their teacher, students head over to their school’s Makerspace for a
double period. Having spoken in advance with the social studies teacher, the
Makerspace teacher plays a video montage of key historical events that occurred at
the time in order to stimulate students’ prior knowledge. At the same time, the
video provided a context for the parents, two jewelry artisans, a local chef, and a
game programmer who are also in the room.
As the video concludes, students and other learning community members
begin sharing interesting thoughts and questions about World War II. One of the
jewelry artisans notes that the video footage reminds him of a television show he
watched called “The Man in the High Castle” that created an alternate version of
history in which the Axis powers won the war. The social studies teacher inquires,
“What World War II events would it be interesting to create alternate versions of?”
One student responds, “What if the bomb in Pearl Harbor did not go off?” Another
answers, “What if the U.S. stepped in earlier and stopped the concentration camps?”
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Another calls out, “What if Obama was president instead of FDR?” The
brainstorming continues…
At a certain point, the Makerspace teacher remarks, “Maybe we should create
a series of products that show alternate histories like those you just mentioned.
How would that look in a song?” One student with a talent for creating hip hop says,
“I could do a verse through the eyes of someone in a concentration camp and then
through the eyes of the Nazi soldiers.” The teacher responds, “You know what?
That’s not exactly an alternate history—more like an alternative viewpoint or
perspective—but I like it. You should do that!”
Now the Makerspace teacher says, “OK, if there are no other ideas for
alternate histories, what are some other ways to represent what you’ve learned? A
student asks, “Can we cook food from that time period…like German food, Russian
food, or Japanese food?” The Makerspace teacher glances at the chef and he
excitedly nods ‘yes’. A student raises her hand, “I want to create a video game
where soldiers go to concentration camps and free the prisoners.” The video game
designer notes, “that kind of reminds me of this old-school game called Castle
Wolfenstein where you have to capture the German’s secret war plans.” The same
student exclaims, “Whoa! Can we make a game that does both?” The sewing teacher
asks, “Does anyone want to sew flags of the different countries that formed the
Allied and Axis powers?” Three students raise their hands.In this way, the ideas
continue to form until each student commits to a project and develops a starting
plan.
The social studies and Makerspace teachers meet later that day during a
preparatory period. At this time, the teachers agree upon an assessment rubric for
the products and also formulate a research component that asks students to create
an essay that explains the World War II events that inspired their product. During
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lunch, the social studies teacher mentions the project to the English Language Arts
(ELA) teacher who expresses interest in fostering work on the essays.
For three months, students visit the Makerspace as a class during social
studies periods, in small groups during ELA, and individually before school, at lunch,
and after school. At the conclusion of the semester, the Makerspace is opened to the
entire school community. There, student chefs serve authentic German, Polish,
Russian, French, and Japanese dishes. Visitors play a World War II video game. They
view flags and take beginning sewing lessons from students while listening to
heartfelt hip hop songs that play in the background from the perspective of
concentration camp prisoners. At a stand, jewelry shaped and adorned with World
War II symbolism is sold to benefit the Wounded Warrior Project. A collection of
essays that accompanied each project is published on the school’s website and
several are read out loud during the event.
***
Of course, such a model is but one example of how Makerspaces can be
integrated into the regular school day. All manner of content areas could benefit
from the utilization of tools, materials, collaborations, and approaches to knowledge
creation and sharing made available through Makerspaces. The practical challenges
to implementing such learning environments include: allocation of school resources,
scheduling, and safety. Below, each will be discussed briefly.
Allocation of Resources
Many tools and materials are necessary to run a full-scale Makerspace. Each
combination provides multiple opportunities for self-expression, skill development,
and application to content areas (e.g., studying ancient Egypt would be well served
by Maker tools and materials that allowed students to build pyramids, sarcophagi,
etc.). The space itself must be large, with multiple electrical outlets, ventilation, a
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sink, and ideally a soundproofed room for recording audio and video. From food for
recipes and jewelry beads, to LED lights and drills, school administrations must
approach the allocation of resources to Makerspaces with open minds and wallets.
The space itself must be large, with multiple electrical outlets, ventilation, a
sink, and ideally a soundproofed room for recording audio and video.
Selecting the Makerspace teacher must be carefully considered. The space will
be well served by teachers aligned with the principles of constructionism, critical
pedagogy, and technological fluency. Teachers with subject expertise are good
partners for these projects. One possibility is to enlist the school librarian to operate
the space as they are often schooled in the management and application of
resources to meet the multiple needs of the school community.
Safety
There is a direct relationship between the variety of tools/materials used in a
Makerspace and the safety risks. Each time a tool or material is added, a new set of
dangers and need for relevant safety gear presents itself. Adding the cutting tools
necessary for wood work, the metal shears for jewelry making, or the soldering iron
for custom electronics can increase the risk for cuts, burns, and all other manner of
damage to our fragile human bodies.
A certain calculus, then, must be made by each teacher and their school’s
administration when it comes to safety: is the increased risk of a given tool or
material worth the potential risk for injury? Through properly administered safety
precautions, release forms, and the teaching of vigilance when making, these risks
can be mitigated.
Scheduling
Chapters IV and V delineated some of the challenges in creating sufficient time
during the school day for students to complete their products in the Tech Café. One
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of the proposed solutions was to utilize the flexible scheduling model used by school
libraries. Using such a model, teachers could schedule time for class visits or send
students out in small groups or individually. In a more radical shift, schools could
transform each classroom into a small-scale content-driven Makerspace. In this
model, a student might choose to travel from class to class with their product in
order to take advantage of the custom tools, materials, learning community
members, and expertise held within each classroom’s Makerspace.
Wide implementation of this model is unlikely to occur in the near future due
to the entrenched structures built around schools including issues of accountability,
structuring of the day, structuring of the classroom environment, and current
approaches to inter-disciplinary teaching. Therefore, it is my view that schools
interested in creating Makerspaces should utilize the flexible scheduling model
discussed in the World War II example. Schools that presently have “technology
teachers” might consider altering this role to align with the Makerspace model.
Ultimately, it is in the school-wide classroom Makerspace model that the
opportunity for high-level student engagement, applied learning, and agency can
yield its greatest potential.
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Appendix A
Developmental Assets
The Framework of 40 Developmental Assets, with Definitions
External Assets
Support
1. Family support—Family life provides high levels of love and support.
2. Positive family communication—Young person and her or his parent(s)
communicate positively, and young person is willing to seek advice and counsel
from parents.
3.Other adult relationships—Young person receives support from three or more
non- parent adults.
4. Caring neighborhood—Young person experiences caring neighbors.
5. Caring school climate—School provides a caring, encouraging environment.
6. Parent involvement in schooling—Parent(s) are actively involved in helping
young person succeed in school. Empowerment
Empowerment
7. Community values youth—Young person perceives that adults in the community
value youth.
8. Youth as resources—Young people are given useful roles in the community.
9. Service to others—Young person serves in the community one hour or more per
week.
10. Safety—Young person feels safe at home, at school, and in the neighborhood.
Boundaries and Expectations
11. Family boundaries—Family has clear rules and consequences and monitors the
young person’s whereabouts.
12. School boundaries—School provides clear rules and consequences.
13.Neighborhood boundaries—Neighbors take responsibility for monitoring young
people’s behavior.
14. Adult role models—Parent(s) and other adults model positive, responsible
behavior.
15. Positive peer influence—Young person’s best friends model responsible
behavior.
16. High expectations—Both parent(s) and teachers encourage the young person to
do well.
Constructive Use of Time
17. Creative activities—Young person spends three or more hours per week in
lessons or practice in music, theater, or other arts.
18. Youth programs—Young person spends three or more hours per week in sports,
clubs, or organizations at school and/or in the community.
19. Religious community—Young person spends one or more hours per week in
activities in a religious institution.
20.Time at home—Young person is out with friends “with nothing special to do” two
or fewer nights per week. Internal
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Internal Assets
Commitment to Learning
21. Achievement motivation—Young person is motivated to do well in school.
22. School engagement—Young person is actively engaged in learning.
23. Homework—Young person reports doing at least one hour of homework every
school day.
24. Bonding to school—Young person cares about her or his school.
25. Reading for pleasure—Young person reads for pleasure three or more hours per
week.
Positive Values
26. Caring—Young person places high value on helping other people.
27. Equality and social justice—Young person places high value on promoting
equality and reducing hunger and poverty.
28. Integrity—Young person acts on convictions and stands up for her or his beliefs.
29. Honesty—Young person “tells the truth even when it is not easy.”
30. Responsibility—Young person accepts and takes personal responsibility.
31. Restraint—Young person believes it is important not to be sexually active or to
use alcohol or other drugs.
Social Competencies
32. Planning and decision making—Young person knows how to plan ahead and
make choices.
33. Interpersonal competence—Young person has empathy, sensitivity, and
friendship skills.
34. Cultural competence—Young person has knowledge of and comfort with people
of different cultural/racial/ethnic backgrounds.
35. Resistance skills—Young person can resist negative peer pressure and
dangerous situations.
36. Peaceful conflict resolution—Young person seeks to resolve conflict
nonviolently.
Positive Identity
37. Personal power—Young person feels he or she has control over “things that
happen to me.”
38. Self-esteem—Young person reports having a high self-esteem.
39. Sense of purpose—Young person reports that “my life has a purpose.”
40. Positive view of personal future—Young person is optimistic about her or his
personal future.
Source: Benson, P. and Scales, P., 2004.
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Appendix B
One Factor ANOVA of Rubric Scores by Teachers

ANOVA table
Source
Treatment
Error
Total

Mean
18.9
18.3
21.5
19.6

n
10
10
10
30

Std. Dev
3.78
2.58
1.96
3.11

SS
57.87
223.50
281.37

df
2
27
29

MS
28.933
8.278

F
3.50

Filep
18.9

Mulcahy
21.5

Post hoc analysis
p-values for pairwise t-tests
Dhar
18.3
Dhar
18.3
Filep
18.9 .6447
Mulcahy
21.5 .0194

Filep
Dhar
Mulcahy
Total

.0533

Tukey simultaneous comparison t-values (d.f. = 27)
Dhar
Filep Mulcahy
18.3
18.9
21.5
Dhar
18.3
Filep
18.9
0.47
Mulcahy
21.5
2.49
2.02
critical values for experimentwise error rate:
0.05
2.49
0.01
3.18

p-value
.0447

Appendix C
Top Five and Bottom Five Students’ Rubric Evaluation Scores
Student

Communication

Collaboration

CommunityBuilding

Creativity

Content
Creation

Choices
of
Conduct

Total
Points

Average
by
Teacher

Filep

Clara

4

4

3

4

4

4

23

3.83

Dhar

Clara

3

4

3

3

3

4

20

3.33

Mulcahy

Clara

3

4

4

4

2

4

21

3.50

Filep

Emil

4

4

4

4

4

3

23

3.83

Dhar

Emil

4

3

3

3

3

4

20

3.33

Mulcahy

Emil

3

4

4

4

3

4

22

3.67

Filep

Gemma

3

3

3

2

3

3

17

2.83

Dhar

Gemma

3

4

2

3

2

3

17

2.83

Mulcahy

Gemma

4

4

4

4

3

4

23

3.83

Filep

Kelly

3

1

3

3

2

2

14

2.33

Dhar

Kelly

3

3

3

3

2

3

17

2.83

Mulcahy

Kelly

3

4

3

4

2

3

19

3.17

Filep

Maddie

2

3

3

3

2

3

16

2.67

Dhar

Maddie

2

3

2

3

2

3

15

2.50

Mulcahy

Maddie

3

4

4

4

2

4

21

3.50

Filep

Meera

2

3

2

3

2

3

15

2.50

Dhar

Meera

2

3

2

3

3

3

16

2.67

Total
Student
Average

3.55

3.61

3.16

2.78

2.89
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Teacher

Teacher

Student

Communication

Collaboration

CommunityBuilding

Creativity

Content
Creation

Choices
of
Conduct

Total
Points

Average
by
Teacher

Total
Student
Average

Mulcahy

Meera

3

4

4

4

2

4

21

3.50

2.89

Filep

Sander

3

4

3

4

2

4

20

3.33

Dhar

Sander

3

4

3

4

3

4

21

3.50

Mulcahy

Sander

3

4

4

4

3

4

22

3.67

Filep

Shalini

3

3

2

3

2

3

16

2.67

Dhar

Shalini

3

3

2

3

2

3

16

2.67

Mulcahy

Shalini

2

4

4

3

2

3

18

3.00

Filep

Sid

4

4

4

4

4

4

24

4.00

Dhar

Sid

4

4

4

3

4

4

23

3.83

Mulcahy

Sid

4

4

4

4

4

4

24

4.00

Filep

Walt

3

4

4

4

3

4

22

3.67

Dhar

Walt

3

4

2

3

3

3

18

3.00

Mulcahy

Walt

4

4

4

4

4

4

24

4.00

3.67

2.78

3.94

3.56
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Appendix D
Assets Statistically Analyzed in the Study and Their Abbreviations
Scale
Total
(Score
ranges from
0-60)
Global
(Each asset’s
score ranges
from 0-30)

Internal +
External

Composite of Internal and External Assets

Internal

Composite of four Internal Assets

External

Composite of Four External Assets

Commitment
to Learning

Individual
Internal
(Each asset’s
score ranges
from 0-30)

Definition
(Source: Benson & Scales, 2004)

Assets

Positive
Values

Social
Competencies

Positive
Identity

•
•
•
•
•

Achievement motivation
School engagement
Does at least one hour of homework each day
Cares about his/her school
Reading for pleasure

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Caring for and helping others
Values equality and social justice
Stands up for what he/she believes in
Takes personal responsibility
Restraint with respect to sex and drugs
Plans ahead when making choices
Has empathy, sensitivity, and friendship skills
Comfortable with people from different
cultural/racial/ethnic backgrounds
Peaceful conflict resolution
Feels in control over “things that happen to me”
High self esteem
Sense of purpose
Positive view of personal future

•
•
•
•
•
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Scale

Definition
(Source: Benson & Scales, 2004)

Assets
•

Individual
External
(Each asset’s
score ranges
from 0-30)

Support

Empowerment

•
•
•
•
•

Boundaries and
Expectations

Constructive
use of Time

•
•
•

•
•

Family support, involvement and positive
communication
Other supportive adult relationships
A Caring Neighborhood and School
Community values youth and provides them
opportunities for service
Youth feels safe at home, school and in the
neighborhood
Family and school have clear rules and
consequences
Community takes responsibility for
monitoring student behavior
Adult role models
High Expectations to do well from parents and
teachers
Positive peer influence
Creative Activities
Spends time in youth programs
Only goes out with friends “with nothing
special to do two or fewer nights per week

Appendix E
DAP Scores for All Students in All Asset Categories
SUPPORT

EMPOW

BOUNDE

TIMEU

CLEARN

POSVAL

SCOMP

POSID

EXTERNAL

INTERNAL

TOTSCORE

Aaron

24/21

23/23

20/20

20/18

22/23

22/23

19/24

22/25

22/21

21/24

43/45

Amelie

19/26

18/25

17/27

18/28

27/26

15/25

16/23

20/25

18/27

20/25

38/52

Belinda

14/21

15/25

16/22

20/15

21/24

14/21

9/23

12/18

16/21

14/22

30/43

Castro

24/27

25/28

28/30

23/23

23/27

24/28

20/26

27/28

25/27

24/27

49/54

Clara

29/21

27/23

26/24

25/20

29/23

24/22

26/24

23/18

27/22

26/22

53/44

Emil

23/30

25/30

23/30

23/30

23/29

24/27

14/26

20/28

24/30

20/28

44/58

Erin

26/27

27/13

27/28

23/10

26/13

25/12

28/15

28/10

26/20

27/13

53/33

Farrah

14/9

10/18

19/22

5/10

19/20

11/23

16/21

5/10

12/15

13/19

25/34

Gemma

27/30

20/27

28/26

18/25

20/29

17/15

13/21

17/27

23/27

17/23

40/50

Glen

20/14

22/10

26/16

23/18

26/19

24/15

23/15

23/20

23/15

24/17

47/32

Henry

24/30

28/27

24/30

28/10

23/26

25/26

28/27

27/27

26/24

26/27

52/51

Jade

19/24

22/23

20/22

13/18

23/24

20/24

19/25

23/17

19/22

21/23

40/45

Jake

26/17

25/20

27/16

23/20

24/24

25/25

26/27

23/27

25/18

25/26

50/44

James

27/21

26/23

23/21

18/20

27/21

25/21

25/23

23/22

24/21

25/22

49/43

Jared

30/30

30/30

30/30

30/30

30/30

26/30

23/30

30/30

30/30

27/30

57/60

Kelly

29/20

30/30

26/21

23/23

19/21

25/29

20/28

23/22

27/24

22/25

49/49

Maddie

30/24

28/22

28/26

23/25

29/23

30/26

29/24

28/23

27/24

29/24

56/48

Meera

29/23

20/23

23/22

20/23

23/26

18/24

14/24

20/22

23/23

19/24

42/47

Merrill

30/29

25/27

30/28

28/23

30/26

30/24

29/25

27/22

28/27

29/24

57/51
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NAME

NAME

SUPPORT

EMPOW

BOUNDE

TIMEU

CLEARN

POSVAL

SCOMP

POSID

EXTERNAL

INTERNAL

TOTSCORE

Pauline

27/26

25/28

28/23

23/25

27/19

21/18

24/16

22/15

26/26

24/17

50/43

Rena

24/17

23/17

24/19

20/15

19/13

24/15

21/14

27/12

23/17

23/14

46/31

Ryan

13/17

10/13

18/17

13/18

13/9

11/16

14/13

12/12

14/16

13/13

27/29

Salvador

21/26

22/18

19/20

5/8

16/7

10/9

11/10

25/25

17/18

16/13

33/31

Sander

30/30

30/30

30/30

13/23

27/30

25/30

24/26

30/30

26/28

27/29

53/57

Sandra

23/27

20/25

24/23

15/28

27/27

25/22

21/24

25/23

21/26

25/24

46/50

Shalini

16/17

22/18

12/16

13/15

21/20

18/18

20/20

20/20

16/17

20/20

36/37

Sid

21/30

17/30

20/30

25/30

26/29

25/29

24/30

18/30

21/30

23/30

44/60

Tamara

30/27

28/25

30/29

28/25

30/20

30/25

29/21

27/18

29/27

29/21

58/48

Walt

19/19

22/18

18/17

20/23

19/16

20/23

13/18

13/28

20/19

16/21

36/40

26/29

28/20

24/23

25/25

29/23

25/21

23/21

25/15

26/24

26/20

52/44

Yolanda
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Appendix F
DAP Assets—Ungrouped Paired Samples Statistics
Paired Samples Statistics
Mean

N

Std. Deviation

Std. Error
Mean

Pair 1
Pair 2
Pair 3
Pair 4
Pair 5
Pair 6
Pair 7
Pair 8
Pair 9
Pair 10
Pair 11

PRE SUPPORT

23.800

30

5.2154

.9522

POST SUPPORT

23.633

30

5.5985

1.0221

PRE EMPOW

23.100

30

5.2611

.9605

POST EMPOW

22.967

30

5.5179

1.0074

PRE BOUNDE

23.600

30

4.7822

.8731

POST BOUNDE

23.600

30

4.8037

.8770

PRE TIMEU

20.133

30

6.2186

1.1354

POST TIMEU

20.800

30

6.2223

1.1360

PRE CLEARN

23.933

30

4.4251

.8079

POST CLEARN

22.233

30

5.9520

1.0867

PRE POSVAL

21.933

30

5.4894

1.0022

POST POSVAL

22.200

30

5.4037

.9866

PRE SCOMP

20.700

30

5.7903

1.0572

POST SCOMP

22.133

30

5.0837

.9281

PRE POSID

22.167

30

5.8255

1.0636

POST POSID

21.633

30

6.0656

1.1074

PRE EXTERNAL

22.800

30

4.5743

.8351

POST EXTERNAL

22.867

30

4.5918

.8384

PRE INTERNAL

22.367

30

4.7451

.8663

POST INTERNAL

22.233

30

4.8897

.8927

PRE TOTSCORE

45.167

30

8.9831

1.6401

POST TOTSCORE

45.100

30

8.7862

1.6041
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Appendix G
DAP Assets—Ungrouped Paired Samples Correlations
Paired Samples Correlations
N

Correlation

Sig.

Pair 1

PRE SUPPORT & POST SUPPORT

30

.508

.004

Pair 2

PRE EMPOW & POST EMPOW

30

.345

.062

Pair 3

PRE BOUNDE & POST BOUNDE

30

.491

.006

Pair 4

PRE TIMEU & POST TIMEU

30

.449

.013

Pair 5

PRE CLEARN & POST CLEARN

30

.531

.003

Pair 6

PRE POSVAL & POST POSVAL

30

.452

.012

Pair 7

PRE SCOMP & POST SCOMP

30

.266

.155

Pair 8

PRE POSID & POST POSID

30

.247

.189

Pair 9

PRE EXTERNAL & POST EXTERNAL

30

.550

.002

Pair 10

PRE INTERNAL & POST INTERNAL

30

.310

.096

Pair 11

PRE TOTSCORE & POST TOTSCORE

30

.463

.010

Appendix H
DAP Assets—Ungrouped Paired Samples Test

Mean

Pair 1
Pair 2
Pair 3
Pair 4
Pair 5
Pair 6
Pair 7
Pair 8
Pair 9
Pair 10
Pair 11

t

df

Sig. (2-tailed)

.1667

5.3761

.9815

-1.8408

2.1741

.170

29

.866

.1333

6.1741

1.1272

-2.1721

2.4388

.118

29

.907

.0000

4.8352

.8828

-1.8055

1.8055

.000

29

1.000

-.6667

6.5302

1.1922

-3.1051

1.7718

-.559

29

.580

1.7000

5.2005

.9495

-.2419

3.6419

1.790

29

.084

-.2667

5.7050

1.0416

-2.3970

1.8636

-.256

29

.800

-1.4333

6.6108

1.2070

-3.9018

1.0352

-1.188

29

.245

.5333

7.3001

1.3328

-2.1926

3.2592

.400

29

.692

-.0667

4.3465

.7936

-1.6897

1.5563

-.084

29

.934

.1333

5.6613

1.0336

-1.9806

2.2473

.129

29

.898

.0667

9.2099

1.6815

-3.3724

3.5057

.040

29

.969
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PRE SUPPORT POST SUPPORT
PRE EMPOW POST EMPOW
PRE BOUNDE POST BOUNDE
PRE TIMEU POST TIMEU
PRE CLEARN POST CLEARN
PRE POSVAL POST POSVAL
PRE SCOMP POST SCOMP
PRE POSID POST POSID
PRE EXTERNAL
- POST
EXTERNAL
PRE INTERNAL POST INTERNAL
PRE TOTSCORE
- POST
TOTSCORE

Std.
Deviation

Paired Samples Test
Paired Differences
Std. Error
95% Confidence Interval
Mean
of the Difference
Lower
Upper
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Appendix I
DAP Assets—Product vs. No Product Group Statistics
Product vs.
No Product
Total
Product
No Product
Internal
Product
No Product
External
Product
No Product
Support
Product
No Product
Empowerment Product
No Product
Boundaries
Product
No Product
Constructive Product
Use of Time
No Product
Commitmen
Product
t to Learning
No Product
Positive Values Product
No Product
Social
Product
Competencies No Product
Asset

N

Mean

13
17
13
17
13
17
13
17
13
17
13
17
13
17
13
17
13
17
13
17

3.0769
-2.4706
2.0769
-1.8235
1.0000
-.6471
.0000
-.2941
.6923
-.7647
.6154
-.4706
3.2308
-1.2941
-.2308
-2.8235
1.9231
-1.0000
3.7692
-.3529

Std. Deviation
7.35370
9.95061
4.23205
6.13632
3.80789
4.70294
5.75905
5.24124
5.43729
6.77799
4.09346
5.40969
3.78932
7.55616
5.21462
5.05266
3.27774
6.85565
5.26235
7.11461

Std. Error
Mean
2.03955
2.41338
1.17376
1.48828
1.05612
1.14063
1.59727
1.27119
1.50803
1.64390
1.13532
1.31204
1.05097
1.83264
1.44628
1.22545
.90908
1.66274
1.45951
1.72555
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Appendix J
DAP Assets: Product vs. No Product Group T-tests
Levene's Test for
Equality of
Variances

Total

Equal
variances
assumed

Equal
variances
assumed

Equal
variances
assumed

Equal
variances
assumed

Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances not
assumed

.103

5.54751

1.756

27.984

.090

5.54751

1.959

28

.060

3.90045

2.058

27.769

.049

3.90045

1.030

28

.312

1.64706

1.060

27.876

.298

1.64706

.146

28

.885

.29412

.144

24.610

.887

.29412

.634

28

.531

1.45701

.653

27.908

.519

1.45701

2.720

.110

1.686

3.260

.082

.938

.341

.002

.962

Equal
variances not
assumed
Empowerm
ent

28

t

Equal
variances not
assumed
Support

Mean
Difference

Sig.

Equal
variances not
assumed
External

Sig. (2-tailed)

F

Equal
variances not
assumed
Internal

t-test for Equality of Means

.770

.388

df
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Levene's Test for
Equality of
Variances
F
Boundaries

Equal
variances
assumed

.679

Sig.
.417

Equal
variances not
assumed
Constructive Equal
Use of Time variances
assumed

3.578

.069

Equal
variances not
assumed
Commitmen Equal
t to
variances
Learning
assumed

.028

.868

Equal
variances not
assumed
Positive
Values

Equal
variances
assumed

5.758

.023

Equal
variances not
assumed
Social
Equal
Competency variances
assumed

1.219

.279

Equal
variances not
assumed
Positive
Identity

Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances not
assumed

5.758

.023

t-test for Equality of Means
t

df

Sig. (2-tailed)

Mean
Difference

.603

28

.551

1.08597

.626

28.000

.536

1.08597

1.972

28

.059

4.52489

2.142

24.693

.042

4.52489

1.374

28

.180

2.59276

1.368

25.542

.183

2.59276

1.414

28

.168

2.92308

1.542

24.121

.136

2.92308

1.752

28

.091

4.12217

1.824

27.985

.079

4.12217

1.414

28

.168

2.92308

1.542

24.121

.136

2.92308

Appendix K
DAP Range Trends: Product Group
Name

Support

Empowerment

Boundaries

Constructive
Use of Time

Commitment
to Learning

Positive
Values

Social
Competencies

Positive
Identity

External

Internal

Total
Score

Clara

↓2

↓1

↓1

↓1

Emil

↑1

↑1

↑1

↑1

Gemma

↑

↑2

↓1

Jared

-

-

-

Kelly

↓2

-

Maddie

↓1

Meera
Ryan

Net Range
Change of Assets

↓1

↓

↓1

↓1

↓1

↓1

↓1

↓8

↑1

↑1

↑3

↑1

↑1

↑2

↑1

↑10

↑1

↑2

↓

↑2

↑2

↑1

↑1

↑1

↑8

-

-

↑

↑1

-

-

↑

↑

↑1

↓1

-

↑1

↑1

↑2

↓

↓1

↑

-

↑1

↓1

↓

↑

↓1

↓

↓1

↓1

↓1

↓1

↓1

↓5

↓1

↑1

↓

↑1

↑1

↑1

↑2

↑1

-

↑1

↑

↑6

↑1

↓

↓

↑1

↓

↑1

↓1

-

↑1

-

↑

↑2

Salvador

↑1

↓1

↑

↑

↓2

↓

↓

-

↑

↓1

↓

↓2

Sander

-

-

-

↑2

↑

↑1

↑1

-

↑

↑

↑

↑4

Shalini

↑

↓1

↑1

↑1

↓1

-

-

-

↑

-

↑

-

Sid

↑1

↑2

2↑

↑1

↑

↑1

↑1

↑2

↑1

↑1

↑1

↑10

Walt

-

↓1

↓

↑1

↓

↑1

↑1

↑3

↓

↑1

↑

↑6

TOTAL

↓2

↑1

↑1

↑8

-

↑7

↑10

↑7

↑1

↑3

↑1

↑32

TOTAL

↑=asset growth

↓=asset decline - = no change

↑33

[1,2,3]= change of asset range
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Appendix L
DAP Range Trends: No Product Group
Name

Support

Empowerment

Boundaries

Constructive
Use of Time

Commitment
to Learning

Positive
Values

Social
Competencies

Positive
Identity

External

Internal

Total
score

Net Range
Change of Assets

Aaron

↓

-

-

↓

↑

↑

↑1

↑

↓

↑

↑

↑1

Amelie

↑2

↑1

↑2

↑2

↓

↑1

↑1

↑1

↑2

↑1

↑2

↑10

Belinda

↑2

↑1

↑

↑1

↑

↑2

↑2

↑1

↑1

↑2

↑1

↑9

Castro

↑1

↑1

↑

-

↑1

↑1

↑2

↑1

↑1

↑1

↑1

↑7

Erin

↑

↓3

↑

↓3

↓3

↓2

↓2

↓3

↓2

↓3

↓2

↓16

Farrah

↓

↑1

↑1

↑1

↑

↑2

↑1

↑1

↑1

↑1

↑1

↑7

Glen

↓1

↓2

↓2

↓2

↓2

↓1

↓1

↓2

↓1

↓1

↓1

↓13

Henry

↑1

↓

↑1

↓3

↑1

↑1

↓

-

↓1

↑

↓

↑1

Jade

↑1

↑

↑1

↑1

↑

↑1

↑1

↓1

↑1

↑1

↑1

↑4

Jake

↓2

↓2

↓2

↓1

-

-

↑

↑1

↓1

↑1

↓

↓6

James

↓1

↓1

↓

↑

↓1

↓

↓

↓

↓1

↓1

↓

↓3

Merrill

↓

↑1

↓

↓1

↓

↓1

↓1

↓1

↑1

↓1

↓

↓3

Pauline

↓

↑1

↓1

↑

↓2

↓1

↓1

↓1

-

↓1

↓

↓5

Rena

↓1

↓1

↓1

↓

↓

↓1

↓2

↓3

↓1

↓2

↓1

↓9

Sandra

↑1

↑1

↓

↑2

-

↓

↓2

↓

↑1

↑1

↑

↑2

Tamara

↓

↓1

↓

↓1

↓2

↓1

↓1

↓2

↓

↓1

↓1

↓8

Yolanda

↑

↓2

↓

-

↓1

↓

↓

↓1

↓1

↓2

↓2

↓4

TOTAL

↑3

↓5

↓1

↓4

↓9

↑1

↓2

↓9

-

↓4

↓1

↓26

↑=asset growth

↓=asset decline - = no change

[1,2,3]= change of asset range
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Appendix M
Descriptive Statistics: DAP Targeted Asset Range Growth
and Decline -Product vs. No Product Groups

Range
Difference

Product vs No Product

N

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Std. Error Mean

Product

13

2.38

3.948

1.095

No Product

17

-.06

1.298

.315
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Appendix N
Screenshots from Techbrarian.com
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Appendix O
Images of Selected Low-Tech Tools
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